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ABSTRACT 

The use of 1-125 seeds in brachytherapy is widespread and 

becoming increasingly varied. The spatial dose distributions 

around two types of 1-125 seeds in general use, were measured 

using a Geiger-Muller chamber. Seeds with the 1-125 adsorbed onto 

resin spheres had a 10% less anisotropic dose distribution than 

seeds containing a silver wire with the 1-125 adsorbed onto it. 

An interpolative method was developed for fast dose calculations 

taking this anisotropy into account. An elliptical model using 

parametric representations was then developed to repres~nt the 

positions and orientations of sources in space. Using the model 

and the interpolative method an optimisation procedure was 

performed to minimise the difference between the desired and 

achieved dose distributions by varying source positions. A 

sequential augmented Lagrangian technique (implemented by a 

mathematical library routine from the Numerical Algorithms Group, 

NAG*LIB.E04UAF) was used to perform the optimisation on a Sperry 

1100/81 computer. The results are dependent on the problem 

conditioning and the initial estimates provided to the 

optimisation routine. The model is generalisable, but is best 

applied to small volume tumours requiring relatively few sources 

where precise positioning is desired and possible. The results 

of the optimisation can be applied clinically using documented 

techniques. With the use of parallel processing and graphics 

techniques this model could be widely applied to brachytherapy 

optimisation problems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The major objectives of treatment planning in radiotherapy are, 

(a) to provide a complete specification of the distribution of 

absorbed dose produced in a given region of an irradiated patient 

and, (b) to determine the arrangement of the internal radiation 

sources or the orientation of the externally applied beams such 

that the optimal dose distribution is achieved (Laughlin et al, 

1963). These are, 

brachytherapy, that 

near the volume to 

in essence, the same as those specified for 

is radiotherapy with sources placed in or 

be treated, by Meredith (1949). These 

objectives remain valid and applicable today, as then, to both 

brachytherapy and teletherapy, that is external radiation beam 

therapy. 

with the 

Much work has been done towards achieving these goals 

aim of ultimately optimising the treatment of cancer 

using radiotherapeutic methods. 

Optimisation in radiotherapy involves in general the related 

disciplines of radiobioJogy, clinical radiotherapy, radiotherapy 

planning and medical physics. The mathematical formulation of 

many of the models used in the above disciplines is given in the 

text of Swan (1981), who approaches the entire subject from the 

point of view of optimising the effect and administration of the 

best practicable radiation dose to the patient. Specifically with 

regard to radiotherapy treatment planning, it is possible to 

divide the optimisation techniques into two fields. Firstly, 

"clinical planning" is done to specify the preferred dose 

4 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

distribution. This involves the consideration of the best 

treatment modality or combination of modalities, the 

fractionation scheme, the localisation of the tumour and extent 

of tumour spread, the required dose to the area of treatment, and 

the tolerance doses to surrounding organs. Secondly, "physical 

planning" is done, entailing the development of the treatment 

plan which best approximates the preferred idealised distribution 

as given above (McDonald et al, 1977). This aspect of 

treatment planning optimisation involves the specific 

mathematical methods known as optimisation methods. Effectively 

these can only be applied once the clinical criteria for the 

optimal dose distribution and type of radiation are 

quantitatively specified (Bjarngard, 1977). Thus "optimisation" 

can be used in both contexts, generally (or clinically) and 

mathematically. 

sense only. 

Here the term will be used in the mathematical 

The first of the major goals of treatment planning, that is to 

provide a complete specification of the distribution of the 

absorbed dose to the patient, has been contributed to greatly by 

improved calculation techniques of doses in tissue and the 

improved specification of the dose distribution delivered by the 

various treatment modalities. In brachytherapy planning the dose 

distribution calculations are frequently done on commercially 

available computer systems,' although significant differences 

sti 11 exi st even between "state of the art" systems for 

calculating the doses around radium sources (Tolbert et al, 

1981). Many errors are inherent in the calculation of doses 

5 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

around linear sources in brachytherapy and even limiting 

systematic errors to a minimum allows agreement to ±6%. This 

discrepancy is due to the calculation of tissue attenuation and 

build up factors, and the calculation of filtration in the source 

capsule. This does not include errors of reconstruction from 

radiographs and dosimetric uncertainties due to changes in the 

spectral quality with depth (Jayaraman et al, 1983). The exposure 

rate of Ir-192 sources has been calculated and it is dependent on 

the model used in the calculation. This is therefore a source of 

error in the calculation of doses around these sources (Glasgow,' 

1981). 

The spatial dose distribution around implant sources has been 

measured and updated over the years as necessary. For 1-125 

sources (Krishnaswamy, 1978), (Krishnaswamy, 1979), (Dale, 

1982), (Dale, 1983), (Hartmann et al, 1983), (Ling et al, 1983), 

(Ling et al, 1985), for Cs-137 sources (Krishnaswamy, 1972), 

(Diffey et al, 1975), for Au~198 sources (Dale, 1976) and for Ir-

192 wire (Kwan et al, 1983), (Murphy et al, 1984), (Kline et al, 

1985), both distribution measurements and calculations of dose 

distributions have been done. Young et al (1964), first 

calculated 

techniques. 

the 

The 

dose distribution for Ra-226 using computer 

Sievert integral has since been evaluated by a 

Monte Carlo technique for Ra-226 and Ir-192 sources, and the 

results agreed with experimentally obtained values (Williamson et 

al, 1983). The effects of positioning of the crossing needle on 

dose distribution from planar implants of Ra-226 has also been 

calculated with computer techniques and this has assisted in 

6 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

better planning of treatment schemes (Doss et al, 1979). 

The calculation of the treatment doses delivered has also 

improved and interactive programs have been developed (Bulski et 

al, 1983), (Rosen, et al, 1980), (Schultz et al, 1984). (van der 

Leije et al, 1983). Several algorithms have been developed for 

the calculation of the positions of sources in implants from 

radiographs taken after the implant (Biggs et al, 1983), (Siddon 

et al. 1985). These are very useful. but do not take the 

orientation of 1-125 sources into account. In implants using 1-

125 adsorbed onto silver rods and encapsulated in titanium. it is 

possible to see the orientation from radiographs, hence this 

could be used in the calculation of doses. The rate of 

calculation of dose distributions in brachytherapy has also 

improved. Batten (1968) developed a method using lookup tables of 

precalculated values, and automatic source location, to give 

calculation times of the order of 4 seconds for four sources 

calculated at 1600 points. Recently Boyer et al. (1986) applied a 

fast Fourier transform technique that has improved calculation 

times further. dependant on the number of sources used. This 

technique allows fast dose calculations of acceptable accuracy 

around radioactive sources in space and will greatly decrease the 

time required to obtain isodose plots. An array processor was 

used in the implementation of this technique. The specification 

and calculation of the spatial dose distribution around 

brachytherapy sources has thus improved greatly over the previous 

2 decades due to greater use of computers and mathematical 

techniques that are now widely available. 

7 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The second goal of treatment planning has also been approached. 

The seeking of the best arrangement of radioactive sources in 

brachytherapy planning can be termed the optimisation of the 

position and activity of the radioactive sources. Newton (1974) 

refers to the discussion as to the need and place for further use 

of mathematical optimisation methods in a field where some work 

has been done and where there are many radiobiological and 

clinical uncertainties. Optimisation is concluded to be 

worthwhile in some clinical situations and can be implemented 

practically. 

should be 

Although immediate benefits are not expected, 

seen clinically after some time (Newton, 

they 

1974). 

Computers were envisaged as being the tool to use to develop the 

techniques and models required to achieve the optimal dose 

distribution in planning (Bjarngard, 1977). This is only useful 

to give the solution that best matches the clinician's assessment 

and this is an area where quantification is needed as often 

clinical specifications are uncertain. Computer tomography is of 

use in quantifying the tumour volume to be treated and has 

improved the clinician's assessment of tumours to some extent 

(Jose et al, 1983). The mathematical tools are thus unable to be 

used to their full potential because of clinical uncertainties, 

but this situation may be improved in the future. 

The objective of optimisation is to quantitatively assess the 

goodness of fit of an achieved calculated dose distribution to an 

idealised desired dose distribution (Starkschall, 1984). This is 

done by developing a parameter to measure this deviation from 

ideality and then mathematically finding the minimum of this 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

parameter by adjusting the variables in the function giving the 

parameter. Criteria for describing the dose distribution 

quantitatively have been listed (Hope et al. 1967). and are: 

(a) dose gradient across the tumour 

(b) dose to the tumour relative to the maximum incident dose 

(c) integral dose (total energy deposited in a volume) 

(d) shape of the treated area relative to the desired treatment 

area 

(e) dose to particular vulnerable organs 

(f) dose in regions of possible direct or lymphatic extension. 

Much work has been done in optimising external beam therapy 

planning since mathematical optimisation methods were pioneered 

for radiotherapy use with a 4 MeV Linear Accelerator (Hope et 

al, 1965). Linear Programming techniques were developed to 

minimise an objective function describing integral dose over 

vulnerable regions subject to linear constraints on the variables 

in the problem of multiple external b~ams being used in planning 

(Bahr et al, 1968). Starkschall (1984) used a non-negative linear 

least squares optimisation method (Lawson et al, 1974) to 

determine the best beam weights for known beam sizes and 

orientations. 

Quadratic programming techniques were used to solve the second 

order objective function problem developed to minimise the 

variation from preselected doses to points in the tumour volume 

(Redpath et al, 1975), (Redpath et al, 1976). The algorithm used 

was the Beale Algorithm of the Numerical Algorithms Group FORTRAN 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Library which allowed them the use of linear inequality 

constraints on the variable parameters used (Numerical Algorithms 

Group, 1983). Recently a microcomputer has been used by Legras et 

al (1986), to determine the optimal dose distribution in external 

beam radiotherapy using non-linear optimisation. The computer had 

an arithmetic coprocessor which reduced the calculation times 

fivefold. 

In brachytherapy planning, Rosenstein (1977) developed a simple 

algorithm for iteratively determining the best loading of a 

cervical afterloading device using sources of the activities 

available. Optimisation of source dwell times has been done using 

non-negative least squares techniques as for the beam weighting 

done in teletherapy (Starkschall, unpublished work). A point 

source of Ir-192 with an assumed isotropic inverse square 

distribution was used and the dose to specific interest points 

was calculated and a fitting to desired doses was done. 

Similarly this technique has been used with a fourth degree 

polynomial describing the dose distribution around an 

afterloading source 

(Pistorius et al, 

used in the treatment of cervical tumours 

1984). Tai et al (1979), used linear 

programming for optimising the loading of Cs-137 sources in the 

treatment 

doses to 

of cervical carcinoma with constraints placed on 

several points of interest. In the solution of 

the 

this 

problem it was not always possible to achieve the desired doses 

at all the points of interest. The points of interest required 

and the approach to optimisation of cervical cancer have also 

been described (Maruyama et al, 1976). Martin et al (1986) used a 

10 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

similar optimisation procedure for treatment of endometrial 

carcinoma. The routine developed on a personal computer took the 

anisotropic dose distribution of the 10 Ci Ir-192 source into 

a~count and calculated the dwell times for sources positioned in 

three dimensional space. 

The optimal positioning of radioactive sources had long been 

determined by the use of the Manchester System (Meredith, 1949) 

and the Paris System (Pierquin et a1, 1978). These systems aim 

to fulfil the criteria for optimal dose distribution by applying 

firstly, a set of "distribution rules" for determining positions 

of sources, and secondly, a set of tables to calculate the 

activity of sources to use. These systems were developed from 

clinical experience with radium needles and Ir-192 wire implants 

respectively. A nomograph has been used by the Memorial Sloan

Kettering Cancer Centre for the calculation of the spacing of 1-

125 sources to give a uniform dose distribution and the 

activities required in number of sources of a given strength 

(Anderson, 1976) This was improved upon by Rao et al (1981), by 

the preparation of graphs of maximum central and minimum 

peripheral doses as a function of the number and spacing of the 

sources. 

There have been attempts at solving the problem of determining by 

computerised optimi.sation methods the best positions of the 

sources in brachytherapy. This showed marked improvements in 

dose distributions in the treatment of brain tumours with a small 

number of 

al, 1984). 

high activity permanently implanted sources (Bauer et 

The 1-125 sources used in this technique ~ere 

11 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

positioned in the brain tumours using a stereotactic device. To 

limit trauma the number of sources was minimised and the 

activities were high and optimised using available seed 

activities. The spatial orientation of the sources was fixed 

depending on the point of entry of the stereotactic probe into 

the skull. The method of optimising the positions was an 

iterative gradient method and fitted the achieved dose to a 

desired dose shape determined by surgeons from multiple computer 

tomography images. 

Progress has thus been made toward the goal of positioning 

sources of available activity to give the best fit dose 

distribution to some idealised distribution. The orientation of 

sources with anisotropic dose distributions is critical in 

determining the dose absorbed. The surgical positioning of 

sources in the patient must also be precise to make the 

optimisation procedure worthwhile. The present methods of 

temporary implants usually use 1-125 sources on- plaques (Weaver, 

1986), 

1986), 

(Sealy et al, 1980) or encased in plastic tubing (Hering, 

(Sealy, work in progress). These both lend themselves to 

accurate spacing and predetermined orientation of the sources in 

the implant. Thus the use of an optimisation procedure that 

determines the best positions of sources subject to constraints 

on the spacing between sources and the orientation of the sources 

so that they lie on lines, would give a practical solution. This 

would also be a generalisable and flexible solution to the 

problem of optimising positions of sources in tumours. 

12 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The present 

sources in 

good methods of determining where best to position 

brachytherapy are limited mostly to regular 

geometries, or to special cases of linear source positions, or to 

having a small number of sources accurately positioned. In head 

and neck tumours irregular shaped masses with irregular 

extensions have been treated with implantation, but the best 

position of the sources has not been immediately obvious. This 

necessitates repeated "visual optimisation". Alternate plotting 

of calculated dose distributions and adjusting 

positions is done. - A method of automati-cally 

positions and orientations of brachytherapy 

proposed source 

optimising the 

sources would 

therefore be useful, and the development of such a method has 

been done in this work. Specific emphasis has been placed on the 

optimisation of the positions of 1-125 sources because of their 

favourable physical and clinical characteristics, as described in 

Chapter 2, but the techniques and model developed are not limited 

to anyone brachytherapy source type. 

13 
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CHAPTER 2 

SPATIAL DOSE DISTRIBUTION OF 1-125 SEEDS 

2.1 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

1-125 Seeds (Medical Products Division/3M, 1982) are used 

extensively in brachytherapy to treat a variety of tumours and 

are applied into the tumours in a variety of ways. They have 

been placed on plaques and applied to the surface of the eye 

(Sealy et al, 1980), (Packer et al, 1980). 1-125 seeds have been 

placed intraoperatively into the prostate gland (Hilaris, 1975), 

into the pterygo-palatine fossa (Goffinet et al, 1983), and into 

brain tumours as individual unattached sources (Bauer et al, 

1984). They have also been used in plastic tubing as removable 

implants in head and neck tumours (Sealy, work in progress), as 

boosters to teletherapy treatments. It is thus important to 

assess the clinical response of tumours to specific doses 

deliverea so' that differing prbtocols may be compared and the 

best treatment may thus be used in each clinical situation. In 

order to do this the dose distribution around an 1-125 seed must 

be known and used in the calculation of doses in tissue. 

The spatial dose distribution around 1-125 seeds is known to be 

anisotropic in the plane of the long axis and has been measured 

for various models of seeds. The spatial dose distribution around 

Model 6701 was measured using LiF thermoluminescent dosimeters, 

(Krishnaswamy, 1978), (Hartmann et al, 1983) and by using a 

silicon diode detector (Ling et al, 1983). The spatial dose 

14 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

distribution around Model 6711 was measured using both a silicon 

diode, and thermoluminescent dosimeters. These methods yielded 

identical results (Ling et al, 1985). Data supplied by the 

manufacturer indicate some differences between the dose 

distribution of Models 6702 and 6701 at small deviations from the 

long axis. Weaver (1986) is presently measuring the spatial do~e 

distribution of seeds of Model 6702 using LiF thermoluminescent 

dosimeters. The dose distribution of all three models calculated 

using a Monte Carlo technique is expected to be presented in the 

near future (Chiu-Tsao et al, 1986). The design of the three 

different Models is shown in fig.2.1 (Ling et al, 1983), 

(Weaver, 1986). Owing to the titanium welds present in the seeds' 

general configuration there will always be an anisotropic dose 

distribution until a new design of seeds is produced with uniform 

filtering in all directions (Ling et al, 1979). 

The 1-125 in the seeds decays by electron capture and gamma

emission to stable Te-125. Three major peaks of photon energies 

in the photon spectrum are detected, 27.4 keV, 31.4 keV, and 

35.5 keV in all the models of 1-125 seeds. Model 6711 Seeds 

contain two additional peaks at 22.1 keV and 25.2 keV due to 

fluorescence resulting from interaction with the silver wire 

(Ling et al, 1983), (Dillman, 1969). The Auger electrons produced 

are all stopped by the titanium capsule and do not contribute to 

the dose delivered (Medical Products Division/3M, 1982). The dose 

deposition in tissue has been calculated from tabulated build up 

factors (Kornelsen et al, 1981) and dose deposition tables for 

energies in the range of the photons of 1-125 (Berger, 1968). The 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

characteristics of this low energy spectrum and the half life of 

1-125 being 60.2 days have caused it to be widely used in 

brachytherapy. It is easy to shield and hence radiation 

protection is relatively simple. Its half-life is longer than 

that of Rn-222 (3.823 days), or Au-198 (2.693 days), and thus its 

shelf life is longer. 1-125 Seeds are suitable for both 

permanent and temporary implants because of their intermediate 

length half-life. The radio-biological effect (RBE) of 1-125 has 

been shown to be approximately 1.5 Thus an 1-125 source 

delivering the same dose to tissue as an Ir-192 source, gives a 

greater radio-biological effect (Marchese et al, 1985). To 

include the effect of differing radio-biological effects the dose 

to tissue is given in Gy equivalent (GyEquiv) which is the dose 

delivered by Ir-192 photons which would give the same effect as 

that of the isotope in question. 

The calculation of dose at points around 1-125 Seeds has been 

done by several authors using various mathematical models. 

Different mathematical models are used for different models of 

seed. Generally the dose rate, D(t), (cylindrically symetrical 

around long axis), at distance, r, from the source's centre and 

angle, t, from the source's long axis, for activity, A, of an 

isotope with a specific dose constant, SOC, 
2 

D(t) = A.SDC.g(r,t)/(r ) 

can be given by: 

where the spatial distribution function (SDF) is given by g(r,t). 

Calculation using an assumed point source distribution modified 

by an anisotropic factor has been done (Hartmann et al, 1983). 

The theoretical Monte Carlo calculations done by Dale (1983) 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

assume a point source, but he does mention in conclusion that for 

calculations of doses an anisotropic factor must be included. 

Ling et al (1985), use a matrix fit technique to fit an analytic 

function to experimentally obtained data, and a good fit was 

achieved with the formula; 
-ur 2 3 

D(r,t) = e . (a + b.r + c.r + d.r ) 

where D(r,t) is the relative dose distribution and u, a, b, c, d, 

are t dependent parameters. A matrix of fitted values for the 

parameters is gjven with error estimates on each parameter. This 

means for each point, the calculation of dose entails, first 

determining the distance and relative angle between the source 

and the point of calculation, then looking up parameters for the 

final calculation of the dose using the analytical formula. The 

fitted values of the parameters would be different for different 

models of seed. 

When optimisation of dose distributions is done many dose 

calculations at many interest points are necessary. A look-up 

table with an adequate range of values would be a faster more 

efficient way of calculation than an analytical formula, although 

requiring a larger computer memory. In this work the dose 

distributions around 1-125 Seeds (Model 6702 and 6711) were 

measured using a Geiger-Muller chamber. The data for Model 6711 

were compared to published data obtained using other methods of 

measurement and the results were found to be the same within 

acceptable confidence limits. A table was created to allow fast 

dose calculation around Model 6702 Seeds (other similar tables 

could be created for other models of seed from published data). 

17 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

2.2 METHOD 

Four 1-125 Seeds of Models 6702 and 6711 in the activity range of 

27.4 - 39.2 MBq (0.74 - 1.06 mCi), (The order of magnitude used 

in clinical applications) were used for the measurement of the 

relative spatial dose distribution. All measurements were done 

with the individual seeds balanced on the tip of a polystyrene 

jig (See fig. 2.2a) in a Therados RFA 3 water phantom under 10 cm 

of water. The angular orientation of the seed in a horizontal 

plane could be varied with an accuracy of 0.5 degrees and the 

position of the centre of the seed could be moved around the tank 

in the plane with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. Rotation was about the 

centre of the seed. 

see fig. 2.3. 

For a diagram of the experimental apparatus, 

All readings were taken using a Geiger-Muller probe 1.6 mm in 

diameter and 16 mm long encased in a 0.6 mm thick lead tube with 

a tapered aperture 1.1 mm wide extending around half the 

circumference of the lead shield (See fig. 2.~b). The apparent 

aperture was thus 1.1 x 1.6 mm allowing scatter detection up to 

60 degrees from horizontal. (The HVL in lead for 1-125 photons is 

0.025 mm). The thickness of the wall of the chamber was 0.05 mm. 

The probe was connected to a M1M-EON Counter to register the 

events detected. The response range of the chamber from the 

initial response to a contin~ous1y discharging state was 

determined by varying the voltage over its entire range while 

being exposed to an 1-125 Seed. A voltage in the centre of this 

response region was applied to the detector and was kept constant 

for all the measurements. The timer scale was set to 30 seconds 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

for all readings. If the counts were statistically too few after 

30 seconds then the readings were repeated until an aggregate 

count was such that the relative standard deviation was less than 

3%. 1000 counts was taken to be the lower limit for counts 

detected. 

The dead time of the chamber was measured using 2 seeds at a 

distance of 1 cm from the detector. Seeds were counted together 

then individually and the sequence was repeated. 

on 2 separate occasions. 

This was done 

The scatter component of the radiation from an 1-125 seed was 

measured both to determine the direction of the scatter detected 

and the amount of scatter detected. Two collimating lead shields 

were constructed for this purpose. A shield was constructed 6.6 

mm in outside diameter with 2.4 mm thick walls and a 1 mm x 1 mm 

aperture in one face. The chamber was placed in this shield, 1 cm 

from a seed and r~tated about its'central axis thus detecting the 

relative number of counts from different angles about the 

detector. The other collimator was constructed with a band 1 mm 

wide 

edges 

the 

band 

between the two separate segments of collimator and 

were tapered so that all radiation up to 60 degrees 

horizontal plane in all directions could be detected by 

of chamber visible. A removable shadow shield 

the 

from 

the 

was 

interposed at different distances between the detector and the 

source. The shadow shield was 1 mm thick gold plate identical in 

size to the 1-125 Seed. Counts were taken with and without the 

shield in place half way between the detector and the seed, at 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

distances of 1 cm and 2 cm from the detector to the source. 

Absorption coefficients of some materials were measured using the 

same experimental configuration. Sheets of varying thicknesses of 

the materials were interposed between the detector and the seed. 

This was done for wax, water and acrylic. 

The effect of a gold sheet immediately behind an 1-125 Seed was 

measured. A holder that allowed a gold foil 0.3 mm thick to be 

placed immediately behind the seed without disturbing its 

position, was used to support the seed in the tank. Counts were 

taken at various angles to the gold foil with and without the 

foil in place. This was done for 4, 1-125 Seeds Model 6702 at 

angles of -20, 0, and +20 degrees from the perpendicular 

bisector of the seed in the horizontal plane of the long axis of 

the seed perpendicular to the plane of the gold foil. It was 

also done at 45 degrees from the plane of the foil in the plane 

of the perpendicular bisector of the seed. (See fig. 2.3a) 

The 2-dimensional dose distribution of Model 6711 seeds was 

measured. Counts were measured at distances of 0.5, 1, and 2 cm 

from the centre of each seed at angles of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 

70, 90 degrees from the axis of each seed in the horizontal plane 

in all quadrants. 

The 2-dimensional dose distribution of Model 6702 1-125 Seeds was 

measured for 4 seeds. 

0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

Counts were taken at distances of 0.5, 

2.5, and 3 cm and at the same angles 

mentioned above. All measurements for an individual seed were 

done on the same day without switching off or readjusting the 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

counter. Daily checks on the stability of the instrument were 

done to determine if a sequence of random counts measured could 

with confidence be said to be normally distributed. A test on the 

consistency of means described by R T Birge (Worthing· et al, 

1944), was done to check that the counts came from the same 

normal distribution. 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

2.3 RESULTS 

The experimental setup was found to be stable and to render 

results within expectations for random counters. The daily 

checks confirmed this reproducibility. The value of H, 

(H=Jn(pe/pi-1) where n is the sample size and pe and pi are the 

external and internal consistencies respectively), for 8 sample 

counts was less than 1.14 on all testing days (Accept the test if 

H < 1~83), (Worthing et al, 1944). The instrument was stable on 

the 30 second time scale. The dead time was found to be 0.425 ms 

+ 0.066 ms after 4 sets of data were obtained from measurements 

taken on 2 separate occasions. This implies a count rate of 471 

c.p.s. or 14130 counts per 30 seconds, for a 20% count loss. This 

was adequate for all readings down to 0.75 cm from the source. 

At 0.5 cm from the source some of the readings on higher activity 

seeds exceeded this 20% loss limit. The highest reading was 26208 

which implied a true count of 44465 in 30 seconds. In only 2 of 

16 quadrants at 0.5cm did readings exceed 20 000 which, implies a 

31% count loss. 

The 

35.3 

the 

place 

scatter component was found to be 16.4 ± 2.8% at 1 cm and 

± 5.7% at 2 cm. This is the percentage difference between 

counts measured with and without the gold shadow shield in 

half way between the detector and the source. The 

direction from which the scatter component was measured by the 

detector was found to be predominantly within ± 60 degrees of 

directing the collimator aperture toward the source. Outside the 

penumbral region of the collimated chamber, which was + 30 
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Chapter 2 Spatial Dose Distribution of 1-125 Seeds 

degrees, the scatter counts measured were found to be 3$ of the 

counts measured on the perpendicular bisector of the seed. At 

+ 60 degrees from the direction facing the seed the counts had 

dropped to 1$ of the counts on the perpendicular bisector. 

Beyond 90 degrees of rotation of the collimated chamber the lead 

shield acted as a shadow shield and hence the counts measured 

beyond this rotation were artificially low. 

The linear attenuation factors measured were found to be 

different for su~stances often taken to be equivalent at higher 

energies. See table 1 for measured values. 

~~Q~~~n£~ 

Water 

Wax 

Acrylic 

TABLE 1 

hin~~r ~~~~n~~~i£n ££~ffi£i~n~ 

0.261/cm + 0.003/cm 

0.218/cm + 0.002/cm 

0.173/cm + 0.002/cm 

LINEAR ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS OF 1-125 PHOTONS 

WITH THE STANDARD ERROR ON THE ESTIMATE 

The relative dose distribution at the distances and angles around. 

the seeds mentioned above, was measured. The readings were 

taken from 4 seeds of Model 6702 over 4 quadrants per seed. The 

counts were corrected for dead time losses. At each distance the 

readings were normalised in each quadrant to the average of the 

reading at that distance in that quadrant, to eliminate 

irregularities with respect to the loading activities of the 

resin spheres. The means and standard deviations of the readings 

at each distance and angle in the 16 quadrants were calculated. 

The results were then all normalised to the reading at 1 cm and 

a~ 90 degrees to the seed axis. The normalised readings were then 
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multiplied by the distance squared to remove the inverse square 

dependence and are plotted in f1g.2.4. The error bars shown are 

the standard errors on the mean readings. The greatest standard 

error on the mean was found to be 8.8%. The largest errors were 

all found in the measurements along the axis of the seed. The 

dose distribution was found to be markedly anisotropic and the 

dose along the axis of the seed was found to be between 43% and 

62% of that at 90 degrees to the axis, dependent on the distance 

from the source. 

The dose distribution around 1-125 Seeds Model 6711 was measured 

at the angles and distances mentioned in the method above to 

compare its agreement with published data. The data was analysed 

as above and nine points were compared to the matrix fit method 

as proposed by Ling et a 1 (1985). The errors quoted on the 

published data were calculated from the individual parameter 

errors quoted, using a standard error combination formula 

(Topping, 1962)., A Chi Squared fit was performed with 5 degrees 

of freedom to test the four parameter model. The results agree ,to 

a 0.05 confidence level. A K6lmogorov-Smirnov non-parametric 

test was performed on the nine paired data points and the results 

again agreed to a 0.05 confidence level (Siegel, 1956). The 

method used was thus shown to give with confidence values 

comparable to published values that were obtained using other 

techniques for measurement of the dose distribution for Model 

6711 Seeds. This method was thus validly used for measurement of 

the dose distribution around Model 6702 Seeds. 
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2.4 DISCUSSION 

The consistency and stability checks done initially showed that 

the MIM-EON Counter was suitable for counting events from the 

Geiger-Muller chamber used, at the settings used. 

The chamber used was a thin-walled, Geiger-Muller chamber that 
3 

was shielded to have a small responsive volume (2.2 mm ). This 

was suitable for measuring counts in a small volume in space. 

The dead time was long, but as most of the counts measured had a 

less than 20% loss this was suitable for the activities chosen 

and the counts registered. The photon energy spectrum of 1-125 

has been shown not to vary significantly with increasing depth in 

water due to the marginal predominance of the Compton interaction 

over the photoelectric effects at those energies. The loss of 

energy in Compton interactions is small. The competition is thus 

essentially between total absorption of photons, and a change in 

the direction of travel of the photon (Dale, 1983). This 

accounts also for the large scatter component in the detected 

radiation. The depth in water at which 50% of the dose from 1-

125 is deposited is due to scatter is 1.7 cm. These results by 

Dale were calculated using Monte Carlo techniques, the principles 

of which are reviewed by Raeside (1976). The shielding of the 

chamber used here allowed for detection of radiation from, + 60 

degrees from the horizontal in the vertical direction, and ± 110 

degrees in the horizontal plane from the line joining the source 

and the detector. This thus allowed detection of most of the 

radiation both scattered and direct. The counts detected at 

different distances were all analysed relative to the counts on 
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the perpendicular bisector of the seed's axis at 1 cm distance. 

The invariance of the energy spectrum at different depths allows 

comparison of counts without concern for slight variation in 

energy response of the chamber used. The measurements, all being 

done at a depth of 10 cm water in the RFA-3 water tank, were 

effectively taken in a full scattering medium with the other 

absorbers and scatterers kept to a minimum. The large volume of 

the shielding used decreased the scattered component of the 

radiation by an equal proportion for all orientations of the 

source. The counts were all corrected for dead time losses and 

were always greater than 1000 counts so that the standard 

deviation intrinsic in measurements of random counts was kept to 

less than 3.2%. The background counts were negligible for the 30 

second counting period used. No amplification above that already 

in the counter was needed, thus electronic noise was negligible. 

The measurement of the scattered component of radiation did not 

agree with the theoretically calculated values. It was expected 

to detect a greater than 50% scatter contribution at 2 cm 

distance from the source. The measured value of 35.3 ± 5.7% was 

low due to the imperfect geometry used. This did not influence 

the relative spatial dose distribution measurements as the 

relative error was the same in all the dose measurements done and 

thus cancelled out during the analysis. The solid angle above and 

below the detector contained in the cones above and below 60 

degrees from the horizontal were not available for counting and 

the scattered radiation excluded by the shadow shield was also 

not counted. The direction of the scatter was found to be 
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predominantly forward in direction and could thus be well 

detected by the collimated chamber used in all other 

measurements. 

The attenuation 

greatly. This 

of the substances tested was found to vary 

emphasises the difficulties in calculating doses 

delivered by 1-125 to different tissues. It is therefore also 

necessary to use a homogeneous medium for measuring the relative 

doses to points around 1-125 Seeds, or to correct for any 

irregularities and inhomogeneities in the medium used,· after 

measurement of the attenuations of the substances in the medium 

has been done. 

The method used to measure the dose distribution around the 1-125 

Seeds (Model 6711) gave results which agreed within experimental 

error with the published data (Ling et al, 1985). They used 

thermoluminescent dosimeters in a lucite phantom and a silicon 

diode in an RFA-3 water phantom to measure the relative dose 

distribution around the seeds. These methods both have 

difficulties in the description of the energy response to low 

energy photons. The energy response of LiF is non-linear, and the 

LiF was calibrated using an ionisation chamber exposed to the 1-

125 spectrum (Weaver, 1984). As relative measurements are being 

done and the spectrum does not change with depth then these 

methods are both valid, but experimentally, possibly more time 

consuming. 

The dose distribution around 1-125 Seeds Model 6702 was found to 

be markedly anisotropic and about lOS more isotropic than Model 
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6711 Seeds (For comparison with a point source see isodoses in 

fig. 2.5). The distribution was fitted to two analytical models, 

but they both showed marked inconsistencies and unacceptable 

trends. 

The mathematical model used to fit the relative dose distributi~n 

surface in polar coordinates, r, t described the spatial 

distribution function (SDF), (Cylindrically symetrical) and was; 
-ur 2 

SO F (.r, t) = e . (a ( t) + b ( t ) r + c (t ) r ) 

The dose rate at a point was given by; 
2 

o = A. SDF(r,t). SOC / r 

where A is the activity of the source and SOC is the Specific 

Dose Constant of 1-125 in water. 

The dependence of u on t was found to be minimal and u's value 

was calculated to be 0.3901 ± 0.0173 This method is similar to 

the matrix fit method described by Ling et al (1985) and the 

fitted parameters with errors are given in Table 2. 

~L.s!.~gr:.~~~ ~1~1 ~1~1 £1~1 

0 1.87±0.22 -1.46±0.35 0.38±0.11 

10 1.91±0.22 -1.35±0.34 0.36±0.11 

20 1.94±0.24 - 1 . 0 5 :t,O . 3 8 0.29:t0.12 

30 2.07:t0 . 16 -0.99:t0 . 26 0.27:t0.08 

90 2.15:t0.14 -0.84:t0.23 0.23:t0.07 

TABLE 2 FITTED PARAMETERS FOR THE RELATIVE SPATIAL DOSE 

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF AN 1-125 SEED 

The second fitted model used the same exponential term and the 
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squares Chebychev series. 

SDF(r,t) 
-ur2 3 

= e 2 2 
i=O j=O 

A 
ij 

T (XCAP) T (YCAP) 
i j 

where T (XCAP) is the Chebychev polynomial of the first kind of 
i 

degree i, and T (YCAP) is similarly defined. This fit was "done 
j 

using the Numerical Algorithms Group Library routine E02CAF and 

the fitted values were calculated using routine E02CBF. The fit 

was poor at the extremes of the surface and hence could not be 

validly used. 

The method used for calculation of doses from the measured data 

was linear interpolation between the array values of a 101 by 101 

data array. These array values were calculated using bicubic 

splines to fit the original data points. Details of the 

calculation will be given in the section on the application of 

this data to dose calculations (Chapter 2.5). 

The I-125 Seeds Model 6702 has an anisotropic distribution and 

although it was available in higher activities than other seeds 

at one time it has now been superseded by the use of Model 6711 

Seeds which also have high activities available, but are much 

more visible radiographically and thus have real advantage over 

other models of seeds (Ling et al, 1983). Both Models 6711 and 

6702 were in use at Groote Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, during 

1986 and thus the spatial dose distribution was required of both 

of these models. 
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2.5 APPLICATION 

It is necessary to apply the measured dose distribution data to 

the .calculation of doses at points in space delivered by one or 

many seeds. The analytical methods available require calculating 

doses using a function of distance and angle around the seeds 

axis. The parameters of the function are either fixed or 

variable and may be dependent on the angle around the seed (Ling 

et al, 1985). These methods although giving a good estimate of 

the dose delivered to a point do take some time to calculate. 

When repeated calculations of doses at many interest points 

delivered "by many seeds at slightly different orientations or 

positions are done, they become time consuming. Thus when 

implementing an optimisation procedure that may require up to 
3 

approximately k x N calculations of the dose at all the 

interest points from all the N sources, where k is a 

proportionality constant the speed of calculation of dose is 

limiting on the size of problems that can be addressed. 

An array of values of dose per unit activity, D(r,t), where; 
2 

D(r,t) = SDF(r,t) . SOC / r 

and r = distance from source to interest point 

t = the angle from the seeds major axis 

SOC = Specific dose c~nstant of isotope 

SDF(r,t) = Spatial distribution function 

was created so that values could be obtained after linear 

interpolation directly from the table. The inverse of distance 

and sin(t), are used as the variable axes for the array of 

values. A point of interest is represented as (xp, yp, zp) and a 
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source as (xs, ys, zs, ps, ts) where ps and ts are the spherical 

coordinates, given the orientation angles around its centre of 

the axis of the source. The square of the spatial distance 

between the point of interest and the source is; 
222 

dstsq = (xp - xs) + (yp - ys) + (zp - zs) 

and the sin of the angle between the unit vector in the source 

axis and the vector between the source and point of interest is 
0.5 

sin(t) = (1 - UR / dstsq ) 

where UR is the dot product of UVEC, the unit vector in the 

direction of the seeds axis, given by 

UVEC = (cos(ts) x sin(ps), sin(ts) x sin(ps), cos(ps» 

and RVEC, the vector between the source and the point of 

interest,given by; 

RVEC = «xs - xp), (ys - yp), (zs - zp» 

The values of l/r and sin(t), are scaled and used to look up four 

adjacent values from a table. The scaled values are the array 

element numbers (position markers) in the two axes. Two 

dimensional linear interpolation is done between these 4 points 

to give a value of the dose per unit activity at any distance and 

angular orientation. Rotation around seed's long axis immaterial. 

Linear interpolation is adequate as there are 101 points in the 

sin(t) and l/r axes. These points are obtained by fitting 

bicubic splines to the original data. The bivariate function 

surface obtained using these variables as axes is suitably flat 

and follows easily from the calculations that need to be 

performed to determine the relationship between the source and 

interest points. The value, D(r,t), thus obtained car. be used to 
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calculate dose rate, DR, in Gy/hr for a known activity of seed, 

A, in MBq, as f:::Jllows; 

DR = A x D(r,t) 

for each value of D(r,t) interpolated from the table in units of 

Gy/(hxMBq). The table values are obtained at points of a 101 by 

101 array with even step sizes in l/r from l/(maximum distance) 

to l/(min distance), and sin(t), from 0 to 1, by multiplying the 
2 

value of l/(r), by the specific dose constant for 1-125 in 

water, and Val, the value obtained from NAG*L1B.E01ACE, 

performs the bicubic spline fitting routine), as follows; 
2 

D(r,t) = Val x SOC / (r ) 

(which 

The creation of the table takes approximately 1.0 minute of CPU 

time of the Sperry 1100/81, indicating each operation would take 

0.001 seconds, which is prohibitively long if many calculations 

are done for each dose distribution calculation used in an 

optimisation procedure, and hence it is faster to use the linear 

interpolation method. 

This array look up table method may be used with other isotopes 

and is easily generalised to any implant source. The dose 

distribution measured can easily be used to calculate the doses 

in planning without the use of fitting of an analytical formula. 

to the data first, but rather by interpolation between known data 

points. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OPTIMISATION IN BRACHYTHERAPY 

I METHODS INVESTIGATED 

To minimise the difference, mathematically, between some "ideal 

dose distribution" desired by the radiotherapist, and the dose 

distribution achieved by the planning staff, several parameters 

can be varied. These are generally:-

1. The number of sources used 

2. The activities of the individual sources 

3. The positions of the sources in tissue 

4. The type of radioisotope used, and its form 

5. The shielding around the sources 

The desired dose rate and the total dose to be given with the 

treatment, are usually predetermined by the radiotherapist. Thus 

knowing the area of the region to be treated and the distance 

from the plane of the sources at which the desired dose is 

specified, an estimate of the activity required can be obtained 

from tables of mghrs (mgs Radium x hours implanted), for surface 

applicators and planar implants (Johns et al, 
" 

1983). The 

generalisation of these estimates from Ra-226 to other isotopes 

is not always exactly correct as the attenuation in tissue of 

other photons may differ from those of Ra-226 and thus the 

required activities to achieve the same dose at a distance may 

also differ. An estimate of the total activity can also be 

obtained from the average dimension of the volume to be treated, 

by using a nomogram (Anderson, 1976). 
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The available activities of isotopes are usually fixed to a small 

number of activity ranges and thus with the total activity fixed 

usually the number and activities of the sources are also fixed 

to a few different discrete choices. This does not lend much 

scope to mathematical optimisation, unless a .large source 

delivering a high dose rate is used and the position of this 

source is varied in precisely timed steps. In this case the 

dwell times of the source at various points in space can be 

varied to effectively give a series of variable activity sources 

positioned at predetermined positions as in the treatment of 

carcinoma of the cervix. The activities (or dwell times) can be 

varied mathematically to give the optimal dose distribution 

(Pistorius et al, 1984) . The method used was a non-negative 

least squares method that is well described, and a FORTRAN 

program implementing it is available (Lawson et al, 1974). The 

same method has been used in the optimisation of external beam 

treatment plans (Starkschall, 1984). The method minimises a least 

squares objective function subject to non-negativity constraints. 

The algorithm is finitely convergent, and this allows fast 

solutions to be achieved. 

This implementation was emulated on a Sperry 1100/81 using a 

simplified dose rate calculation to a point in space as follows: 

OA = 
i 

N 
~ A 
j=l j 

2 
.SOC / (d ) 

i j 
...... 1 

where OA is the dose achieved at the point i 
i 

N is the number of sources used 

d is the distance from the point, i, to the 
1 j 
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source, j, 

A is the activity of the source j. 
j 

This yielded good results for points of interest and sources 

described in 3-dimensional Euclidean Space. 

given accurately and thus accurate dwell 

The activities were. 

times could be 

determined for the use of afterloading devices such as those used 

in the treatment of carcinoma of the cervix. The time to find 

the optimal dwell times of a source stopping at 7 points along a 

straight line to give the desired doses at 5. points of interest, 

was 1.9 seconds of Central Processor Unit {CPU} time. This 

method of optimisation is not readily applicable to 1-125 Seeds 

as these are either placed as permanent implants, or as a plaque 

containing all the sources, or as groups of sources in plastic 

tubes. The sources thus cannot easily be removed individually to 

give the desired dwell times. 1-125 Seeds are usually available 

in activity ranges and are not accurately calibrated. For these 

reasons optimising the activities of 1-125 using a mathematical 

method is inappropriate. 

The choice of the type of radioisotope to be used is usually done 

by the radiotherapist and this is usually part of the clinical 

planning aspect of the optimisation of treatments. The most 

appropriate isotope to apply optimisation techniques to is 1-125, 

because of its clinical and physical properties. The dose 

distribution is well described. The low penetration of 1-125 

photons in tissue and the thus very localised distribution allow 

a very specific well delineated area to be treated. Where 

accurate doses are required in small areas this is the .isotope of 
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choice. The clinical advantages 

increased radiobiological effect 

contribute to this choice of 

of easy shielding and the 

over other isotopes also 

1-125 as the favoured 

isotope (Marchese et al, 

done clinically. 

1985). Variation of this parameter is 

The shielding of radiation from surrounding structures is easily 

done for 1-125, but is not as easy for isotopes with higher 

energy photon emissions. The half value layer of lead for 1-125 

photons is 0.025 mm. Thus inert materials such as gold and 

stainless steel can be used to provide adequate shielding with 

relatively thin sheets of these materials. Usually 0.3 mm sheets 

of pure gold are used for the plaques of intraorbital implants 

(Sealy et al, 1980). Thus areas where radiation is not required 

can easily be shielded and effectively directional implants can 

be constructed. The precise spatial relationship between the 

shielding, and the seeds, in an implant could be optimised, but 

due to the limitations usually present on the 

shielding may be used it is usually not done 

either possible or not possible in clinical 

position where 

as shielding is 

cases. Precise 

positioning of the shielding would make a difference to the final 

dose distribution, but no optimisation model has yet been 

developed to represent this problem. 

The field thus most appropriate to apply optimisation techniques 

to, is the optimisation of source positions. This has been done 

by Bauer et al (1984) using an iterative gradient search method 

in 4 dimensional parameter space with 3 dimensions spatial and 
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the 4th dimension the number of sources. A weighted least 

squares objectives function was used to give a measure of the 

difference at a set of points in tissue between the desired doses 

at those points and the achieved doses at those points. No 

constraints were placed upon the problem. High activity seeds 

were used, and it was reported that good fits were obtained to 

desired isodose curves by varying the position of the sources in 

space. The anisotropic dose distribution of the 1-125 seeds was 

taken into account when doing the calculations, but the 

orientation of the sources was not varied as this depended on the 

stereotactic device used to position the sources in the brain 

tumours for which purpose the technique was developed. To limit 

trauma to the brain the minimum number of seeds was desired and 

the method was thus applied only to a small number of seeds. 

In this work initial attempts were made to reproduce the above 

results using the simplification of an isotropic dose 

distribution. A more powerful optimisation technique to alter the 

positions of the sources in 3 dimensional space was used. Many 

optimisation techniques are available and one was chosen that 

took multiple inequality and range constraints into account, and 

that had good convergence properties (Sunday, 1984) . The 

optimisation technique used was a sequential augmented Lagrangian 

technique (see Appendix 1) which solved the minimisation sub-

- problems using a quasi-Newton technique (see Appendix 2). The 

dose rate, 0 (r), at a point, 
i j 

by:-

i , 

o (r) = A .RDF (r ).SDC./r 

from a source, j, was given 

2 
•••••••• 2 

i j j ij ij 
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where A is the activity of the jth source 
j 

SOC is the specific dose constant of 1-125 in water. 
-4 2 

(3.636 x 10 Gy cm /hr.MBq , (Dale, 1982) 

r is the distance between the source j and the point i 
i j 

and 

where 

ROF (r) = a 
o 

a = 0.97987 
0 

a = 0.07962 
1 

a = 0.07914 
2 

a = 0.83326 
3 

+ a r + a r 
1 2 

-2 

2 3 
+ a r 

3 

x 10 (Dale, 1982) 

...... 3 

The technique was developed from the one dimensional case with 1 

source on a line with a point of interest on the same line. No 

constraints were placed upon the problem. The objective function 

was given by an unweighted least squares function that was easily 

extended to more than one source and more than one interest 

point. Thus for n points of interest and m sources, where 0 (r) 
i j 

is as above, and DO, is the desired dose at a pointi, the 
i 

value of the objective function F was given by:-

n 
F = 2 (DO 

; = 1 i 

m 2 
- 2 0 (r» •••••• 4 

j=l ;j 

This function is poorly behaved. When a source coincides with an 

interest point, a singularity occurs and when all the sources are 

far from the interest points the function tends toward a limit. 

In the region of a local minimum of equation 4, the function is 

convex and a solution can be found. The optimisation routine 

used to implement this was NAG*LIB.E04UAF (see Appendix 5) which 

attempts to solve problems of the form 
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Minimise F(x) 
n 

x 6 E 

where g (x) = 0 are equality constraints on the variable 

and h (x) > 0 are inequality constraints on the variables 
n 

and F,g,h, are all continuous functions into E 

(Numerical Algorithms Group, 1983) 

The objective function above was found to achieve a solution if a 

good estimate of the source positions was given as a starting 

point. The number of iterations used and the number of 

calculations of the value of the function was strongly dependent 

on the starting point and the specific parameters used to control 

the calculations by the routine E04UAF. For the unweighted least 

squares function it was found that a small starting value of RHO, 

the penalty parameter, (See Appendix 1) and accurate minimisation 

of the subproblems, (O<ETA«1, where ETA is the error limit of 

minimisation), gave good convergence to a local minimum. The 

convergence properties of the routine used are very good and are 

of the best presently available for optimisation routines (See 

Appendix 1 for discussion of the convergence properties of the 

sequential augmented Lagrangian technique) (Bertsekas, 1976). 

The poor convergence with the objective function 4 was overcome 

by multiplying the function by the sum of the distances between 

an individual point and all the sources. 
n m 2 m 2 

Thus F = 2 «DO - ~ 0 ) x 2 d ) 
i=1 i j=1 ij j=1 ij 

where, d is the distance between the ith point and the jth 
i j 

source. Where an exact solution to the problem is possible and 

all the doses desired can be achieved then this function is 

acceptable. When only an approximation is achieved then the 
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m 2 
points are effectively weighted by the factor, 2 d This 

j=l ij 
method yielded much faster convergence for soluble problems, but 

was unacceptable because of the weighting introduced. 

A set of constraints was then introduced to limit the positions 

of the sources to be on ellipses. This necessitated the 

development of a model that allowed representation of sources on 

ellipses in space with suitable variables allowing optimisation 

of the doses at the points of interest. This newly developed 

model is described in detail in the following section. 
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3.2 ELLIPTICAL MODEL 

A parametric model was developed based on the generalised ellipse 

in 3-dimensional space. The equation of a vector describing an 

ell ipse in 3-dimensional space was given by.; 
3 

ret) = 2 (a sin(t+b) + c }u 
i=1 iii i 

• . . . . .. 1 

where t is the parameter defining angle around the ellipse from a 

fixed reference point given by the vector, reO) 

a defines the amplitude in the ith axis 
i 

b defines the phase shift in the ith axis 
i 

c defines the central shift in the ith axis and 
i 

u defines the unit vector in the ith axis. 
i 

Thus using this as a model the 1-125 Seeds can be represented as 

lying on the ellipse orientated in the direction of the tangent 

to the ellipse by a single parameter variable, t . The ellipse 

itself is represented generally by 9 variables, 

(a ;b ;c ), which for an individual seed on an 
1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 

in~ividual ellipse allows totally general positioning and 

orientation of that seed. If several seeds are defined to lie on 

one ellipse then their positions are related and their 

orientations are limited to lie on elliptic arcs in space. These 

arcs can be generalised to most of the commonly used curve 

shapes. 

when b 
1 

A straight line segment of length, 2 I I F I I J is obta i ned 

= b 
2 

= b 
3 

in equation 1. Elliptical line segments are 

obtained when no other special case is present. Circular line 

segments are obtained when the two half axes of the ellipse are 

equal in length. Approximations to parabolic curves are obtained 
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when the line segment is taken in the region of one of the axes 

of the ellipse. Thus with the use of several ellipses in space 

most smooth curves can ~e approximated by segments of the 

ellipses used, and with the use of straight line segments angular 

positioning of the sources can be readily be done. 

for some examples of the generality of ellipses. 

See fig. 3.1 

The seeds thus represented as parameter variables on an ellipse 

must be constrained to lie greater than one seed length apart on 

the ellipse. The length of arc between two points on an ellipse 

was thus constrained to be greater than 5 mm, the length of the 

seed being 4.8 mm (See Appendix 4). The calculation of the 

length of arc requires an increasing number of terms to achieve 

sufficient accuracy as the ellipse tends towards a straight line. 

The accuracy achieved by 10 terms in the series is acceptable 

«0.5% over 1 quadrant), for the case where the ratio of the long 

to the short half axes is less than 10 to 1. The eccentricity of 

the ellipse or the ratio of the long to short half axes must thus 

be constrained. The inequality constraint function being; 

AlB - O. 1 > 0 

where A is the length of the short half axis 

B is the length of the long half axis. 

This constraint on the ellipse does not prevent the size of the 

ellipse being infinitely small, thus an absolute constraint is 

required on the circumference of the ellipse such that it can 

contain all the seeds that are required upon it. This implies 

the circumference of the ellipse is given by C then; 

C > A.2.TI • • • • •• 4 
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where A is the length of the short arm of the ellipse, and we 

thus have the inequality constraint; 

A.2.rr - 0,5. N > 0 

where N is the number of sources on the ellipse, and 

IT is given to 9 decimal places. This is the smallest possible 

length of C, and it is not necessarily the practicable length. 

This constraint is placed on the shape of the ellipse to prevent 

it being reduced to an infinitely small size by any optimisation 

procedure that changes the values of the 9 variables defining the 

ellipse in equation 1. 

Ellipses can therefore under certain constraints be used to limit 

the positions of sources in brachytherapy implants. In most 

implants the positions of 1-125 Seeds can easily be seen to lie 

on arcs of ellipses in space. Interstitial implant methods at 

present sometimes use temporary implants of 1-125 Seeds in 

plastic tubing (Sealy et al, work in progress). Gold plaques 

with fixed $eeds positioned usually in rows upon them (Sealy et 

a 1 , 1980), (Weaver, 1986) are also used extensively for 

opthalmological tumours. Both these methods can easily be 

represented by a set of elliptical segments in space. Other 

implantation techniques using Ra-226, and Ir-192 sources, 

(Schultz, 1984), (Henschke et al, 1963), could also easily be 

represented by this model. This model can also be generalised to 

be used with any linear source type in an analogous way to the 

use for 1-125 Seeds. It can also be simplified to ignore the 

orientation of a source upon the ellipse thus allowing the 

application to point sources in similar applicators as described 
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above. 

The model to represent radioactive implant source positions in 

space as lying on ellipses is widely applicable and practicable 

(using conventional techniques). It has been used here to 

constrain source positions during optimisation of the doses at 

interest points in space. 
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3.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL 

The elliptical model for optimisation of 1-125 Seeds in space was 

implemented on a Sperry 1100/81 mainframe computer. The 

optimisation technique used was a sequential augmented Lagrangian 

technique (See Appendix 1). The initial values of the control 

parameters used in the problem allowed accurate minimisation of 

the subproblems and relatively weak initial constraints. This was 

achieved by small values of RHO and ETA. The other parameters 

were found to have very little influence in this model of the 

problem and intermediate values were chosen. 

The variables in the problem were divided into two sets so as to 

reduce the number of variables and to allow variables of the same 

type to be varied simultaneously. The first set of variables was 

the source parameters describing the angle, from some reference 

point on the ellipse, at which the sources lie on the ellipse. 

The reference vector in space from which the parameter varied is 

given by substituting in the p~rametric equation of the ellipse 

the value, t = O. These are grouped in sets of 10 variables 

representing 10 sources on each of 4 ellipses. The numbers of 

ellipses and sources were set to develop the program and can be 

increased. An implant using 40 seeds on 4 ellipses was assumed 

to be large enough to show the behaviour of the model and to be 

applicable to most 1-125 implants. The second set was the ellipse 

variables that described the 4 ellipses using 9 ellipse variables 

each. These described the amplitudes of the ellipses in the 

three axes, the phase shifts relative to the other axes and, the 

translocation of the centre of the ellipse. 
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The optimisation of the positions of the sources to minimise the 

least squares unweighted objective function; 

" 

where, AD , 
i 

n 
F(x) = 2 (AD 

i = 1 i 

2 
- DO ) 

i . 

is the achieved relative dose and, DO , is the 
i 

desired relative dose, and n, is the number of interest points, 

was done by first varying one set of variables and then varying 

the other set of variables. 

The source va~iables were varied by E04UAF on each ellipse in 

turn and then these parameters were fixed and the ellipse 

variables were used by E04UAF to attempt to find a minimum of 

F(x). The routine for calculation of dose at the interest points 

used the changed parameters returned by E04UAF to calculate the 

spatial positions of the sources and the orientation of the 

sources from the other parameters already set. The array used in 

the calculations was a composite array with 40 variables for the 

source parameters on 4 ellipses and 36 variables t9 describe the 

four ellipses. The relevant variables from the array were passed 

to E04UAF depending on whether ellipses as a group or sources on 

one of the ellipses were being varied in an attempt to minimise 

F(x). The new set of values of the variables once reset by 

E04UAF, were copied into the array. Then the routines for 

calculating the value of the objective function, and of the 

constraints, used the entire array. For details of the 

calculation see the program description in Chapter 4 and the 

program listing. 
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The constraints placed on the problem were of five types. 

1. The NAG routine requires fixed bounds to be placed on all the 

variables. Each set of variables describes a different parameter 

of the problem. The source variables describe angle and were 

thus limited to vary in the range :t 4rr radians, to pre,vent 

continuous cycling of these variables which may happen in a 

poorly constructed problem. The ellipse amplitudes were limited 

to vary from 0 to 10 cm. This allowed for much larger ellipses 

than are necessary in most situations. The phases were bound to 

the range :tIT radians which allowed all geometries in space 

without limitation at the ends of the range as the ellipse 

geometry is cyclical in the phase variables with a periodicity of 

n/2, and 

The centre 

most phase shifts are entered in the range 0 to 

shift was limited to the cube + 5 cm in all 

1\ /2. 

axes. 

This allowed a large volume of interest. 

2. The constraints placed on the sources as they were varied on 

the ellipse limited them to remain a seed length apart so that 

the final result would be practicable. The distance of 

separation is that between the centres of the seeds. This was 

represented for the optimisation routine as an inequality 

constraint and was calculated as shown in Appendix 4. 

3. The sources were limited to lie on ellipses by their intrinsic 

nature of being represented as parameters of an ellipse. This 

was not seen as a constraint by the optimisation routine. The 

parameter, as it varied, always lay on the ellipse represented by 

the ellipse variables. 
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4. The doses were calculated as relative doses and thus it was 

necessary to limit the absolute dose achieved (or absolute Time 

Dose Factor achieved (TDF», at a specified point, to lie within 

some reasonable range. This prevents moving all the sources to 

the furthest possible distance to attain 

relative doses at all the interest points. 

the 

The 

most uniform 

absolute dose 

rate, in Gray per hour, was used. The range chosen was 0.2 - 0.8 

Gy/hr (0.3-1.2 GyEquiv./hr) as most I-125 implants are treated 

within this range. This was implemented by using a range 

constraint function when optimising both the elliptical and 

source variables. 

5. The ellipse shape was limited by two inequality constraints 

per ellipse which were active when the ellipses were being varied 

as a set. The first of these limited the ratio of the long to 

short arm of the ellipse to be greater than 20:1. This prevented 

excessive elongation of the ellipse as when elongation occurred 

the line integral calculating length of arc required more terms 

in its expansion to achieve the same accuracy. The second 

constraint prevented the total length of arc of the ellipse from 

getting shorter than the total length of all the seeds on the 

ellipse. This did not prevent overlapping of seeds and so 

optimisation, (or repeated optimisations) of the source positions 

with the inequality constraints activated was always necessary 

after optimisation of the ellipse variables. 

The optimisation procedure was allowed to follow one of 3 

options. Either the ellipse variables, or the source variables, 

or both, could be optimised. The objective function gave a 
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measure of the difference between desired doses relative to 

interest point 1, and the achieved doses relative to interest 

point 1, subject to the constraints above. As the parameters in 

the two cases were varied a minimum of the function was sought by 

the optimisation procedure. The behaviour of the method is such 

that a local minimum is sought (Appendix 6). The validity of not 

optimising alternate sets repeatedly was checked by allowing some 

cases to cycle through each routine 5-6 times. Improvement in the 

objective function val~e after one cycle of each routine was 

found to be less than 1% of the original starting value. In some 

cases an improvement may be achieved by cycling, but due to the 

function behaviour a local minimum is rapidly found and little 

further improvement is gained. 

The timing of the procedure was dependent on two operations. 

Firstly the calculation of the function and constraint values by 

the user defined sub-routines, and secondly the optimisation 

itself. The first operation h~d a variable timing dependent upon 

whether it was doing calculations for sources being varied on 

ellipses or for ellipses being varied as a group. If sources on 

one ellipse were being varied then the calculation time was 

directly proportional to the number of sources, NS, on the 

ellipse, and the number of interest points, NP.If 

were varied as a group then the calculation time 

the ellipses 

was 

proportional to the total number of sources, NT, and NP. 

directly 

In the 

second operation the calculation time was roughly proportional to 

the square of the number of free variables N 
free 

where N < N + MINEQ + MRNGE 
free 
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Where N= Number of variables passed to the optimisation 

routine, MINEQ=Number of inequality constraints, 

MRNGE=Number of range constraints. 

In the case of optimising sources where, N < 2xNS + 1, the 
free 

timing is proportional to; 
3 2 

(4xNS + 4xNS + NS)xNP 

This becomes very large, very fast, with any increase in NS and 

thus only small numbers of sources on each ellipse are practical. 

For 1 ellipse with 6 sources and 10 interest points the time 

taken for the maximum allowed calculations to optimise the source 

positions on the ellipse once, is approximately 25 minutes of CPU 

time. 

In the case of optimising ellipse parameters where; 

N < 11xNE + 1, 
free 

where NE is the number of ellipses, 
2 

the timing is proportional to (121xNE + 22xNE + l)xNTxNP. This 

thus only allows optimisation of one or two ellipses within a 

practicable time. 

The variables used in the optimisation of ellipses are not 

orthogonal. This may account in this implementation for poor 

convergence to a minimum, as the variables are interdependent. 

If these variables were made to be orthogonal by the use of 

polynomials, then the optimisation procedure would see orthogonal 

variables and may proceeded more swiftly to a minimum. Small 

computer programs are available for the calculation of orthogonal 

polynomials (Tyson et al, 1982). The use of orthogonal 
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polynomials would necessitate the interpretation of these 

polynomials by the calculation routines, which would take some 

extra calculation time and thus the benefit of time gained by 

their use may be lost by their implementation. 

The model thus implemented was applied to test cases and to 

clinical examples (See Chapter 5). The application of the model 

of the clinical situation was found to be limited to certain 

appropriate cases. 
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3.4 APPLICABILITY OF THE MODEL 

The elliptical constraint model being easily generalisable to 

many shapes and sizes could be widely used if the limitation on 

the number of ellipses and number of sources on the ellipses was 

removed. Regular shaped large volume implants requiring a large 

number of sources do not require accurate positioning of the 

sources as the positioning of sources becomes less critical with 

increased numbers of sources, but the uniformity improves. The 

mean peripheral dose and mean central dose are not sensitive to 

source position when the number of sources used is large, >24. 

(Waterman et al, 1983). This has been been verified clinically 

showing that doses achieved are not dependent on the exact 

positioning of the seeds (Rosemark et al, 1982). The use of 

optimisation techniques for permanent implants is not appropriate 

as the tumour volume changes thus altering the seeds positions. 

This has not influenced clinical results (Tokita et al, 1980). 

Optimisation for large volume regular tumours is not practical or 

necessary and would be time consuming. The model reduces the 

number of variables to a minimum and still the calculation time 

extends to hours with only 10 - 15 seeds depending on the type of 

procedure to be used. 

3 
The number of calculations, being dependent mainly on NS , NS is 

the number of sources, increases rapidly as the number of sources_ 

per ellipse increases. The timing is also directly proportional 

to the number of interest points in and around the tumour volume, 

and hence for irregular volumes with several interest points this 

is also a limiting factor. The model is thus best applied to 
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small volume tumours or tumours requiring few high activity 

sources so that the time used for calculation is practically 

short. 

. shape 

model, 

In small irregular tumours where no standard geometric 

(such as a plane, sphere or cylinder) can be used as a 

it is difficult to give good estimates of the best source 

positioning using standard methods (Anderson, 1976). 

In the case of temporary implants where very well defined areas 

need to be treated to an exactly specified dose the positioning 

of the seeds can be improved by the use of this t~chnique. The 

model can thus best be applied to small volume tumours, close to 

sensitive areas, where the standard methods do not give an answer 

as to where to place the 1-125 Seeds. 

The model is thus used as follows: 

1. The tumour volume is defined and critical points of interest 

are noted. 

2. The desired dose rates or relative doses at ~hese points are 

decided upon. 

3. The number of sources required of the available activity is 

calculated (Johns et al, 1983), (Anderson, 1976) 

4 . 

using 

allow 

lying. 

A good estimate of the elliptical arcs required is made 

model elliptical templates with major angles marked to 

good estimates of where on the ellipses the seeds are 

5. These source estimates, ellipse estimates, activities, 
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• 
desired Time Dose Factor to a point, points of' interest, and 

desired relative dose rates, are then entered during a real time 

run of the implementation program (See Program Description 

Chapter 4). 

6. The 

results 

optimisation procedure is done in batch mode and 

are interpreted by plotting them or by entering the 

the 

new 

source positions into the isodose plotting routine which gives an 

output of an isodose plot in a plane in space as desired (See 

Chapter 5). Spatial and orientational coordinates of the final 

source positions are given and the final spacing between sources 

is also given. 

7. The sources are then loaded into plastic tubing to best 

represent the graphic plot of their positions. 

8. The surgeon or radiotherapist finally implants the tubes 

reproducing (as closely as possible) the ellipses drawn from the 

plotted computer 

radiographically 

printout. 

in the 

distribution is calculated. 

The source positioning is checked 

usual way and the achieved dose 

This technique is limited firstly by a long calculation time, but 

techniques are becoming available that can cope with time 

consuming problems for example array processors (See Chapter 6), 

and secondly by the accuracy with which the sources can be placed 

in the tumours. It is thus best applied to easily accessible 

tumours allowing accurate placing or to use when gold plaque 

applicators are being used to hold the sources. 
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The model can easily be generalised to use with other isotopes 

and the spatial dose distribution tables can readily be created 

from data around any anisotropic or isotropic source. Thus with 

similar constraints 

radioactive sources 

placed upon the problem any 

can be made to take up optimal 

discrete 

positions 

along arcs of ellipses in space. If the same constraints hold ~s 

hold on 1-125 Seeds (model 6702) then no modifications are 

necessary to the program. The program has been kept in a modular 

structure so that any changes to allow generalisation can easily 

be made. 

The model is best used in the appropriate clinical situations (as 

described above) and in its place it should be very helpful in 

the planning of implants. It can be used with little 

understanding of optimisation techniques or geometric 

transformations. The implementation of the results is done using 

documented implantation techniques and is thus 

the clinical setting. 

practicable in 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

4.1 PROGRAM OUTLINE 

The program was written in FORTRAN Programming Language (FORTRAN 

llRIA) on a Sperry 1100/81 computer. The executive language used 

on the computer is Exec 8. 

designated PROJ~TEST. and 

The file containing the program was 

all development of the program was 

done under this file name. The program was developed to be run 

in both demand and batch modes. For a description of the 

execution and compilation of the program see Chapter 4.2. 

The program was developed in a modular fashion with a fairly 

strict hierarchy of control (See Fig. 4.1). The executable 

program created made use of 4 direct access data files, 2 

sequential access output files and two Numerical Algorithms Group 

FORTRAN Library routines (Numerical Algorithms Group, 1983), (See 

Appendix 5). 

The program was divided into four major functional units which 

are controlled by TEST.CALC2 . These are: 

1. Data input and modification for the use in the optimisation 

routine 

2. Creation and update of files containing relative dose 

distributions around radioactive sources 

3. Optimisation of the positions of radioactive sources in 

space 

4. Output of monitoring information and results 
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The implementation of the model as described in Chapter 3.3 is 

carried out by the optimisation subroutine NAG*LIB.E04UAF. It is 

controlled by the subroutines .OPTPAR and .OPTELI which set up 

the variables required by the optimisation routine. The 

calculation of the value of the objective function is done by the 

routine .FSEV and the constraints are calculated by .CON1. The 

output of the results is done after each phase of the 

optimisation, that is each time control is returned from .E04UAF. 

TABLE writes the results and all other relevant information to 

the file NEWPF. which can then be scrutinised at a later stage. 

For a description of the 32 Subroutines from TEST. used to 

compile the executable program see Chapter 4.3. 
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4.2 COMPILING AND EXECUTING THE PROGRAM 

The executable element TEST.ABS2 was developed to run either in 

demand mode, that is interactively at a terminal, or in batch 

mode, that is without any interaction and gaining input from data 

files as necessary. This allows use by computer users and not 

only computer programmers. 

The control file that was read by the program to determine 

whether to execute a demand mode run or a batch mode run was 

called CONT. This set a variable NSET in the control routine and 

if NSET was 0 it allowed keyboard input of all data requested. 

If NSET was 1 the control skipped all the keyboard input requests 

and read from the file CONT. the record numbers of records to 

read from DATA 4., which contained all the relevant information 

for initial input to the optimisation routine. 

five records could thus be used in batch 

optimisation of source positions. The output 

printed from file NEWPF. and examined later. 

A series of up to 

mode to allow 

data was then 

The demand run 

allowed stepping through all the various options and updating or 

initialising any records for later use. It was possible to do a 

demand mode optimisation, but as the complexity and timing of the 

problem was increased these runs became prohibitively long and 

most optimisations were done in batch mode. 

The size of the program, as it was developed, became too large to 

execute outside normal hours. To allow data input and updating 

of files outside normal hours a copy of the data handling 

routines was made with minor modifications which allowed the 
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update of files outside normal hours so that batch runs could be 

started to run overnight. 

was TEST.ABSI. 

The executable element which did this 

An executable element TEST.ABSSET was created to allow easy 

modification of the file CaNT. so that if it was set to run in 

one or other mode then it could be reset without executing the 

entire batch run or demand run. This element also allowed quick 

changes to be made to the record numbers to be used for 

optimisation in batch mode. 

The compilation of the executable element TEST.ABS2 was done 

using an extended mapping and all the elements were compiled 

using an '0' option with the FORTRAN compiler. The absolute size 

of the executable element attained 130 kilo words, (a word on the 

Sperry uses 6 bytes of storage), but was not large enough to 

require a segmental mapping. The compilation included all 

elements used during development of the model and thus several 

elements could be excluded in a program specifically for use as a 

clinical tool. The absolute size of the executable element is 

largely due to the size of the arrays required for the 

optimisation routine and for the calculation of doses in space 

around an anisotropic source so reduction in the number of 

elements will not largely influence the size of the executable 

element. The size of the data files was set to allow up to 60 

records of input data for optimisation. 5 records of data for 

dose calculation were available thus allowing use of different 

relative spatial distributions for different isotopes. The size 

of these files could be modified to reduce the storage 
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requirement of a computer executing the program. 

The size of microcomputer memory is increasing rapidly and it is 

feasible, given that the NAG FORTRAN library may be available for 

compilation on microcomputers, that this program may be compiled 

to run on a microcomputer system. With the possibility of array 

processors decreasing the time of calculation it may be possible 

to use this model on an in house computer system with an array 

processor and achieve acceptable demand times in the execution of 

absolute elements. 

For a listing of the compilation runstreams see Program Listing. 
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4.3 MODULE DESCRIPTION 

CALC 2. This is the main program controlling flow and function 

of the entire executable element. Initially the file CONT. is 

read to determine if a batch or interactive run is to be done. 

This sets variables throughout the routine either reading values 

from the files only. or allowing keyboard input. Options are 

presented as menus requesting numerical input (See Fig. 4.2 for 

a presentation of the main menu). If records are to be modified 

the entire list of previously used records of data allowing 

execution of the optimisation routine is displayed (See Fig. 

4.3). Choice of a file to be used is allowed, or if a batch run 

is being prepared then a list of up to 5 file records are 

requested, (the record numbers are stored in file CONT.) which 

will be executed serially in batch mode. 

files is allowed using two subroutines. 

Input of data into 

INELLI is used for the 

parameterised model data input. INPUT was used during the 

developmental stages for all other models att.mpted. The data 

input is stor~d in a direct access file DATA 4. and multipl~ 

updates of this file are allowed. The program then calls OPTIM 

or PAROPT which control the optimisation procedures for non

parameterised or parameterised procedures respectively. All 

normal exits take place from the main program. 

OPENFL. This routine opens all the files for use during execution 

of the program. The direct access files open statements may be 

non-standard FORTRAN as these statements are Sperry 1100 specific 

and may need modification if this program is to be used on other 

systems. The sequential access files are rewound for re-use and 
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store output only until the next execution of the absolute 

element takes place. 

INPUT. This routine reads all input from the keyboard for use 

during developmental runs. It allows modification of all 

relevant parameters controlling the execution of the routine 

NAG~LIB.E04UAF. It also reads data for interest point positions, 

source vector estimates, activities of sources and the type of 

source, (hence the objective function), to be used. It also 

allows selective changing of any data values. 

INELLI. This routine reads all input from the keyboard for the 

optimisation of parameterised ellipses. It allows changes to the 

data files and presents a menu of allowed changes with the 

present data values displayed (See Fig. 4.4). It reads data for 

interest point positions and relative doses required at these 

points, parameter estimates of source positions, estimates of the 

ellipse size and shape, and source activities. A value of the TDF 

desired at the first point of· interest is required. All angles 

entered from the keyboard are to be entered in degrees and are 

immediately converted to radians for later use. 

OPTIM. This routine sets all the necessary parameters for the 

call of the subroutine NAG~LIB.E04UAF and calls the routine. 

Before calling the NAG routine it calls FUNCTl to obtain an 

initial value of the objective function so as to assess the 

improvement achieved by the optimisation procedure. The results 

of the initial call and the starting values are written to NEWPF. 

by TABLE in a tabular form, and to MYPT., by WRITE and various 
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'WRITE' statements in a fully explanatory form. 

PAROPT. This routine controls the various optimisation sequences 

allowed for optimising sources in space. It calls OPT PAR to 

optimise the positions of the sources on the ellipse and OPTELI 

to optimise the shapes and sizes of the ellipses. The parameters 

required by both routines for their respective calls of E04UAF 

are set here. The routine calls TABLE to write initial and final 

values of data to NEWPF. 

OPTPAR. This routine sets the control parameters and variable 

values for a call of E04UAF to allow optimisation of the 

parameter values on the ellipse, and calls E04UAF. 

OPTELI. This routine sets the control parameters and variable 

values for a call of E04UAF to allow optimisation of the ellipse 

variables, and then calls E04UAF. 

WRITE. This routine writes the input values for developmental 

stage problems to the file MYPF .. It writes all the control 

variables to allow assessment of effect of these on the routines 

performance for a specific problem. 

TABLE. The tabular output of this routine is written to NEWPF. 

and contains all the relevant information from the various stages 

of the optimisation procedure. The initial and final source 

parameters and spatial position and orientation are given. The 

interest points and the desired and achieved relative doses are 

given and the final dose rates and TDF to the first point of 

interest is given. The routine calculates TDF and time for 
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treatment assuming a relative biological effect of 1-125 of 1.5 

and using the equations; 
1. 35 

Teq = TDF/«0.00473)x«150 x DR) ) .... 1 

where TDF is the desired Time Dose FactQr, 

DR is the achieved dose rate in Gy/hr, 

Teq is the Time equivalent 

and T = -(In(1-1.35 x Teq x HLAM»/(1.35 x HLAM) ... 2 

where T is the total time of implantation, 

HLAM is the decay constant of 1-125 HLAM=0.00048055/hr 

(Orton, 1974). 

OUTPUT. The output from the developmental routines is written to 

MYPF. by this routine. The routine also calls TABLE which writes 

the final output to NEWPF. in tabular form. 

AMONIT. The Monitoring routine called by E04UAF with frequency 

dependent on the user defined variable IPRINT. This routine 

monitors the progress of the minimisation procedure and gives an 

indication of when the convergence criteria hav~been ach1eved~ 

The value of GLNORM, the Euclidean norm of the estimated gradient 

of the augmented Lagrangian in the free variables, gives an 

indication of convergence and should be small at the solution. 

The test for convergence being; 
-0.5 

GLNORM/ (1. + I F I) + I lOr I I < XTOL 

where F is the value of the objective function, 
T 

o is the matrix of the diagonal elements of I+A A 

where A is the Jacobian of active constraints (Appendix 5), 

r is the vector of residual active constraints, 
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XTOL is the required accuracy of the solution. 

CNORM is the Euclidean norm of r and should also be small at the 

solution. 

AMONIT calls TABLE to give a tabular output to the file NEWPF. 

FUNCT1. This is the routine called by E04UAF and is used to pass 

control to the routines calculating the objective function. It 

is also used to monitor the timing by calling SU$P to prevent a 

system error termination because of the maximum time requested 

being exceeded. If the maximum time is being approached this 

routine resets IFLAG and allows a normal user initiated 

termination. 

FTEST. The example function as given in the users manual. This 

was used as an initial test of the function of EOUAF. 

FTWO. This calculates the objective function that attempts to 

find a uniform dose distribution by the function 
2 2 

F= (BIG - DDOS) + (SMAL - DDOS) 

where BIG is the maximum achieved dose at an interest point, 

SMAL is the minimum achieved dose at an interest point, 

and DDOS is the desired uniform dose .. 

An isotropic inverse square dose distribution was assumed. This 

routine was tested using three dimensional problems, but was 

poorly convergent due to discontinuities in the function. 

FREE. This routine calculated the weighted least squares 

objective function described in Chapter 3.1 using an anisotropic 

dose distribution calculation and 5 variables per source. The 

individual operations were done in the subroutines DST3V, PHISIN 
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and LINPOL. This routine yielded acceptable answers, but because 

of the great number of variables it required a large number of 

calculations of the function value to achieve a solution. 

FOUR. The same weighted least squares function is calculated as 

in FREE, but an isotropic dose distribution of the 1-125 source 

is assumed and calculated analytically. This gave good solutions 

in one, two and three dimensional problems with rapid 

convergence. 

FIVE. This routine used the same calculation methods and dose 

distributions as FTWO, but the objective function attempted was 

an unweighted least squares function. The convergence was poor 

because of the poor behaviour of this function. 

FSIX. This only allowed a one dimensional case to check the dose 

calculation, and the calculations of the value for the objective 

function. The calculations were checked with an isotropic 

function and a purely inverse square function. 

FSEV. This routine calculated the objective function for the 

optimisation of sources positioned on ellipses. The optimisation 

flow is such that if one ellipse is having sources varied on it 

the other ellipse's sources are stationary and their contribution 

to the dose at all the interest points is unchanged. The routine 

thus only calculates the dose contributions from the 

are having their parameters changed by E04UAF. 

ellipse parameters are being varied then all 

sources that 

If all the 

the dose 

contributions from all the sources are added at each interest 
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point. The routine directly calculates the distances and 

relative angles between the interest points and the sources to 

reduce duplication of function calls. The objective function is 

an unweighted least squares function. 

IGRATE. Calculates the line integral along the arc of an ellipse 

to an angle T as described in Appendix 4. 

TFORM. Calculates the length of the long and short half axes of 

the ellipse and the angle of transformation to convert the values 

of the parameters from their arbitrary zero point to zero on the 

long axis of the ellipse. See Appendix 3. 

PARA. From the source parameter value and the values of the 

ellipse parameters this routine calculates the spatial and 

orientational coordinates of the sources. The results of this 

routine are written out by TABLE to allow interpretation of the 

parameter values. See Appendix 3. 

LINPOL. This routine linearly interpolates on a two dimensional 

grid to obtain a function value. The grid from which it is 

interpolating is created by UPDAT and the axes of the grid are 

the inverse of the distance and the sin of phi, the relative 

angle between the axis of the source and the vector joining the 

source to the interest point. The arguments passed to LINPOL are 

scaled by -the scaling factors calculated previously to allow 

direct reading of data points from the array of function values. 

All out of range possibilities are checked and are assumed to 

have an inverse square dose dependence. The data range is from 

0.5 - 3.0 cm, but extrapolated data points outside this range are 
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also used to create the array and hence valid interpolation can 

take place in the range 0.1 - 5.0 cm and only outside this range 

is an inverse square law assumed. 

DST3V. The development of the program required a spatial distance 

between a three dimensional interest point and a variable 

dimensional source vector and this program calculates such 

distances and returns a value of the spatial distance squared 

between an interest point and a source vector. 

PHISIN. This routine calculates the sin of the angle phi between 

the unit vector in the direction of the source and the vector 

between the centre of the source and the interest point. It 

makes use of the identity that for two vectors rand u, where, p 

is the angle between them: 

rxu =sin(p). IIrll Ilull 
2 0.5 

= «u.u)(r.r)-(u.r) ) 
2 0.5 

= (r.r - (u.r) ) for u a unit vector. 

CON 1. This is the constraint routine required by E04UAF to 

return values for the constraint functions. The routine selects 

which constraints to use dependent on a variable parameter MTYP. 

For MTYP from 2 to 6 various constraints were attempted 

including, constraints limiting isotropic sources to lie .on 

ellipses, range constraint~ only, constraints on the orientations 

only, and constraints limiting the spatial coordinates of sources 

to lie on ellipses and to have their orientations limited. For 

MTYP equal to 1 the constraint function is identical to that 

given in the user's manual example for E04UAF. For MTYP equal to 
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7 the constraints are those limiting sources to lie greater than 

1 seed length apart, (See Appendix 4) and the constraint limiting 

the dose at the first interest point to be in the range 0.2 - 0.8 

Gy/hr (0.3 - 1.2 Gy equiv./hr). For MTYP equal to 8 the 

constraints limit the ratio of short to long half axes of the 

ellipse to be greater than 1:20. The absolute length of the 

short half axis is limited to be greater than that required to 

allow the number of sources on anyone ellipse to fit onto the 

circumference of that ellipse. The range constraint on the dose. 

rate to be delivered to point of interest 1 is still applied when 

the ellipses are being varied. 

UPDAT. This routine allows input and modification of dose 

distribution data in file DATFL., and controls the interpolation 

between the data points that is done by the routine E01ACE which 

is called from the routine INTPOL. The function values returned 

are the relative doses at a point given by (l/r;sin(p» where, p 

is the angle between the sources axis and the interest point at 

distance r. These values are multiplied by the speci fi c dose 

constant of 1-125. The value used was that for water (Dale, 

1983) . It also allows test interpolation both linearly from 

arrays, or using bicubic splines directly on the data. The 

scaling factors for the look up array are written with the array 

to a data file MTLK. 

INTPOL. This routine sets up the variable size, two dimensional 

array for E01ACE and calls the routine which after having fitted 

bicubic splines to the data returns a function value at a desired 
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point. 

SUBLIN. This routine allows linear interpolation from already 

created look up tables at any desired point around a source. 

PAG. This routine uses escape functions specific for the 

terminal used, to clear the screen and start writing again at the 

top. It is used purely for ease of reading the displayed data. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

5.1 SINGLE LAYER PLANAR IMPLANT 

A theoretical planar implant consisting of 4 elongated ellipses 

(elongation factor 4:1), each containing 4 1-125 Seeds, was used 

to show the effect of only varying the relative positions of the 

seeds on fixed ellipses. The seeds lay on the straightest parts 

of the ellipses which were spaced 0.75 cm apart. 'The tumour area 

to be treated was taken to be 3.5 cm by 2.5 cm and 1 cm thick. 

This area required 235 mg.hrs Ra equivalent to achieve a dose of 

10 Gy to the volume (Johns et al, 1983). For a TOF of 100 and an 

implant time of about 4 days, a dose rate of about 0.55 Gy/hr was 

desired at the specified points of interest demarcating the 

volume of interest. The activity of 1-125 required (RBE assumed 

to be 1.5), was about 1980 MBq. Thus with 150 MBq seeds about 13 

seeds Were required for the implant. To allow a more uniform dose 

distribution an equal number of sources on each ellipse was 

desired and hence 16 sources were used. These were evenly spaced 

on the four ellipses (See fig. 5.1a). Four points of interest 

defining the volume of treatment were placed 0.5 cm above the 

plane of the implant and between the rows of seeds. Two other 

points were placed at the level of the end of the rows of seeds 

in the plane of the implant. The last two points were placed 0.25 

cm outside the outermost ellipses in the plane of the implant. 

These effectively define the points at which the doses are 

required to be uniform. The relative doses were taken to be 1.0 
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at the first four points and 0.7 at the ends of the ellipses and 

0.2 outside the outermost ellipses. 

The optimisation procedure moved the parameter variables on each 

of the ellipses in turn, and completed the cycle of four ellipses 

twice. The objective function was reduced from 0.2658 to 0.0675 

in 52.7 minutes of CPU time. The final positions of the sources 

are shown in fig. 5.1b. The isodose curves before and after 

optimisation are plotted in the plane of the interest points, 0.5 

cm above the source plane. The TDF to the first interest point 

was 100 after 44.2 hrs at an initial dose rate of 0.65 Gy/hr 

(0.97 GyEquiv./hr). The total dose to the point was 28.6 Gy (42.9 

GyEqu;v.), (See Chapter 2). The required relative dose rates were 

achieved at all the interest points within ± 19$. The initial 

range of variation before optimisation was ± 29$. The isodose 

curves did not show any marked improvements in uniformity as the 

implant had good initial estimates and no optimisation was 

required in this case, although at specific points the relative 

desired dose rates were achieved (See fig. 5.2 for isodoses). 

The limitation on the sources to lie in a plane on specific 

ellipses is not realistic. It is practical to prescribe exact 

spacing of the sources in the tubes, and this can be implemented 

to better than 1 mm accuracy, but to position four parallel lines 

of sources at exact spacing is not. The implementation of these 

results would entail the exact positioning of the sources in the 

tubes and then placing the tubes into the tissue in parallel 

lines at 0.75 cm separation. 
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5.2 ELLIPSOID IMPLANT 

A theoretical implant, consisting of two circles in perpendicular 

planes, was used to demonstrate the effect of varying first the 

ellipse variables and then the source variables. The volume to be 

implanted was assumed to be a disc 1.0 cm thick and 2.5 cm in 

diameter. The sources used were 150 MBq 1-125 Seeds. The number 

of sources required to achieve a TDF of 50, (The implant was 

assumed to be used as a booster to teletherapy) to a point on the 

periphery of the disc, at a dose rate of 0.4 GyEquiv/hr, was 8.8. 

To maintain symmetry 8 seeds were used, 2 on the central circular 

ellipse, and 6 on the outer circular ellipse (See fig. 5.3). The 

desired relative dose rates were chosen to be different at 

different points around the volume of interest. Four points 

around the periphery were chosen to have a relative dose rate of 

1.0 relative to that at the first point of interest. Two points 

inside the volume required a relative dose rate of 2.0, and four 

points 0.5 cm from the plane of the sources required a relative 

dose rate of 1.5. This was to demonstrate the ability of the 

program to attempt to achieve various relative dose rates. The 

source positions and the relative dose rates achieved, before and 

after the optimisation, are shown in fig. 5.4. The optimisation 

procedure took 56.7 minutes and the objective function value 

improved from 180.9 to 0.041. 3176~ calls to calculate the 

objective function were required and 865 iterations were done by 

the optimisation routine. 

The isodoses in the plane 0.5 cm from the plane of the large 

circle are shown before and after optimisation in fig. 5.4. The 
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distribution was less uniform after optimisation although the 

desired doses had been achieved. By defining more interest points 

it is possible to force a more uniform dose distribution after 
. 

optimisation, but the calculation time is increased. The time 

required to deliver a TDF of 50 at the first interest point was 

54.1 hrs and the dose rate was 33.0 Gy/hr (50.0 GyEquiv./hr). The 

interest points were all within ± 16% of their desired relative 

doses. Before optimisation the achieved doses at two central 

points were 5.5 times their required relativ~ doses. 
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5.3 U-SHAPEO IMPLANT 

A hypothetical U-shaped volume for implantation was used to 

demonstrate the optimisation of the sources and the ellipses to 

achieve desired doses at points in space. As in the planar 

implant (Chapter 5.1) the optimisation commenced by altering the 

positions of the sources on the ellipses. Then the procedure 

followed in the ellipsoid implant was executed (Chapter 5.2). The 

U-shaped volume was delimited by 12 interest points (See fig. 
3 

5.6). The total volume to be treated to a TOF of 100 was 5 cm. 

The activity required to deliver this TOF at a rate of 0.4 Gy/hr 

was 1040 MBq. This required seven 150 MBq Seeds. An even number 

of seeds would best deliver the desired relative doses at the 

interest points. 6 sources were used. The achieved dose rates 

were low and it would have been necessary to leave the implant in 

situ for 114.1 hrs to achieve a TOF of 50 at a dose rate of 0.20 

Gy/hr (0.29 GyEquiv./hr) at the first interest point. The 

original estimates and the final positions of the sources are 

shown in fig. 5.5. A marked improvement in the dose distribution 

at the points of interest was achieved and the objective function 

decreased from 0.724 to 0.080. The deviations of the achieved 

doses from the desired doses before optimisation were at most 2.3 

times and after optimisation were at most ± 36%. The constraints 

were all fulfilled and no further large source movements were 

necessary after the optimisation of the ellipses to prevent 

overlapping of the sources at the solution. 

The initial estimate was good and the final result showed an 

improvement. The largest deviation of an achieved dose. from a 
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desired dose was 36%. This is large and may have been due to poor 

initial estimates or unrealistic desired doses at the interest 

points. This was not a clinical example and all the desired doses 

and point positions were hypothetical, 

poor conditioning of the problem. See 

and hence may have caused 

fig. 5.6 for i.sodose 

distributions before and after optimisation. 
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5.4 CARCINOMA OF THE FLOOR OF MOUTH AND TONGUE 

A clinical example was used to show the ease with which the 

method can be applied to clinical situations. The tumour to be 

treated was a recurrence of a previously treated carcinoma of the. 

floor of the mouth. The size of the nodule to be given a full 

course of treatment to a TOF of 100 was 2 cm by 1 cm by 1 cm. The 

radiotherapist wanted two tubes of sources 6 cm long to be placed 

on either side of the nodule. The arcs described were easily 

approximated by two ellipses lying in parallel planes 1 cm ap'art 

(See fig. 5.7). The tumour volume was demarcated by 12 interest 

points. The available 1-125 Seeds had an activity of 120 MBq and 

6 Seeds were to be used in each tube. This gave an expected dose 

rate in the desired range. For isodose distribution see fig. 5.8. 

The optimisation procedure followed was the same as that for the 

U-Shaped implant. The entire procedure required 2.07 hrs of CPU 

time. The optimisation program called the routine to calculate 

the objective function 48128 times and performed 1361 iterations. 

The objective function decreased from 0.6593 to 0.0259 and the 

maximum deviation from the desired doses decreased from 51~ to 

12~. The time required to achieve a desired TOF of 100 was 103 

hrs at an initial dose rate of 0.35 Gy/hr (0.53 GyEquiv./hr). The 

total dose to the first interest point was 36.2 Gy (54.3 GyEquiv). 

The implant could easily be loaded as the exact spacing of the 

sources is known, but because of the situation of the tumour it 

is difficult to achieve the exact positioning required. 

Thus assessment of the suitability for optimisation must be done. 
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DISCUSSION 

The increasingly wide use of 1-125 Seeds in the treatment of a 

wide variety of tumours has been due to the many advantages of 

the use of this isotope. The biological and physical attributes 

of this isotope are very suitable for its use in small tumours 

where previously surgery would have been the treatment of choice. 

The results have been very good thus far (Marchese et al, 1985). 

With the improved knowledge of the spatial dose distribution and 

the improved methods for the calculation of dose in space, it has 

become feasible to attempt to optimise the positions of 1-125 

Seeds in the treatment of tumours. This has allowed the automatic 

calculation of the best positions for seeds with constraints on 

their relative position, and on absolute doses at certain desired 

points. Certain problems still exist in this optimisation though 

and these will be discussed here. 

As shown in the examples of Chapter 5 the results of the 

optimisation procedure are strongly dependent on the initial 

positioning of the ellipses and the sources. The order in which 

the optimisation subproblems are solved also greatly influences 

the final result. The large number of variables required if all 

the parameters were to be varied simultaneously by the 

optimisation routine would cause the routine to take a 

prohibitively long time to solve the problem. The subproblems of 

first varying one set of parameters and then varying the other 

use much less time. The order in which the parameters are varied 
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influences the final result. The decision to vary first one or 

the other set is made depending on the specific clinical problem. 

If the ellipse positions can be varied easily in the implant then 

it may be chosen to use even initial spacing of the sources and 

to vary the ellipse variables first. This will give an easi1y 

implementable result. If the ellipse positions are fixed as on 

plaques then only the source variables need be varied to obtain 

the best dose distribution. 

Anatomical limits have not yet been applied to the optimisation 

problem. The sequential augmented Lagrangian technique used here 

to implement the optimisation allows for the use of general 

constraint functions. These constraint functions could be 

applied to limiting the sources to lie within or outside some 

defined anatomical space. The space could be defined as a 

flagged volume inside which source variables may not lie. This 

method of defining a function requires large amounts of 

computation time and hence was not implemented here as the time 

of calculation was already at the limit of practicability in most 

cases, with the conventional computer facilities used. 

The major difficulty encountered in implementing an optimisation 

procedure on the type of problem considered here is that of the 

definition and calculation of the objective function. The poor 

behaviour of the objective function seems to be an inherent 

problem in the definition of deviation from ideality of a 

generalised dose distribution around several sources in or on a 

tumour. By starting the optimisation procedure close to an 

estimated minimum (optimal solution) an improvement in the 
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positioning can be achieved without convergence problems (the 

minimum achieved is not necessarily the global minimum). An 

attempt was made in Chapter 5 to use good initial estimates. The 

number of calculations of the objective function is not always 

the maximum number allowed, as a minimum of the objective 

function is often achieved to the desired accuracy. By reducing 

the number of variables by use of the parametrised elliptical 

model, this maximum number is substantially reduced. 

The calculation of the objective function is time consuming. (See 

Chapter 5.4 for an example taking 2.07 hrs of CPU time). The 

total time required for the optimisation procedure is dependent 

on the number of sources cubed. The calculation time however 

could be reduced by at least an order of magnitude by the use of 

array processors. This would allow implementation of much larger 

problems and more involved constraint calculations could be 

developed to include anatomical constraints. Array processors 

and parallel computation techniques have been applied to many 

large computation problems (Rodrigue, 1982). These computers 

and the specialised programming techniques required to operate 

them could be applied to many aspects of the program developed 

here. Fast Fourier transforms using array processors have 

already been used to calculate the dose distribution around 

radioactive sources for use in implants (Boyer et al, 1986). If 

an anisotropic dose distribution is to be used then interpolation 

techniques can be facilitated by array processors. Multiple 

calculations using the same function on many vectors of data 

simultaneously, would reduce the time dependence on the number of 
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sources to be proportional to the number of sources squared. The 

constraint functions could all be calculated simultaneously and 

the series required to calculate the constraint functions could 

be 

The 

pipelined to reduce the time required for their 

optimisation procedure itself is dependent 

calculation. 

on array 

reduction, and array manipulations are well suited to processing 

by parallel processors. Future developments using these 

relatively new techniques are thus very promising and may easily 

yield very acceptable calculation times for larger optimisation 

problems. 

The large memory availability on most computers means that the 

size of this program is not a major limitation, requiring of the 

order of 1 MByte of memory space at most (that is inclusive of 

data files of variable size). 

The problems with the description by the user of the ellipses in 

space could be overcome by use of a computer linked to a graphics 

planning system. Estimates of the positions of the sources, 

interest points, and the ellipses could be read directly as the 

output of a sonic digitiser or graphic mouse. This would allow 

direct input of data from computer tomography scans or from 

radiographs. This data could be mathematically converted to 

suitable estimates for the variables describing the ellipses and 

the sources on each ellipse. These estimates could then be used 

by the optimisation procedure to achieve an optimal solution of 

where best to position the sources. This would greatly 

facilitate the use of the optimisation procedure. This would 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 

allow input of a great variety of problems which would have to be 

automatically scaled so that all input is well conditioned before 

it is used in the optimisation procedure. In its present form 

the user is required to judge how best to enter the problem so 

that the variables each lie in the range (-1,+1) at the solution 

point. This implies that the Hessian matrix is well conditioned 

at the solution, and the optimisation takes less time. 

The NAG library routines are widely available and can be used on 

many computer 

available on 

systems. If a suitable hardware 

which the NAG routines required 

system was 

could be 

implemented, and which allowed implementation of the above 

mentioned improvements, a very widely useful and easily applied 

optimisation method could be developed. The parameterised 

elliptical model is flexible· and could be applied to much larger 

and more intricate problems. 

The method of positioning the sources in the tumour (or on the 

surface of the treated area), is by the conventional techniques 

used and thus no other procedures need be adapted. The 

clinically achieved positioning of the sources will need to be 

compared to the theoretically defined optimal positions to 

determine with what 

clinically applied. 

suitably selected 

accuracy the optimised positions can be 

Assuming such clinical reproducibility in 

cases this model should be a useful 

contribution to the accuracy with which brachytherapy treatments 

can be planned. An understanding of the limitations and required 

conditions for the use of the developed method is required for 

its effective application to clinical problems. It is however 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 

even in its present form a practical method that can be used in 

the planning of brachytherapy treatments to patients with small 

volume tumours requiring accurately defined dose distributions 

from a small number of 1-125 Seeds. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY 

The increased use of 1-125 seeds in brachytherapy has led to an 

increased need to accurately define the dose distribution around 

these sources in space. The spatial dose distributions around two 

types of 1-125 Seeds (Models 6702 and 6711), (Medical Products 

Division/3M, 1982) were measured using a Geiger-Muller chamber as 

described in Chapter 2.2. The dose distribution of Model 6702 

was found to be 10% less anisotropic than that of Model 6711. A 

fast and accurate interpolative method was developed to calculate 

the doses at points in space around 1-125 Seeds. This method used 

linear interpolation between points in a 101 by 101 array that 

was created from the measured data points by fitting them to 

bicubic splines. A mathematical library routine, NAG*LIB.E04UAF, 

was used to do the fitting (Numerical Algorithms Group, 1983). 

A parametrically represented elliptical model was developed to 

define the spatial and orientational coordinates of radioactive 

sources in 3-dimensional Euclidian space. The model constrained 

the sources to lie at points on ellipses in space and to be 

oriented along the tangent to the ellipse at those points. The 

coordinates of each source were given by a single parameter 

variable. Constraints were placed upon the relative positioning 

of the sources in space. The model was then used in the 

optimisation of the positions of radioactive sources in 

brachytherapy planning. The optimisation routine used was a 

sequential augmented Lagrangian technique implemented by the 
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Chapter 7 Summary 

FORTRAN library routine NAG*LIB.E04UAF (Numerical Algorithms 

Group, 1983). A least squares objective function that defined the 

difference between the desired and achieved doses at interest 

points in and around the tumour volume was minimised by varying 

the parameters describing the source positions and the ellipses. 

The model can best be applied to clinical situations where the 

positioning of the sources is not immediately obvious, and where 

accurate doses are required to be delivered at certain interest 

points. The calculation time is dependent on the number of 

variables passed to the optimisation routine, cubed. This strong 

time dependence on the number of variables at present allows 

effective use of the model only in small problems requiring few 

sources as otherwise the routine takes prohibitively long. With 

the use of array processors and graphics systems the optimisation 

technique could also be applied to many larger brachytherapy 

problems and could be widely used in the clinical setting. 

Examples of the use of the optimisation routine are given in 

Chapter 5. The local minima that are achieved depend on the 

initial estimates of the source positions and the suitability of 

the interest points chosen to define the problems. 

The model developed is easily generalised to many tumour shapes 

and could be used with most radioactive source types. The model 

allows easy application of the results of the optimisation by use 

of documented techniques. With the appropriate improvements this 

model should thus be very useful in brachytherapy planning. 
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APPENDIX 1 

SEQUENTIAL AUGMENTED LAGRANGIAN METHOD OF OPTIMISATION 

This is a sequential method of iteratively solving non-linear, 

equality and inequality constrained, multivariate optimisation 

problems (Rockafellar, 1973). It was developed from the solution 

to the equality constrained problem by the use of so-called 

multiplier methods developed by Powell (1969). 

The method is applicable to problems of the form: 
n 

Minimise f(x); x 6 E (x is a vector in n dimensional 

Euclidian Space) 

Subject to g (x) > ° for i = 1, ... , m 
i 

h (x) = ° for j = 1 , ... , p 
j n 

where f, g ,h are real valued functions in E .. 1 
1..m 1..p 

The augmented Lagrangian, M(x,u,w,q), for the above problem is 

given by; 
m i 2 i 2 

M (x,u,w,q,) = f(x) + 1/4( ~ ({max(u -2qg (x),O]} -(u ) » 

n 
where x 6 E 

i = 1 _ i 
T T 

+ w hex) + q hex) hex) 

1 m 

••• 2 

u 6 (u , ... u ); Lagrange multipliers for inequality 

constraints, 
1 p 

w 6 (w , .•. w); Lagrange m~ltipliers for equa11ty 

constraints, 

q > ° ;is a scalar that is large enough but not so 

large as to make M(x,u,w,q) ill conditioned, and f,g,h, are as 

given above. 
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An iterative procedure is followed where M (x,u,w,q) is minimised 

using a standard unconstrained minimisation technique where a 

local minimum for a vector, x, is found for each step of the 

procedure. The multipliers are updated from step k, as follows; 

i 
u 

k+l 
i 

w 
k+l 

q 
k+l 

= 

= 

> q 
k 

i 
max[u - 2q g (X ) , 0] for i=l, ... m ... 3 

k k i k+l 
i 

w + 2 h (x )q for j=l, ... p ••• 4 
k j k+l k 

if Ilh(x ) I I is not sufficiently < IIh(x )11, 
k k+l 

or q 
k+l 

= q if Ilh(x )1 I is sufficiently < "h(x )11, 
k k k+ 1 

by some rule such that q tends to infinity if the rule 
k 

is applied infinitely often, 

where x 
k+l 

is the local unconstrained minimiser of 

the problem at step k. 

If x is sufficiently close, (this being any desired value), to 
k+l 

a local minimiser of the constrained problem then the iterations 

are stopped, otherwise u 
k+l 

w 
k+l 

q , are inserted and k is 
k+l 

set to k+l and the local minimiser x 
k+2 

is sought. The 

function, M (x,u,w,q), once u,w,q, are set, becomes a function of 

the vector x, the local minimum of which can be found using any 

quasi-Newton method. See Appendix 2 . This should be ~ell 

behaved because of the choice of the Lagrange Multipliers used 

and should have a positive definite Hessian matrix (Appendix 2) 

and thus a minimum can be found. It is not a necessary 

requirement that an exact minimum be found at each cycle for 

global convergence of the constrained function. Therefore 
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depending on the speed at which the function value can be 

calculated it may be decided to use more iterations with poor 

unconstrained minimisation between each iteration or, very 

accurate minimisation with fewer iterations (Bertsekas, 1976). 

The quasi-Newton methods require several function evaluations to 

create the Hessian matrix used and to update this matrix to find 

the minimum. With slow calculation of the function values, it is 

therefore more efficient to use more iterations and less function 

calculations and the accuracy with which minimisations are done 

is thus kept low (Rockafellar, 1973) 

Essentially inequality constraints are only considered, due to 
i 

the updating formula for u 's if at the points x 
k+1 

g 
i 

(x ) 
k+1 

i 
< u /2q 

k k 
... from equation 3. 

Two sided inequalities can be considered to be two separate 

inequality constraints thus necessitating the addition of two 

slack variables to the unconstrained minimisation problem. A" 

more efficient method is by using for the two sided problem given 

by 

min f(x) 

a ~ g (x) < b 
j j j 

j = 1, ... ,r 

the following problem 

min f(x) 

a < g (x)-u < b 
j j j j 

u = 0; j = 1 , ••• J r 
j 
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This is an equivalent problem involving additional variables 

u , .. u . This problem once minimised yields the values of 
1 r 

as functions of x, the Lagrange multipliers, and the 

u , •• u 
1 r 
scalar 

penalty function. This allows direct updating of the Lagrange 

multipliers by the iteration 

j j j 
w = y + q pI [g (x ) -b ] if y + c pI [g (x )-b ]20 

k+1 k k j k j j k j k j 
j j' 

= y + q pI [g (x ) -a ] if y + c pI [g (x )-a ]s..0 
k k j k j j k j k j 

= 0 otherwise. 

where p is the penalty function used and is a function of t, 

such that pet) 2 0 V t, pet) = 0 if and only if t=O 

and pI is the first derivative of p with respect to t 

(Bertsekas, 1976). 

The convergence properties of this method are superior to penalty 

function methods and it is the best method available for problems 

with non-linear constraints in the absence of special structures. 

It is not a necessary requirement for convergence that the 

function be strictly convex and hence it can be applied to a 

great variety of functions with good results. Convergence is 

super-linear in uniextremal functions with less stringent 

assumptions placed upon the problem (Bertsekas, 1976). 
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APPENDIX 2 

QUASI-NEWTON METHODS OF OPTIMISATION 

A quasi-Newton method is any algorithm that generates a sequence 

of points which tend to find a local minimiser for f(x) in some 

open set by means of the following general equation: 

x = x - H Vf(x ) t k = 0,1, ... , .... 1 
k+l k k k k 

where x e R, 
n 

an open set in E space and where H is an 
k 

approximation to the inverse Hessian (See below) at a presumed 

local unconstrained minimiser and t is a step size scalar 
k 

(usually chosen using an optimal step size procedure). 

This is a class of problems which use different algorithms to 

compute H. 
k 

Typical quasi-Newton methods do not replace old 

information at every iteration but rather update the information. 

Some methods which use this technique are the Rank 1 Method, the 

Davidon-Fletcher-Powell Method, and the Broyden-Fletcher-

Goldfarb-Shanno Method. There are families of updating formulae, 

but as a general rule the results are very much the same for all 

the available methods. The updating formulae are usually of the 

form of a function of H , 6 
k k 

, y and I. 
k 

The general class of algorithms follows an iterative procedure to 

estimate the Hessian matrix, H 
k 

and maintain the matrix in a 

positive definite form. A Hessian matrix is the n x n matrix of 

second partial derivatives of the function f such that the i, jth 
2 j i 

term at x, is d f(x )/dx dx assuming f is twice continuously 
o 0 
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differentiable in the open set defined. This matrix is said to 
T 

be positive definite if Z HZ ) 0 forallZ-;O 

Iterations are done to estimate H from H 

b 
k 

,=x 
k+l 

-x 
k 

and y 
k 

k+ 1 k 

= "f(x ) 
k 

are defined and thus by definition; 

y = G b 
k k 

where 
1 2 

G =r "f(x 
k Jo k 

+(x 
k+l 

-x )t)dt. 
k 

..•.... 2 

-1 
Thus H must behave in a way that G does, thus satisfying 

k+ 1 k 
H Y 

k+l k 
= b 

k 
2 -1 

.•..... 3 

This is like trying to estimate (V f) using information from 

points x and x if f(x) is a positive definite form. This 
k k+l 

can be accomplished by adding another matrix to H to satisfy 3. 
k 

The different methods use different updating schemes. 

Generally the following steps are used: 

Iteration k + 1, k) 0 Use the information about the inverse 

Hessian matrix (that is assumed to exist or to have an estimated 

approximate at the isolated local unconstrained mini miser that is 

being sought) that i 5 gained by the difference in the gradient 

vector. (given above a5 y ) , to get H from an updating 
k k+l 

formula, 50 that H satisfies 3. S i 5 then set: if thi 5 

k+l k+l 
i 5 a decent direction then; 

S = -H "f(x ) 
k+l k+ 1 k+l 

or otherwise 

S = +H "f(x ) 
k+l k+ 1 k+l 
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x is obtained using a step-size procedure and if convergence 
k+1 

is not achieved then a further iteration is done. With most 

estimating formulae. and f in a positive definite quadratic form, 

the methods converge to the global minimiser in, 1 ess than or 

equal to, n steps if an optimal step-size procedure is used. 

Optimal step-size procedures estimate the optimal value of the 

parameter t, say t 
k 

The parameter, t, defines a directed curve 

y (t) with the properties that y CO) = and for t positive 
k k 

and small, fey (t» < 
k 

f (x ). 
k 

The value 

x 
k 

t is estimated to give; 

x 

The 
k+ 1 

curve y (t) is generally of the 
k 

=y(t). 
k k 

form y (t) 
k 

= x + s t where 

s is an n dimensional vector direction of search. 
k 

k k 
These step-

size procedures generally give the same answers if the problem is 

strictly convex and they all give the same rate of convergence 

although some are more easily computed than others (McCormick. 

1983) . 
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APPENDIX 3 

PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF ELLIPSES IN 

THREE DIMENSIONAL SPACE 

The equation for an ellipse in a plane parallel to the x-y plane 

in space can be given in Cartesian coordinates as; 

2 2 
x fa 

1 

2 2 
+ y fa 

2 
=1 z =a ... 1 

3 

where a • a J a are constants the first two of which define the 
123 

half axes lengths in the x and y directions respectively. 

This equation can be given in the parameter variable t, where t 

is the angle of arc around the ellipse from some reference point, 

in this case on the x-axis, as follows: 

.r = a sin(t).i + 
1 

a cos(t)j 
2 -

+a k 
3 

where r is the vector to a point on the ellipse given by the 

value of t and! .J. t. are unit vectors in the direction of the 

x,y,z axes respectively (Kreyszig, 1979). This is the special 

case of the generalised ellipse in three dimensional space given 

by: 

r = (a sin(t+b ) 
1 1 

(0 sin(t+b ) 
3 3 

+ c)! + 
1 

+ c) k 
3 -

(a sin(t+b ) 
2 2 

..•... 2 

+ c) j 
2 -

where a • a • a • represent the amplitudes of oscillation in the 
1 2 3 

+ 

X.y,z directions respectively and b • b • b • represent the phase 
123 

shifts in the x.y.z directions respectively and c. 
1 

c. c. 
2 3 

represent the centre shift of the ellipse in the x,y.z. 
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directions respectively, when 

a = 0, 
3 

b = O. 
1 

b = 7T/2 • 
2 

c = O. 
1 

c = O. 
2 

It is necessary to transform the generalised parametric equation 

to the standard form of the ellipse in the x-y plane so that 

calculations to determine arc lengths and positions on the 

ellipse are simplified. Only the lengths of the half axes in the 

x and y directions are required for the transformation. The angle 

t at which the rate of change of the 1 en gt h of the vector !:.' • is 
m 

zero will give one half axis (!: ) where r' = r - c and c is the -
m 

ve ctor to the centre of the ellipse from the origin. The other 

half axis (!: ) wi 11 be given by t + 7<'/2. The lengths of these 
n m 

half axes can then be used to give the required equation. The 

value of t is required to transform the points on the 
m 

generalised ellipse given by t t •.. t to the points on the 
1 2 1 

standardised ellipse by the following transformation; 

t' = t + t ( i = 1 , ... 1) 
i i m 

where there are 1 points and t' is the point on the standardised 
i 

ellipse corresponding to the point t on the generalised ellipse .. 
i 

t ;s thus the relative phase shift in space from the one set of 
m 

coordinate axes to the other. Therefore with; 

r. = r.' + c ..... 3 

where c = c 1 + c J + c k 
1 2 3 0.5 

the length of t:' will be gi ven by f(r:') = (r:'.r:') 

and df(r.' )/dt = a at the extrema. 

Thus from 2. 3 and 4 
2 2 2 2 2 2 0.5 

(t+b » f(r.') = (a sin (t+b )+(a sin (t+b )+(a sin 
1 1 2 2 3 3 

and 

... 4 
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2 2 
df(~' )/dt = 

2 

(a sin(t+b )cos{t+b )+(a sin(t+b )cos(t+b )+ 
1 1 1 2 2 2 

(0 s1n(t+b )cos(t+b »/f(C') 
3 3 3 

therefore at extrema 

2 
a sin 

1 
2(t+b ) + 

1 

2 
a sin 

2 
2(t+b ) + 

2 

2 
a sin 

3 
2(t+b ) = 0 

3 
Separating out the variable t the required condition for an 

extremum is; 

Msin2t + Ncos2t = 0 

2 
where M = a cos2b 

1 1 

2 
and N = a sin2b 

1 1 

2 
+ a cos2b 

2 2 

2 
+ a sin2b 

2 2 
2 2 0.5 

..• 5 

2 
+ a cos2b 

3 3 

2 
+ a sin2b 

3 3 

This simplifies to 
2 

therefore, as M 

(M +N) .s1n(2t!d) = o where d=atan(±N/M) 
2 

+ N = 0 only in the trivial case, 

2t + d = 0 or t = -0.5 atan(N/M) (Kreysz;g, 1979) 
m m 

Thus having t the vectors in the directions of the 2 half 
m 

axes, r and ~. and their lengths, 
m n 

calculated as follows; 

Ir I and 
m 

I!:. I, can be 
n 

r =(a s1n(t +b »1 +(a s1n(t +b »j 
-m 1 m 1 - 2 m 2 -

+(a s1n(t +b »k 

r =a sin(t +b + 
-n 1 n 1 

IT/2)! +a sin(t +b + 
2 n 2 

3 m 3 -

Tf/2)j +a sin{t 
3 n 

+b + 
3 

TT/2)k 

Let the constant for the unit vectors in:the vector [ be given 
m 

by 

A = a s1n(t +b ) (1=1.2,3) 
1 i m i 

and in the vector r be 
n 

B = a s1n(t + TT/2+b) (1=1,2,3) 
1 i m i 
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thus 
2 2 2 0.5 

It:. I = (A +A +A ) = K 
m 1 2 3 

2 2 2 0.5 
and Ir I = (8 +8 +8 ) = L 

n 1 2 3 

and fina11y if K > L 

v = Ksin(t+t )~ + Lsin(t+t + IT/2}j 
m m 

is the parameterised equation of an ellipse with the long half 

axis in the x direction and the short half axis in the y 

direction. 

If K < L then; 

v = Lsin(t+t - n/2)1 + Ksin(t+t }j 
m m 

is the required equation in space. 

From equation 2 the Cartesian coordinates of the n points given 

by t t in space are simplYj 
1 n 

x = a sin(t +b ) + C 

i 1 ill 

y = a sin(:t +b ) + c 
1 2 1 2 2 

z = a sin(t +b ) + c for i = 1, ... n. 
1 3 1 3 3 

The orientation of the tangent to the ellipse can be described by 

two angles in spherical coordinates about the point x , y , z . 
iii 

The tangent at the point given by t is 

Let 

s = (a cos(t +b ))1 
111 

s = (a cos(t +b )); 
1j 1 1 1 

s = s 1 + s j 
1 11 21 -

+ 

1 

+ (a cos(t +b ))j +(a cos(t +b »k 
3 i 3 2 1 2 

j=l,2,3j s constant for each 
1 j 

s k 
31 
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thus 
2 2 2 0.5 

Ir I = (A +A +A ) = K 
m 1 2 3 

2 2 2 0.5 
and Ir I = (8 +8 +8 ) = L 

n 1 2 3 

and finally if K > L 

v = Ksin(t+t )! + Lsin(t+t + IT/2)j 
m m 

is the parameterised equation of an ellipse with the long half 

axis in the x direction and the short half axis in the y 

direction. 

If K < L then; 

v = Lsin(t+t - n/2)1 + Ksin(t+t }j 
m m 

is the required equation in space. 

From equation 2 the Cartesian coordinates of the n points given 

by t 
1 

t in space are simply; 
n 

x = a sin(t +b ) + C 
1 1 ill 

y = a sinCt +b ) + c 
i 2 1 2 2 

z = a sin(t +b ) + c 
1 3 1 3 3 

for ;=1, ... n. 

The orientation of the tangent to the ellipse can be described by 

two angles in spherical coordinates about the point x , y , z • 
iii 

The tangent at the point given by t is 

Let 

s = (a cos(t +b »1 
111 

s = (0 cos(t +b »; 
i j 1 1 i 

s = s 1 + s j 
1 1 i 21-

+ 

i 

+ (a cos(t +b »j 
2 i 2 

+(0 cos(t +b »k 
3 1 3 

s k 
31 

j=1,2,3; s constant for each 
1 j 
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2 
= (s 

1 ; 

2 
+ S 

2; 

2 0.5 
+ s ) 

3 ; 

The unit vector in the direction of the tangent is thus 

~ = 

Thus the 

9 
1 

/l 
; 

(s lis 1)1 + 
1 i ,.... i -

spherical angles 9 

= arccos(s lis t ) 
3; 1 

= arcsin{s Is;n(9 
2; 

(s II!. I)j + 
2; i 

and /l can be 

; 

(s II~ 1)1s. 
3; i 

given by 

Thus a five dimensional vector (x.J.z,9.p) ;s defined. 
i i ; i i 

giving the position of a point on a generalised ellipse (defined 

by t ) as x 
; 

point as e 
; 

and 

y • z 
1 1 
/l . 

i i 

and the orientation of the tangent at that 
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APPENDIX 4 

THE LENGTH OF ARC OF AN ELLIPSE 

The length of arc of a parameterised ellipse in the x - y plane 

given by !: = (a sin t}1 + (a cos t)j ........ 1 
1 1-

from tl to t2 is given by the integral 

=f2 
0.5 

s (r. r) dt .•..... 2 - -t 1 
(Kreyszig. 1979 pp 377) 

.= J: 2 0.5 -J: 1 0.5 
(1:.1:) dt (r·!:> dt 

To find the distance between points on the ellipse given by 

parameters ti it is necessary only to solve 

I
t; 

s = 
o 

0.5 
(!:.!:) dt ..•.•. 3 

for each point ti and the differences follow. 

from 1 and 3 we have 

= J: i 2 2 2 2 0.5 
s (. sin t+a cos t) dt 

1 2 

f:; 2 2 0.5 
= • ( 1 - e cos t) dt where 

1 

2 
e = 

222 
(. -a )/a 

1 2 1 
(Do1p et .1, 1960) 

2 2 
Using the SUbstitution z = e cos t we can expand 

2 2 0.5 
f(t) = (1 - e cos t) by a Maclaurin series arou"nd zero 

to give fez) = (1 

= 
n=O 

(n) 

0.5 
z) 

(n) n 
f (O).z/n! (Kreyszig. 1979 pp 694) 

where f (0) 1s the nth derivative of fez) evaluated at D. 
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and where the sum is to N terms. 
2 2 

Resubstituting e cos 

s=aS
ti

{l 
I 0 

t = z we get 
2 2 

- (e cos t)/2 -

6 6 

4 4 
(e cos t)/2!4 -

(e cos t)3/318 .... ) dt 

This can be calculated to N terms with a remainder R(z) which is 

a measure of the error on the final result. 

The range for which the expansion is convergent is Izl~ 1 which 

is uniquely determined for 0 ~ t ~ IT/2 

Thus s can be calculated over the range of t given, and multiples 

of the length of the one quadrant must be added to any values of 

t outside the range 0 < t < T</2. The integral is solved by means 
2 

of the sum of integrals in cos t. To solve the integral 
2 n 

(cos t ) another expansion is used. 

St 2n n-1 t Jt 
cos t dt = [(sin(t»(cos (t»] + (n-1)/n 

o 0 0 

2n-2 
cos tdt 

Thus in the first quadrant of the ellipse the 
2n 

calculation ;s 
N (n) st 

s=a[l (f (O)/nl).[ 
1 n=l 0 

cos t dt]] 

of 

where N is the number of terms in the Maclaurin expansion to be 

used. Thus using the value of s for 1 quadrant, that;s with 

t = rr /2 the values of s can be calculated in other quadrants as 

follows; 

In odd numbered quadrants that is n.m < t < (n.m) + IT/2 

where m is any integer 

s = (n -1)s + s where s is the length of arc to angle t. 
t 1 t" t 

s is the length of 1 quadrant 
1 

and s is the length from 0 to t" • 
t" 

where t* = t (n-l). TI:/2 and n is the 
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number of the quadrant and is odd. 

In even numbered quadrants that is IT/2.(2m-l)~ t < n.m where 

m is any integer 

s = n.s - s where the symbols have the same meQning 

Then 

t2. 

zero 

t 1 t* 

finally the 

is given by; 

s = s 
12 tl 

to angle t I • 

except that t* = n.TT - t 

and n is the number of the quadrant and is even. 

length of arc. s between 2 angles. t I • and 

-

12 

s where tl > t2 dnd s is the length from 
t2 tl 

and s 1s the length from zero to angle t2. 
2 
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APPENDIX 5 

NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS GROUP FORTRAN LIBRARY ROUTINES 

These are algorithms written in the programming language FORTRAN 

from a library that is available from the Numerical Algorithms 

Group (Numerical Algorithms Group, 1983). They are implemented 

at the University of Cape Town on a Sperry 1100/81 mainframe 

computer. The use of the subroutines is described in user's 

manuals which are extensive and detailed. 

The subroutines called during the development and implementation 

of this work were, NAG*LIB.EOIACE, NAG*LIB.E02CAF, 

NAG'LIB.E02CBF, NAG*LIB.E04UAF. 

NAG*LIB.EOIACE, is a routine to give function values at a desired 

point given by two variables. This is done by fitting bicubic 

splines to data points in the two variables. The data points 

must be regularly spaced and at strictly increasing intervals in 

both variables. The cubic spline i·s fitted first in one variable 

and then a cubic spline is fitted through these splines in the 

other variable to obtain desired function values. This process 

is repeated starting with the second variable first and then 

fitting a spline through these fitted values. This then gives 

the user the opportunity to check that the fitting is consistent 

in both axes and gives the same function value irrespective of 

the order 

within the 

of fitting. The values returned are reliable 

range of the data values and an error message 

only 

is 

returned if the value required lies outside the range of the data 

values. (A single call, within a subroutine, of EO lACE takes 
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-3 
approximately 20 x 10 5). 

NAG'LI B. E02CAF, forms an approximation to the weighted least-

squares Chebyshev series surface fit to data arbitrarily 

distributed on lines parallel to one independent coordinate axis. 

It determines a bivariate polynomial approximation of user 

defined degrees in both variables to a set of weighted data 

points. The series is represented in double Chebyshev series 

form with arguments XCAP and YCAP, related to the original 

variables X and Y by the transformation. 

XCAP = (2X-(XMAX+XMIN))/(XMAX-XMIN) 

YCAP = (2Y-(YMAX+YMIN))/(YMAX-YMIN) 

and lying in the range -1 to +1. (XMAX and XMIN. and VMAX and 

YMIN. are the maxima and minimal desired in the X and Y axes). 

The double Chebyshev series can be written as 

K L 
F(X,y) = 2 2 A T (XCAP)T (YCAP) 

1=0 j=O ; j i j 

where T (XCAP) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of 
1 

degree 1 up to a maximum of degree K and T is the Chebyshev 
j 

polynomial of the first kind of degree j up to a maximum of 

degree l. and A is the ij th coefficient. 
1j 

The fit of the polynomial surface is poor at the edges and is 

unreliable if K and l are too large for the number of data points 

supplied in both axes. The calculation of fitted values using 

the coefficients supplied can be done using the subroutine 

E02CBF. This allows easy and efficient calculation of function 

values with the fitted polynomials. 
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NAG~LIB.E04UAF, attempts to find a minimum of a function of 

several variables subject to fixed bounds on the variables and to 

general inequality and/or equality constraints. A sequential 

augmented Lagrangian method (Appendix 1) is used, the 

minimisation subproblems being solved by a Quasi-Newton method 

(Appendix 2 ). No derivatives are required although the functions 

should be continuous with continuous first and second derivatives 

although ; t wi 1 1 usua 11 y work even with occasional 

discontinuities. It is applicable to problems of the form, 

(using the NAG manuals variable names and conventions), 

minimise F(X 
1 

••••• X ) 

subject to fixed bounds 

L < X < U 
J J J 

equality constraints 

c (X ..... X ) = 0 
R 1 N 

inequality constraints 

C 
MEQ+S 

and/or range 

(X •••• X ) 
1 N 

constraints 

N 

(J= 1.2 •••••• N ). 

(R= 1.2 •...... MEQ). 

> 0 (S= 1,2, ...... MINEQ). 

LB ( C (X ••• X ) ( UB (T= 1 •... MRNGE) 
T MEQ+MINEQ+T 1 N T 

where 

(MEQ. MINEQ. MRNGE ~ 0 and M = MEQ + MINEQ + MRNGE 2 1). 

and UB and 
T 

constraints 

LB are the upper and lower bounds of the Tth 
T 

respectively, and U an 
J 

L are the fixed upper 
J 

lower bounds of the variable X . 
J 

range 

and 

The user is required to supply subroutines FUNCT1, to supply the 

values of the function at any point X. CON1, to supply the value 

of the constraint at any point X. and AMONIT. to monitor the 
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progress of the minimisation. The solution 1s found as 

follows: slack variables are added to convert inequality to 

equality constraints, the augmented Lagrangian is constructed 

using FUNCTl and CONl and the penalty scaler RHO, and estimates 

of the Lagrange Multipliers. This is minimised by a call of 

E04JBF by E04UAF subject to the fixed bounds on the variables. 

This minimisation using a quasi-Newton method is done to an 

accuracy of ETA, and using an initial step-size for the step-size 

proc~dure of STEPMX. An iteration step follows completion of the 

minimisation and better estimates are obtained of the Lagrange 

Multipliers and the value of RHO. Then follows a sequence of 

iterations and minimisations until termination conditions are met 

and the values of GLNORM (the Euclidean norm of the gradient of 

the augmented Lagrangian) and CNORM (the Euclidean norm of the 

residual of the active constraints) are small. The precise text 

for convergence to the minimum is 
-.5 

GLNORM/(1.+IFI) + 110 rll < XTOL 

where 0 is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the diagonal 
T 

elements of (1 + A A) where A is the Jacobian, that is the 

determinant of the matrix of first derivatives, of active 

constraints, IFI = the absolute function value, r is the residual 

of active constraints, and XTOL is a preset desired value 

prescribing the accuracy required. 

Suggested values and conditioning of the problem are given in the 

manual. The timing of the routine depends on the behaviour of 

FUNCT! and CON!. The number of calls of these routines 1s 
2 

roughly proportional to N ,(N <N+MINEQ+ MRNGE) , where 
FREE FREE 
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N is the number of variables of the augmented Lagrangian not 
FREE 

on their bounds, plus each iteration makes N + 1 calls of FUNCTl 
Z 

and CONl where N is the number of variables not on their bounds 
Z 

(0 ~ N ~ N). The time taken by the routine is dominated by time 
Z 

spent 1n FUNCTl and CON1. 

The routines are portable to other computer systems as they are 

written in FORTRAN, but they are large and compilation of the 

absolute elements to be executed may exceed generally available 

computers' memory space. It is thus necessary to run these 

routines on large computer systems. They are stable routines and 

are efficient 1n their computation with most time being used by 

the user supplied programs. 
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APPENDIX 6 

THE COMPLEXITY AND EFFICIENCY OF THE OPTIMISATION PROBLEM 

The efficiency of an optimisation method applied to a certain 

class of problems can be characterised by its laboriousness and 

error, or rather, by the upper bounds (over the problems of a 

class) for the number of steps in its work on the problem and by 

the error of the results. The complexity of a class of problems 

can be given as a function of the error. Thus methods which 

achieve the estimated potential lower bound for laboriousness, 

which ;s the complexity of a class of problems, are the least 

laborious for that class. 

The class from which the problem; min F(X) 

n 2 
where F(X) = l ( 9 (X)-c ) 

j=1 j j 
m 2 

where 9 ( X ) = :2 (d /(X -b ) ) 

j i = I i j 

and c ,d ,b, are constants and X is an array m x p where p is 
i i 1 

the dimension of the space being used and m is the number of 

points described in that space with X the ith point, is der1ved 
i 

is known as the multiextremal, non smooth, non convex problems. 

The problem can be seen to be smooth except for occasional 

asymptotic points. The lower bound of the function giving the 

complexity of the problem behaves catastrophically when the 

relative error tends to zero or when the number of variables 

tends to infinity. This behaviour is so marked that solutions of 

problems of this class with only 3 extrema cannot be generally 

obtained within acceptable bounds on laboriousness (Nemirovsky et 
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.1, 1983). 

The complexity of smooth, uniextremal, convex problems with 

constraints and dimensionality greater than 3 can thus be 

considered. Dependent on the degree of smoothness of the class 

of functions the upper and lower bounds to the complexity of 

these problems can be defined. The Quasi-Newton methods of 

optimisation when applied to a strongly convex problem do not 

give with certainty a good solution to the problem. They are 

dependent on the scale of the specific problem and thus if the 

problem ;s well scaled then a good solution that may approach the 

optimal bound on complexity can be obtained. If Quasi-Newton 

methods are applied to variable general functions in the same 

class of strongly convex problem then the method used may become 

excessively laborious due to this sensitivity to scale. 

Everything is not yet known about the least laborious method of 

finding the minimum of a strongly convex problem. Quasi-Newton 

methods are good and- if well constructed yield acceptably 

laborious results. The solution of poorly convex, or non convex 

problems is much more laborious. 

In general therefore optimisation of problems of the type 

described in Chapter 3 is mathematically laborious and it is 

meaningless to pose the question of constructing universal 

methods of 

un1extremal, 

solving 

but 

such problems. This would also 

non convex problems. thus the 

generality is severely limited (Nemirovsky et al, 1983). 

hold for 

problem's 

The complexity of the general problem is thus excessive and the 
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problem is limited to finding the nearest extremum from a 

"reasonable" guess at the correct answer. If in the region from 

the "reasonable" guess, say X to the extremum X the function is 
R E 

smooth and convex then in general a solution can be found. 
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LEAD COLLIMATING 
SHIELD 

GROOVE fOR SEED 

POLYSTYRENE ROD 
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fIGURE 2~2 a COLLIMATED GEIGER NULLER CHAMBER SHOWING COMPOIENTS o SCALE 4:1 

b POLYSTYRENE TIP TO HOLD THE 1-125 11TH MINIMAL INTER-POSITION Of 
POLYSTYRENE BETWEEI THE SOURCE AID THE DETECTOR o SCALE 2:1 

RFA-3 WATER PHANTOM TAlK 

CO-AXIAL CABLE 
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/' 
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FIGURE 20 3 PERSPECTIVE DIAGRAM Of THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP USED IN THE MEASUREMENT 
Of THE RELATIVE SPATIAL DOSE DISTRIBUTIOI AROUND 1-125 SEEOS o 
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FIGURE 3.1 TWO ELLIPSES IN TI-IE X Y PLANE DESCRIBED BY; 

ret) = (5eas t + 6)I + (sin t + 9)} 

and 

q(t) = (2cos t + 6)I + (2sin t + 3)} 

THE ARC DESCRIBED FROM tl TO t2 ON ret) IS APPROXIMATELY 

A STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENT. 4cnt LONG, AND THE ARC DESCRIBED 

FROM t3 TO t4 IS APPROXIMATELY A PARABOLIC ARC. 
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Record 
I test 

***** TEST.CALC ***** 
************************* 

A: Do you wish to calculate optimal positions 
+or sources with old data records .•• (l) 

with nel-' data records ..• (2) 

batch ru.n (upto 5 recs). (3) 
B: Modif. dose distribution fil.s ........... (4) 
C: Or exit CALC2 ............................ (0) 
> 

FIGURE 4 .. 2 MAIN MENU PRESENTED BY CALC2 AS APPEARS 
ON THE COMPUTER TERMINAL VDU DURING AN 
INTERACTIVE PROGRAM EXECUTION 

number·s and ti Ues so far· usedj 
2 test.be:',cf', ~ - ::::.D ELI 0' .- 3P . SOURCE ID 5 5D ELI .- 4P 6 31""11000, E. 9, Rl, t'1CHCK " ~o 

7 SI'I i i E . 0.(; 1 ; F; • 1 8 SOURCE 2D 9 SOURCE 5D NT3 
10 TEl'l 11 TE3TPt'IT!NT 12 SOURCE 5D NT3 LO\..JACT 
13 5D IS IP NT3 14 3D ELI 2S 2P NT4 15 5D 1S 3P 
16 2DS 3DP 17 5D IS IP NT4 ELIREP 18 5D l.S1PNT4 ELI TRY 
19 5D IS1PNT4 ELITRY 20 NEW TRY 21 SEVEN 
22 SOURCE 5D NEW POS 23 2D TYPE 2 24 SI'IALL ETA NEt.J START 
25 ?" -, NEW ETA SMALL 26 3S 27 Concer,t. c i :'·e. 
28 5d 45 3p nt4 a9 29 5D 3S 3P GOOD NT2 3.0 U-Sr:aped Ca Implant 
31 5D IS IP NEW POS 32 3D 4S 3P NT4 33 PAR.;2 
34 LIN CONSTRAINT 35 LIN CON 2 2EQ 36 p a!'"" a sources 
37 para I-Jor-\< s 38 PI ar,ar Implar,t "0 ~. PARA TEST 
40 plane 2 41 Ca Base Tongue. Rec.42 pi ar,e 
Enter rec. no. +or· calc. or (0) to end batc~,: 

FIGURE 4.3 PRESENTATION OF THE TITLES OF THE 
RECORDS USED,' ALLOWING CHOICE OF 
A RECORD TO BE OPTIMISED, UPDATED, 
OR NOTED IN A FILE FOR LATER OPTIMISATION 
IN BATCH MODE 
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Enter rec: rio. for calc. or (0) to end batch. 
)27 

Enter parameter MCHCK, (Unsure or none=0) 
)0 
Enter also title of record. 
) 

Do you wish to change any values? Yes(l) 
)1 

***INELLI*** 
************ 

Enter selection number only; 
NTYP .. (1) NELLI. (2) 
X est. (3) ACT ... (4) 

PNTINT(5) EXIT .. (6) 

Title of file ;Concent. eire. Rec. no;27 
NTYP = 9 There are 2 ellipses with 

2 , 6 , 

> 

Estimates of parameters for ellipse 1 
For source 1 T= .157+001 Act= 150.00 
For source 2 T= .471+.001 Act= 150.00 
Ellipse 1 has Amplitudes .000 .500+000 

Phase shift .157+001 .000 
Center at .000 .000 

Estimates of parameters for ellipse 2 
For source 1 T= .000 Act= 15.0.00 
For source 2 T= .105+001 Act= 150.00 
For" sour·ce 3 T= .2.09+.001 Act= 1::,0 . .0.0 
For· source 4 T= .314+0.0'1 Act= 150.0.0 
For source 5 T= .419+001 Act= 150.00 
For source 6 T= .524+001 Act= 150.0.0 
Ell ipse 2 has Amp 1 i tudes .10.0+.0.01 .£100 

Phase shift .157+001 .000 
Center· at .000 • .0f;l.0 

.50.0+00.0 

. .0.00 

.£100 

.100+001 

.000 

.000 

FIGURE 4.4 THE SCREEN DISPLAY OF THE CURRENT DATA STORED IN A 
RECORD 9 AND THE OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR CHANGING THE 
DA'TA IF REQUIRED 
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FIGURE 5.1 THE INITIAL (a) AND FINAL (b) POSITIONS OF THE 1-125 SEEDS USED 
IN THE PLANAR IMPLANT. PROJECTED ONTO THE X Z PLANE.. THE AXES 
ARE GRADUATED IN 1 CM STEPS. THE ELLIPSES ON WHICH THE SOURCES 
LIE HAVE NOT BEEN ALTERED.- THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IMPROVED FROM 
0-.2658 TO 0.-0675. THE CHANGES IN THE ISODOSE PATTERNS ARE SHOWN 
IN FIGURE 5-~'2 . AND THE MAXIMUM DEVIATION FROM THE DESIRED DOSES 
DECREASED FROM 29% TO 19%. 
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FIGURE 5.2 THE ISODOSE DISTRIBUTIONS IN THREE PERPENDICULAR PLANES BEFORE 
(Lt) AND AFTER (Rt) OPTIMISATION. ISODOSES GIVEN IN Gy/hr. 
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FIGURE 5G3 THE INITIAL (a) AND FINAL (b) SOURCE POSITIONS OF THE 1-125 SEEDS 
USED IN THE ELLIPSOID IMPLANT. THE CROSSES DENOTE SEEDS PERPEN
DICULAR TO THE PLANE OF THE PROJECTION (THE X Z PLANE). THE 
POSITIONS OF THE ELLIPSES HAVE CHANGED DURING OPTIMISATION. THE 
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IMPROVED FROM 9.,503 TO 0.145.. THE ISODOSES 
ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 5.4. THE MAXIMUM DEVIATION FROM THE DESIRED 
DOSES DECREASED FROM 550% TO 16%. 
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THE ISODOSE DISTRIBUTION IN THREE PERPENDICULAR PLANES BEFORE 
(Lt) AND AFTER (Rt) OPTIMISATION. ISODOSES GIVEN IN Gy/hr. 
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FIGURE 5.5 THE INITIAL (a) AND FINAL (b) SOURCE POSITIONS OF THE 1-125 SEEDS 
USED IN THE U-5HAPED IMPLANT. THE ELLIPSES AND SOURCE POSITIONS 
HAVE BEEN VARIED TO ACHIEVE A REDUCTION IN MAXIMUM DEVIATION FROM 
THE DESIRED DOSES FROM 230% TO 36%. THE IMPROVKMENT IN THE ISODOSES 
IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 5.6 
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PROGRAM LISTING 

An alphabetical listing of the subroutines used to compile the 

executable element as described in Chapter 4 follows on the 

subsequent pages. The developmental programs are included. along 

with the final elliptical model implementation programs. On the 

first page are the runstreams used in the compilation of the 

executable element. 
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****** T~u""'1 ****** 

****** U$EAS ****** 
~uSG,A D~TA4.,rSC 
@ASG,A MY?L,F5Q 
itlSGdl CCNL,FSQ 
~ASG,A DATFL.,FSO 
.i:A5G,.G MTLK.,FSQ 
3ASG,A NE~PF.,=50 
l:ASG,A TEST. 
~ASG,A NAG*LIE.. 
a;USE 13,f.'TLK. 
iL;SE 1 ~,CATrL. 
iuSE 2J,C;ATA4" 
~LSE 21,tJYPT. 
ilu5E 2Z,CONL 
JJuSE 23'''''E~PF. 

****** FLIST ****** 
@FT"",SO TEST.CALC2 
@FTN,SO TEST.CPENFL 
~FT~,SO TEST.INPUT 
~FT~,SO TEST.INELLI 
@FT~,SO TEST.CPTI~ 
@FT"",SO TEST.PAROFT 
~FTN,SO TEST.CPT?AR 
@FTN,SO TEST.CPTELI 
@FTN,SO TEST.~KITE 
~FTN,SO TEST.TABLE 
@FTN,SO TEST.OUTPUT 
~FT~,SO TEST.FUNeT1 
iFTN,SO TEST.FTEST 
@FT~,SO TEST.FTWO 
@FTN,SO TEST.FKEE 
@FTN,SO lEST.FOUR 
~FTN,SO TEST.FIVE 
~FTN,SO TEST.FSIX 
~FTN,SO TEST.FSEV 
@FTN,SO lEST.IGRATE 
;FTN,SO TEST.TFORM 
@Fi"",SO TEST.PARA 
iFTN,SO TEST.LINPOL 
@FTN,SO TEST~CSTJv 
@FTN,SO TEST.PHISIN 
@FTN,SO TEST.CON1 
@FTN,SO TEST.AMONIT 
iFTN,SO TEST.U?DAT 
@FTN,SO TEST.INTPOl 
@FTN,SO TEST.SUBLIN 
@FTN,SO TEST.PAG 
@~ASM,SO TEST.SUiP 

Pl 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

SLBRQCTINE AMON IT (N,M,X,F,C,~ITER,NF,GLNORM,COND,POSDEF, 
1 RHO,RlAM) 

This routine is called by E04UAF. 
It is a monitoring routine supplied by user. 
Celled with frequency dependent on value of IPRINT. 
It monitors the progress of E04UAF in minimising the Fn. 
by presenting controlling parameters & CNORM, GL~CRM. 

A~THOR:w.I.D.RAE 

VERSIO.:19/6/8e 

Declaration of variables 
CCND ••••• Reflects cond1t10n1ng of proble~,better small. 
F •••••••• Value of F(X). 
GLNQRM ••• Norm. of est. grad. of augmentec Lagrangian. 
R~O •••••• Contains current value of rho if NITER=-1. 
C(M) ••••• Contains current value of constraints. 
RLAM(~) •• Current set of Lagrange multipliers. 
XCN) ••••• Contains value of current vector points. 
CL( ) •••• Lower bounds on Tth range constraint. 
C~( ) •••• Upper bounds on Tth range constraint. 
CNORM,CT2~P,DUM, temporary variables. 
PCSDEF ••• E04UAF calls AMCNIT with POSDEF .TReE •• 
NF ••••••• Total calls of F~NCT1 by EC4UAF. 
NITER •••• No. of iterations in current call of E04JBF. 
OESDOS ••• Desired dose at PNTINT. 
ACT •••••• Activity of sources. 
SUM •••••• Array of doses at interest points. 
NINTP •••• Number of interest points. 
PNTINT ••• lnterest points for calc. 
NSRCE •••• Number of sources. 
NTyP ••••• Type of function used by FUNCT1. 
~PF •••••• File for output. 
ETA •••••• Accuracy to ~hich the sUbproble"s are minimised. 
TA ••••••• Cummy array to ~ass vector of current values. 
NOUT ••••• Cutput unit number. 
I,L,T,S,R •• Local countin~ integers. 

Common blocks passed from CALC,OPTIM,OPTPAR,PARQPT,QPTELI. 

CCMMON/ISO/~TYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,DESDOS,~SRCE,~TYP,NDIM 
CCMMON/MON/CL,CU,MEQ,MINEQ,MRNGE 
CCMMON/OOS/SUM,TITLE 
CCMMON/PARCON/XC,NELLI,MELL,LL 

DCUSLE PRECISIGN COND,F,GLNOR~,RHO,C(M),RLAM(~),X(N) 
OCUBLE PRECISION CU(20),CL(20) 
DGUBLE PRECISICN CNORM,CTEMP,CUM 
DCUSLE PRECISICN ETA,STEPMX 
OGUaLE PRECISICN T.(40) 
OOU8LE PRECISION XC(80) 
LCGICAL PCSDE~ 
I~TEGEK I,~OUT,L,R,S,T,NSRCE,~TYP,NTYP,NINTP 
I~TEGER M,N,NF,NITER,MEQ,MINEC,MRNGE,NDI~ 
I~TEGER NELLI(S),MELL,LL 
REAL SUM(20),DESOOS(20),ACT(4C),PNTINT(6C) 
ChARACTER*20 TITLE 

P2 
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C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

100 
1 
2 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

*"'''''''*''' AMON!T _._._-

C~ta decleration of unit numbers used. 

D~TA NOUT/6/,MFF/Z11 

Title presentation. 

CALL PAG 

WRITECNOUT,lQO) TITLE,NSRCE 
WRITE(~PF,100) TITLE,NS~C= 
FCRMAT(lX,I,lX,~***** BRACHY.AMONIT ****",-, lx,-w*-·_·_-· __ •• __ ··"'_· ___ • ___ -,II 
lX,· FILE: ·,A20,· NSRCE =-,I3} 

IF(NITER.GE.Ol GOTO 200 

Mcnitorin~ at end of a cycl~ 
NITER:::: -1. 
eEle. of length of Euclidian 

KFLAG=2 
OCM;O.OO+O 
IF(MEG.EQ.Ol GCTO 120 
DC 110 R=1,r1E; 
OLM=QUM-tC(R)·",Z 

of EC4UAF wl.th 

norm of residual 

110 CCNTINCE 
120 IF(MINEQ.EG.Ol GOT a 140 

DC 13G S=l,MINEQ 
L=MEQ+S 
CTEMP=C{L) 
IF{CTE~P.LT.O.OO+O) DUM=QUM+CTEMP**2 

130 CCNTINUE 
140 IF(MRNGE.E'.Ol GOTO 160 

ac 15C T=l,MRNGE 
L=MEQ+f>'INEC+T 
CTEMP;C(Ll 

150 
160 
C 
C 
C 

lOaD 

C 
C 
C 

1 
1 

IF(CTE~P.lT.CL(T» JUM=DUM+CCL(T)-CTEMP)**2 
IF(CTE~P.GT.CU(T» DUM=QUM+(CTEMP-CUCT»**2 
CCNTINUE 
C"CRM=CSQRT(OU~) 

O~tput of results of AMON1T 

W~lTE(~OUT,100C) GLNOR~,CNORM,RHO 
W~lTEC~PF,1000) GLNDRM,CNORM,RHO 
FCRMATC/,· The end of a cycle of E04JAF-/ 
lX, -GLNOR~ =",012.5, 
lX,' C~ORM =-,C12.4,lX,' RHO =-,012.4) 

DO leOl 1=1,,", 
WR1TECNOUT,1002) 1,RLAM(I) 
WRITEC~PF,1002) I,RLAM(I) 

acti.ve C( ). 

1002 
1001 

FCRMAT(lX,'The Lagrange Multi~lier Number",I3,' =',012.6) 
CCNTINUE 

C 
C 
C 
254 

1 
253 

C 

DO 253 I=l,NINTP 
WKITECNOUT,25~) I,OESOOSCI),SUM(I) 
WRITE(~PF,254) I,OESDOSCI),SUMCI) 
FCRMATC1X,' At into point ',13,' Desired dose=',El0.4, 
lX,' Calc. dose=·,E10.4) 
CCNT1NUE 
GCTO 3CO 
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*****~ AMONIT ~ ••••• 

C Monitorin~ wit~in routine with NITER 
C ~ivin~ no of calls of E04J8F. 
C 
2CO CCNTINUE 
C 

150C 
1 

C 
C 
C 
C 
1498 
C 

C 
C 
1501 

1 
C 

C 
C 
1508 
2u1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1502 
202 

C 
1505 

1 
2 

C 
100C 

1 

C 
C 
C 
210 
C 
170C 

1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
220 

lo0C 
C 
300 
C 

KFLAG=3 
WRITE(NOUT,150C) NF,F 
WRITE(~PF,1500) NF,F 
FCRMAT(1X,I,' After ',15,' evaluations , I 
1x,' W~ere the users Function value is ',012.4) 

00 1~Q8 I=1,~INTP 
WRITEC~OUT,254} I,DESDOS(I),SLM(!} 
WRITE(~PF,254) I,DESDOS(I),SU~(I) 
CCNTINLE 

DC 201 I=1,N5RC, 
WRITE(~OUT,150l) I,ACT(I) 
WRITE(~PF,1501) I,ACTeI) 
FCRMAT(1x,'Estimate for SourceC·,I3,·) with ., 
lx,' Activity= ',F9.3) 

DC 201 J=1,ND!~ 
K=CI-l)*NDIM+J 
WRITECNOUT,1502) J,X(K) 
WRITE(~PF,1508) J,X(K) 
FCRMAT(25X,' XC·,I2,')=·,012.6) 
CCNTINUE 

DO 2C2 I=l,M 
WRITE(~OUT,1502) I,C(I) 
WKITE(~PF,lS02) I,CCI) 
FCRM~T{lX,'The constraint value of C(',I3,·) is',e12.0) 
CCNTINUE 
WRITECNOUT,150S) NITER,GLNORM 
W~ITE(MPF,1505) NIT=R,GlNORM 
FCRMAT(lX,' There have been ',13,' iterations' 1 
lx,' and the ncrm of the projected gradient',1 
lx,' of the au~mented Lagrangian is ·,D12.4} 
IF(CONC.E'.O.OC+O) RETURN 
IFCCONC.LT.l.GD+6) GOTO 210 
WRITECNOUT,160C) 
WRITECMPF,1000) 
FCRMATClx,' The estimated condition number of'l 
lx,' its proje~ted Hessian exceeds 1.0D+6·,/) 
GCTO 220 

Conditioning of Hessian. 

WRITECNOUT,170C) COND 
~RITEC~PF,1700) COND 
FCRMATC1X,'The estimated condition no. of its'l 
1X,' Projected Hessian is ',09.2) 

T~is is included for generalisation for cases where 
the projected Hessian is not pos.def. 

IF(.NOT.PCSDEF) WRITE(NOUT,18CO) 
IF(.NCT.PD~OEF) WRITE(MPF,180C) 
FCRMATC1X, The projected Hessian is not pas. def.') 

CONTINUE 

C 
C Call of routine to give a tabulated output of the results. 

1 
2 

C 

C 

CALL TABLE(IFAIL'NITER'MCALL'~INTP'N'M'NTYP'MTYP'ETA' 
STEPMX,POSOEF,XC,F,C,PNTINT,ACT,GlNORM,CNORM, 

COND,RLA~'RHC'NF'NSRCE'TITLE,KFLAG,SUM,OESDCS,SPECDC,TA) 
R:TURN 

E'O 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
·c 
c 
c 
c 

PROGRAM CALCi 

Tris rcutine does the calculat~ons and output for TEST. 
It make·s use of NAG*LIB. E04UAF in routines 

TE5T.QPTIM,.DPTPAR and .OPTELI • 
Trese call FUNCT1 which calculates objective fn value. 
Trese call CON1 to calculate constraint function values. 
Allows for various tyPes of sources. 
Allows optimisation of parameterised eQu~tions. 

AL;THOR:I>I.I.D.RAE 

VERSIO",1/9/86 

MAIN PROGRAM BLOCK 

Cec!aration of variables as listgd here below •• 
ETA •••••• Speclfies accuracy of linear minimisation. 
F •••••••• Contains value of F(X) On exit. 
R~O •••••• Current value of parameter rho in Lagrangiar. 
STEPMX ••• Estimatg of Euclidian distance to min. 
CL( ) •••• Array of dim >or= MRNGE,lower constraint bound. 
Cu( ) •.•• upper bound on constraint. 
C( ) ••••• Array of dim >or= M, constraint Fn v~lue. 
RLAM( ) •• Initial estimates of Lagrange multipliers. 
~( ) ••••• Array of dim >or= p ,for worksp~ce. 
Xl( ) •••• Array of dim >or= N, has fixed lower bounds. 
XL( ) •••• Array contains fixed upper bounds of X( ). 
X( ) ••••• Array contains value of constrained minimum. 
XTOL ••••• Accuracy reqUired for solution. 
MEQ •••••• Equal~ty constralnt number. 
MINE~ •••• Inequality constraint number. 
MRNGE •••• Number 2f rang~ constraints. 
M •••••••• ~EQ+MINtC+MRNGe. -
~AXCAL ••• limits calls of FUNCT1&CON1 by E04UAF. 
N •••••••• Number of independent variables. 
NOUT ••••• Specifies unit for output of data. 
I •••••••• Integer. 
IEOUND ••• Type of bounds used see notes. 
IFAIl •••• Indicator of type of failure in optimisation. 
IPRINT ••• Regulates callin~ of AMON IT by E04UAF. 
LCLU ••••• Actual length of CL,CU declared in CON1. 
LIW •••••• Actual length of Iw. 
l~ ••••••• Actual length of W. 
I~( ) •••• Integer array dim >or= N+MINEQ+~RNGE+M+12. 
PNTINT ••• Points of interest to calculate uniformity. 
NTyP ••••• Type of isotope chosen to regulate function. 
ACT •••••• Activity of sources in group. 
GESDOS ••• Cesired dose of points of interest. 
NINTP •••• ~umber of interest points. 
MTyP ••••• Type of constraint functior used. 
NCIM ••••• Cimension of sOurce variables. 
SUM •••••• Cose at interest points from all sources. 
Ll ••••••• Control variable for array LREC. 
lREC ••••• Array containin~ reC. nos. for batc~ use. 
NSET ••••• Control variable allowing batchruns. 

Ceclaration of common blocks. 
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c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 

C 
C 
C 
100 
C 

200 

****** CALC2 .***** 

Cecleration of variables usee ; 

DCUBlE PRECISION ETA,F,RHQ,STEPMX,XTOL 
DCUoLc PRECISICN CL(ZO),CU(ZO),C(SO),W(9000),xL(BC),XU(80) 
DCUoLE PRECISICN X(30),XCO(80),RLAM(80) 
OCUSLE PRECISION DSQRT 
I~TEGER MEC,MINEQ,MRNGE,r,IBOLND,IFAIL,IPRINT,LCLU,Llh,Lw 
I~TEGER M'~AXCAL,N,I~(160) 
I~TEGER NCLT,NSRCE,NDIM 
I~TEGER NTYP,NINTP,MTYP 
I~TEGE~ NSET,lREC(S),Ll,MCH(S} 
I~T:GER NCCOL(60) 
If\TEGER MELL,LI~ 
IhTEGER NElLI(S) 
REAL PNTINT(oO),ACT(40),OESuOS(20),SUM(20) 
REAL TCOSE,ORATE,CON(40) 
REAL M~(1a1,101),CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 
REAL CENTEL(3),AXEL(Z) 
DCU3LE PRECISICN ELL!(9,4) 
C~ARACTER*20 TITLE,TITL 
CrARACTER*20 CCLTIT(6Q) 

Ceclaration of logical variables. Allows restart. 

CATA d2claration of output unit numbers. 

DOT A NOUT /6/ 
DATA MPF /21/ 
DATA NCAT 1201 
DATA NeON 1221 

Cpening of files used in CALC. 

CALL CP:NFL 

Set u~ of variables if batchrun. 

REA~(NCON,REC=1) NSET,LREC,MCh 
LL=O 
IF(NSET.EQ.1) THEN 
Now=1 
GCTO 469 
E~D IF 

Title statement. 

CALL PAG 

WRITE(NOUT,200 ) 
FCRMAT(1X,I' ***** TEST.CALC *****'1 
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300 

( 
C 
( 

( 
( 
( 
( 

( 

( 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
490 

201 

( 
( 
( 

( 
( 
( 

****** CALC2 ****** 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
e 
I 

1 
2 
3 

1 

1X,· *·*·*********************'/11 
lX,'A: Do you ~ish to calculate optimal positions"' 
lX,· for sources with old data records ••• (l)'" 
1X,· with new data records ••• (2) '" 
1X," batch run (upto 5 l"'o?cs}.(3)·' 
lx,'3: Modify dose distribution file5 ••••••••••• (4)'/ 
lX,·C: Or exit CALC2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (C} .. ) 
REAO(S,300 ,ERR=1DO} NOW 
FCRMAT(Il ) 
IFCNOw.GE.5.0R.NQW.LT.Q) GOTD 100 

Cirects contrel to STOP if ~Cw=O. 

IF(NQW.EQ.O) GeTQ 1000 

Allows cell of MODDAT for modification of dose table dati. 
Also interpolation on this data. 

IF(NOW.~Q.4) ThEN 

CALL UP OAT 
GCTO 100 

HO IF 

Reads all records and prints only those occu~ied. 
If NG~ =2 ther. only next empty rec. no. is given. 
If no~ not equal to an allowed choice ,treated as =2. 

IFCNOW.NE.1.AND.NCW.NE.2.AND.NQW.NE.3) NOw=2 
IC= 0 
DC SOC 1=1,60 
READ(NCAT,REC=1,ERR=470) NTYP,N$RCE,ACT,N,MEQ,MINEC,MRNGE, 

l?xlNT,$TEPMX,ETA,CU,CL,IS0UND,XU,XL,RHC,X, 
~INTP,PNTINT,JESDOS,IFAIl,TITLE,MTYP,NDIM,CENTEL,AXEl, 

f.;ELLI,ELLI 
IF(N.E;.O.ANO.NOw.EJ.2) THEN 
NREC=I 
WRITE(NOUT,201 ) I 
FCRMAT(1X,· Next ne~ record is no. ',12,1/ 
lX,' Enter title for new record.') 
READ(S,30S) TIlL 

Cirects control to read all values seQuentially. 

GCTO 1G5 
el\D IF 

Skios blank records or full records dependin~ on NOW. 

IF(N.E'.0.CR.NOW.EQ.2) GOTQ SOC 
1(=1(+1 
((l TIT (IC)=TITlE 
N((QUIO=I 

500 CCNTINUt 
( 
C Presents in cclumn form the recoro numbers and titles used. 
( 

CALL PAG 
( 

WI<ITE(NQUl,261) 
261 FCRMAT(1X,/,' Record numbers and titles so far used;') 
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260 
501 
C 
C 

****** CALC2 ****** 

DC -501 1=1,1C,3 
~RITE(NOUT,260) (NOCOLCI+J),CCLTITCI+J),J=Q,Z) 
FCRMATC1X,3(I2,lX,A20» 
CONTINUE 

~llows choice of record to be used. 
C 
C 
469 

If in batch run then file nu"bers read from CONT. are usee. 

IF(NSET.EQ.1) THEN 
LL=lL+' 
IF(LREC(LLl.L'.0.OR.LREC(LL).GT.100l LREC(LLl=O 
NREC=LREC(LL) 
MCHCK=f.'CH(LL) 
IF(NREC.EQ.Ol GOTO 900 
NYES=C 
GOTO 471 
EI\O IF 

WRITECNOUT,203 ) 
C 
470 
203 FCRMAT(lX,· Enter r2C. no. for calc. or (0) to end batch.;) 

READ(S,*,ERR=470) NREC 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
475 
220 

C 
C 
C 

C 

IF(NREC.LT.0.OR.NREC.GE.61l GOTO 470 
IF(NREC.EQ.0.A'0.NOW.NE.3l GOTO 470 

Resets NSfT to 1 in CONT. ana continues run. 

IF(NREC.EQ.O.A~D.NOW.EQ.3) THEN 
N5ET=1 
WRITE(NCCN,REC=1) NSET,LREC,MCH 
N5ET=0 
GCTO 100 
END IF 

Allows entry of MCHCK which allows iteration of E04UAF 
every MCHCK calls of FUNCT1 if convergence not fast. 

WRITECNOUT,220) 
FCRMAT(1X,· Enter parameter MCHCK, (Unsure or none=O)~) 
REAO(S,*,ERR=47S) MCHCK 

krites values to C8NT. after setting NSET to 1. 

IF(NOW.NE.3) GeTO 474 
LL=LL+1 
LKEC(LL)=NREC 
MCH(LL)=MCI-'CK 
IF(LL.E~.5) THEN 
N 5 ET= 1 
WI(ITE(t-;COI't,REC=1) NSET,LREC,/'oA,CH 
NSET=G 
GCTO 1 GO 
E.O IF 
GCTO 470 

C Allows chsnge of record title. 
C 
474 WRITE(~8UT,204) 
204 FCRMAT(1X,·Enter also title of record.-) 

REAO(SdOSl TITL 
305 FCRMAT(A20l 
C 
C If NOw=1 specific changes are allowed if desired. 
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*_**** CAlC2 ****.* 

C 
476 
205 

C 
C 
C 

WRITECNOUT,205 ) 
FCRMAT(1X,- Do you wish to change any values? YesCl)-) 
READ(S,*,ERR;476) NYES 

File is read to give all valLes as at last usage. 

471 
1 
2 , 

R~ADCNCAT,REC;~REC,ERR;900) NTYP,NSRCE,ACT,N,~EC,~INEC,MR~GE, 
I?RINT,STEPMX,ETA,CU,Cl,IBDUND,XU,Xl,RHO,X, 

NINTP,PNTINT,DESOOS,IfAIl,TITLE,MTYP,NOIM,CENTEl,AXEl, 
NElLI,ELLI 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
105 

207 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

Cirects central to jUst before call of E04UAF. 

IFCNYES.NE.1) GOTO 401 

~110~5 for entry of parameterised data into new records. 

IF(NO~.=Q.Z) TrEN 
WRITE(~OUT,207) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Enter type of source to be used.1 •• 9.-) 
REAOCS,*,ERR;1CS) NTYP 
IF(NTYP.LT.l.0R.NTYP.GT.l0) GCTO 105 

E~C IF 

IfCNTYP.LT.7) THEN 

CALL I~PUT{TITL,TITLE,NREC,NOw,N,IPRINT,X,STEPMX, 
1 ETA,I50UND,RHQ,XU,XL,IFAIl) 

ELSE 

CALL I~ELlI(TITLE,NREC,X,NElLI) 

N:NELLI(l) 

E~D IF 

IF(NQW.EQ.1) TrEN 

C Gives choic! of file to be used for present datz. 
C ~rites to desired file. 
C 
465 WRITE(NOUT,233) TITl 
238 FCRMAT(lX,' Into which record ~ust ·,A20,-be copied?') 

READ(S,*,=RR;4tS) NREC 
IF(NREC.LE.Q.CR.NREC.GT.l0C) GOTO 465 
TITlE=TITL 
ENC IF 

C 
C Allows re~eat changes. 
C 
401 IF(NSET.EC.l) GOTO 405 
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239 

C 

****** CALC2 ****** 

WRITE(NDUT,239) 
FCRMAT(1x,· Do you want 

1 1 X, • 
1 1 X, • 

REAO(5,~,ERR=4Cl) NYES 
IF(NYES.EQ.2) GOTD 10C 
IFCNYES.EC.l} THEN 
New=1 
GCTO 1e5 
ELSEIF(NYES.NE.O) T~EN 
GCTO 4C 1 
Ef\O IF 

to change more? •••• (1)·,1 
restart? •••••••• (Z) ',1 
cont. optirnislng.(C)") 

C C~ll of oPtimisation routine. Parametric :Q"s use PAROPT 
C 
405 NCIRC=C 
407 NCIRC=NCIRC+1 

IF(NTYP.GE.7) THEN 
NRE?=NELLI(l) 
Lf.'.=l 

406 CALL PAROPT(N,C,F) 
C 

C 

C 

IF(NTYP.EQ.3.ANO.NREP.GE.Z) ThEN 

IF(NSET.E~.1) THEN 
NEXT=1 
GCTO 242 
EI\O IF 

241 WRITE(NQUT,240> 
240 F~RMAT{lX~·~ill you_optimise Seeds on next ellipse?Yes=1") 

RcADCS,*,=RR=241) N:XT 
242 IFCNEXT.E:.l) THeN 

L/'A=LM+l 
NREP=fIIR:P-l 
GCTO 4C6 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
420 
C 

C 

C 

EI'.O IF 
END IF 

IF(NTYF.EQ.8.AND.NCIRC.EQ.1l GCTO 407 

ELSE 

C~LL OPTIMCN,X,C,F) 

Final presentation of results by OUTPUT. 

CALL OLTPUT(tFArL,TITLE,F'M,N,X,C,NOUT,MP~,RHC,RLA~) 

E~C IF 

IF(NSET.EQ.1) GOTO 469 

480 WRtTE(~OUT,2S3) 
253 FCRMAT(1X,- Will you cont.(1), or exit(D)?-) 

READ(S,·,ERR=1COO) NSTQP 

C 
900 
950 
C 
1 COO 
C 

IF(NSTCP.NE.1l GOTO 1000 
GCTO 100 

tF(NSET.EQ.1) N$ET=O 
WRITECNCON,REC=1) NSET,LREC,MCH 

STOP -ENe OF TEST" 

E~D 
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C 
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C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

fO 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

T~is is a ~Ser supplied routine to evaluate 
ccnstr~int functions for E04UAF in CALC2 •. 

ALTHCR:W.I.D.RAE 

VERSIO"11/B/86 

Ceclaration of variables. 

Ceclcration of common block. 

CCMMON/ISC/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,DESDOS,NSRCE,~TYP'NOIM 
CCMMCN/CONCDM/CENTEL,AXEL 
CCMMON/?ARCON/X,NELLI,MELL,LL 
CCMMON/RATE/ORATE,TDOSE,CON 

DCUBLE PRECISICN X(30) 
JCUBLE PRECISION CC(M),XC(N) 
REAL ACT(40),OESDOS(20),PNTINT(60) 
REAL CENTEL(!),AXEL(2) 
REAL RLEN(10),PIB2,TTR,A,B,E2,QUAO,GAP,RAT 
REAL DRATE,T005E,CON(40} 
OCUaLE PRECISION AX,AY,DCENTC!) 
I~TEGER IFLAG,~,N 
I~TEGER NTYP,NINTP,NSRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
I~TEGER NELLICS) 
II',TEGER MELL,LL 
OCU6LE PRECISICN QPI82 
DCU6LE PRECISICN CON~T1,CONST2 
DCUBLE PRECISICN T(4u) 
OCUaLE PRECISION DSQRT 

Cata fol'" PIa2 

DATA DPla2/1.57D7963270+DI 
DATA PIB2/1.57C7963271 
OATA GAP/0.51 
DATA RAT/.CS/ 

IFCMTYP.EC.1) THEN 

Constants used in trial run only. 

CCNSTZ=OSCRT(2.D~O) 
CCNST1=-Z.COTO-3.00+0*CONST2 
CCNST2=2.0C+O-CONST2-CONST2 

Constraints fer trial I"'un only. 

CC(1)=xC(1)TXC(Z)**Z+XC(3)**3+CONST1 
CC(Z)=xC{2)-XC(3)**2+XC(4)TCONSTZ 
CC(3)=XC(S)*XC(1) 

C Constraints for MTYP=2, atte~pts ellipse. 
C 
20 ELSEIFCMTyp.E~.2) THEN 
C 

DC 11 1=1,N$RCE 
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****** CON1 ****** 

II·S*I-3 
IJ=S*I-4 
IK:::3*I-Z 
AX:::J8LE(AXEL(1)**2) 
AY=D5LECAXEL(2)**2) 
OCENT(1l'DBLE(CENTEL(1)l 
DCENTCZ):::02LECCENTEL(2» 
OCENT(3):::OBLE(CENT:L(3}) 
CC(3*I}=XC(S*I) 
CC(3*1-1):::XC(S*I-2)-OCENT(3) 
CC(IK)=(XC(II)-OCENT(2»**2/AY+(XC(IJ)-OCENT(1»**2/AX-1 

11 CCNTINI..E 
C 
C Constraints o~ly if THETX&PHIX are to be zero. 
C 
30 ELSEIF(MTYP.E~.3) THEN 
31 DC 32 1=1,NSRCE 

K=CI-1)*3+1 
CC(Il'XC(Kl-XC(X+1l 

32 CCNTINU~ 
C 
C Constraints effectively range li~iting only. 
C 
40 ELSEIF(MTYP.EQ.4) THEN 

DC 41 I=1,fJ 
CC(Il=10DD-XC(Il*S 

41 CCNTINUE 
C 
C Constraints on angular orientation only. 
C 
SO ELSEIF(MTYP.EJ.5) THEN 
C 

DC 51 I=Q,NSRCE-1 
CCCI*2+1):::XC(I*5+4) 
CC(I*2+2)=XC(I*5+5) 

51 CCNTINI.;E 
C 
C Constrained to ellipse and range constraints on zngles. 
C 
6C ELSEIF(~TYP.EQ.6) THEN 
C 

DC 61 I=1,NSRCE*Z,2 
11=5'*1-3 
IJ:::5*I-4 
AX:::OBLE(AXEL(1)**2) 
AY:::DBLE(AXELCZ>**2) 
DCENT(1):::DBLECCENTEL(1» 
DCENT(2)=D2LE(CENTELC2» 
OCENT(3):::S8LECCENTEL(3» 
CC(Il'XC(S*I-2l-0CENT(3l 
CCCI+1)=(XCCll)-DCENT(2»**2/AY+(XCCIJ)-OCENTC1»**2/Ax-1 

61 CCNTINUE 
DC 62 I=Q,N$KCE*2,2 
CC(!+NSRCE*2+1):::xCCI*S+4) 
CCCI+NSRCE*2+Z)=XC(I*5+S} 

62 CCNTINL.E 
C 
C This section COes constraint value calculation for EC4UAF 
C in t~e case of parametrerised elliptical equations. 
C 

C 
ELSEIF(MTYP.EQ.7) THEN 
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****** CON1 ****** 

C Calc of lcng end short half ~xes. 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

CALL TFORM(A,S,PIS2,TTR) 

Calc of tre length of arc of 1 Quadrant. 

CALL IGRATECDPI32,A,E2,~UAJ) 

DO 70 I=1,~~LLICLL+1) 
l(I)=xCCI).TTR 
NCU=a 
NCOu=-l 

C Calc of length of arc around the ellipse to lei). 
C 
72 IFCTCIl.LT.O.l THEN 

N::;U=NGU·' 
73 IF(T(I).LT.-PI82) THEN 

NC:U=NCU·' 
NCOO=NOOO*C-1) 
TCIl=TCIl+PI52 
GCT 0 73 
Ef'.OIF 
IFCNODO.EC.ll THEN 
TCIl=PIS2+TCI) 
CALL IGRATECT(I),A,=2,RLENCI» 
RLENCI)=-C~AD*NQU+RLEN(I) 
ELS = 
TCIl=-TCIl 
CALL IGRATE(TCI),A,E2,RLENC!» 
RLENCI)=-;UAO*(NQU-1)-RLENCI) 
E'OIF 
GCTa 7C 
E'D IF 
IFCTCIl.GE.Ol THEN 
N';U=NCU·' 

74 IFCT(I).GT.PI3Z) THEN 
NC:U=NCU·l 
NCOD=NODD*C-1) 
TCIl=TCIl-Pl62 
GCTO 74 
EI\O IF 
IFCNOCD.EC.ll THEN 
TCI):::PIB2-T(I) 
CALL IGRATE(T(I),A,~2,RLENCI» 
RLEN(I)=QUAD*NCU-RlENCI) 
ELSE 
CALL IGRATE(T(I),A,E2,RlEN(!» 
RLEN(I)=QUAD*(NQU-')·RLENCI) 
Ef'.O IF 
E'O IF 

70 CCNTINUE 
C 

DC 76 I=1,(NELLICLL+1)-1) 
CC(I)=CBLE(RLE~CI+l)-RLEN(I)-GAP) 
CCNCI+CLL-ll'lCl=CCCIl 

76 CCNTINUE 
C 

CC(NELLICLL+1»=DBLE(RLEN(1)-RLEN(NELLI(LL+1».4*CUAO-GAP) 
CCN(NELLICLL+1).(LL-1'*1Q)=CC(NELLI(LL+1» 
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C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

-*.**. CONl -* •• _. 

Setting of range constraint. 

CC(NELLI(LL+l)+l)~ORATE 

This section does the calc. tor EQ4UAF of constraint 
function for the ellipse parameters. 

E L S: 

DC 81 J=1,9*NELLI(1) 
X(J+40l=XC(Jl 

81 CCNTINUE 
C 

DC 80 I=1.0ELLl(1l 
LL=1 
1T=I*2 
CALL TFORM(A,3,PIB2,TTR) 
CC(IT-ll=08LE(8/A-RATl 
CC(IT)=D6LE(o*PIB2*5-NELLl{!+1» 

80 CCNTINU!: 
C 
C Settir.g of range constraint value. 
e 

C 

C 

CC(NELLI(1)*2+1)=DRATE 
LL=O 
EI\C IF 

RETURN 

EOe 
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e e 
e e 
e e 
e 
e 
e 
e e 
e 
e 
e e 
e 
e 
e 

e 
e 
e 
20 

e 

10 
e 
e 
e 

e 

e 
e 

1 

This is a routine to calculate distance between an 
(Ith)interest point and a (Jt~) Source position fer FUNCT1. 
Only allows 3-dim in interest point and variable in NOI~. 

Al..THOK:w.I.O.RA:= 

V=f;!SIOI';:11/3/86 

Ceclaraticn of variables. 
xC ••••••• Conta1ns point ~t which F(X) is required. 
EX.etc ••• Variables used for calculations of CIST. 
OSTS~ •••• Sq~are of dist~nce DIST. 
I,J •••••• Control variables used in calcul~tion. 

Ceclarations 

DCU5L~ PRECISICN XC(NOI~*NS~CE) 
REAL W(~OIM},XP,yp,ZP 
REAL OSTS~(NINTP*NSKCE),P~TINT(NINTP*3) 

First c~lculates value for 05T5Q. 

13=1*3 
XF=PNTINT(I3-Z) 
YP=PfllT!NT(I3-1) 
ZF=PNTINTCI3} 

KJ=(j-1)*IIjCIt~ 
DC 10 K=1,I\OHI 
iHK )=xC O:.J+'O 
CCNTlfl:L= 

IF(NCII'.L::.l) ;"'(2)=0. 

IF(~~I~.L~.2) ~(3)=J. 

L=(1-1)"NSRCE+J 
JSTS~(L)=(XP-w(1»*(X?-~(1»·(Y?-W(2»*(YP-~(2»+ 

(ZP-w(3»*(ZP-~(3» 

IF(D5TS~(L).LT.O.C001) THEN 
P~TINT{I3-2)=PNTINT{I3-2)·O.C2 
GCTO Ie 
E.~8 IF 

RETURN 

E~~ 
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SLB~OuTINE FIVECIFLAG,N,xC,FC) 
C 
C Tris is a user supplied routine calculat1ng v~lues for 
C otjective function for E04-UAF. 
C Scme calcul~tion as in FT~O but a sum of squared diffs is used. 
C 
C ALTHCR:W.I.O.RAE 
C 
C V,R510':11/3/3, 
C 
C Ceclaration of variables. 
C IFLAG •••• Set to C, if ne;. then stops ~04UAF immediately. 
C XC ••••••• Conta1ns point at which FCX) is required. 
C FC ••••••• V~lue of objective function at ~cint XC. 
C 
C ?~ssed co~mcn block allowing control of source type. 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

CCMMON/1SO/NTYP,P~TINT,NINTP,ACT,OESDCS,NSRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
CCMMCN/OOS/SU~ 

Oecl~raticns 

I~TEGER IFLAG,~,NTyp,NSRC~,NI~TP,MTYP,~DIM 
OCU3LE ~RECISICN FC,XC(N) 
REAL SU~(20} 
REAL PNTINT(oJ),ACT(40),OfSJOS(20} 

C Calculation of dose for point srce of 1-125, 
C ~ith same calc. as in NTYP=2, but usin~ 
C Least Squares fit to many different OESDOS~5. 
C 

C 
5001 

S01C 
C 

BeSC 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

CALL FT~O(IFLQG,N,XC,FC) 

FC=O. 
DC S01C I=l,NINTP 
FC=FC+(SUM(I)-CESDOS(I»)**2 
CCNTINCE 

RETURN 
E'D 

SL8ROUTINE FTEST(IFLAG,N,XC,FC) 

Tris is a user suoplied routine calculating values for 
objective function for E04-UAF. 
Tr1s is the test subroutine supplied in the user manual. 

ALTHOR:~.I.O.~AE 

VER51C':11/9/S, 

Declaration of variables. 
C 
C 
C 

IFLAG •••• Set to 0, if neg. then terminates i~mediately. 
XC ••••••• Contains point at which F(X) is required. 

C 
C 

C 
100e 

1 
C 

C 
80SG 

FC ••••••• Value of objective function at point XC. 
Ceclaraticns 

I~TEGER IFLAG,~ 
DCU9LE PR=CISION FC,XCCN) 

CCNTINUE 
FC=(XC(1)-100·C)**2+(XC(1)-XC(2»**2+(XC(2)-XC(3»**3 
+(XC(3)-XC(4»)**4+(XC(4)-XC(S»**4 

RETURN 

E'O 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

E 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2101 

c 

C 
C 
C 

2201 
210C 
C 
C 
C 

2000 
C 
5001 
C 

Tr1S is a user supplied routine calcul~tlng values for 
a wei~rted least squares objective function fer EC4-UAF. 
Dces c~lculation for point source of 1-125. 

ALTHOR:W.I.D.~AE 

VERSIO~:11/913c 

Ceclaraticn of vari~bles. 
IFLAG •••• Set to 0, if ne~. then terminates immedi~tely. 
XC ••••••• Contains point at which F(X) is reQwired. 
FC ••••••• Value of objective function at point XC. 
NTVP ••••• PasseS to section of FUNCT1 for source tYPe. 
CCSE ••••• Gives value of dose at point from source. 
ECKS.etc.Variables used for calculations of OIST. 
CISTCIK).Cistance from P~TINT(I) to sourCes (J). 
SCDST •••• Square of distance OIST. 
AC,etc ••• Constants for ROF calculation. 
SCC •••••• 5pec dose const for 1125 in H20.(Gy.cm2/hr.~Bq) 

Reference:Dale;~ed.Phys.10(2);Mar1983. 
ReF •••••• Radial distribution function. 
SUM •••••• Sum of all doses for each point. 
CESDOS ••• Cesired dose passed from CALC. 

Passed common block allowing control of source type. 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,DESDOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NOIM 
CCMMON/DOS/SUM 

Declarations 

I~TEGER IFLAG,~,NTY?,NSRCE,NI~TP,MTYP,NOIM 
DCuBLE PRECISION FC,XC(N) 
REAL OOSE 
REAL SUMDIS(20) 
REAL SUMC2C),OSTSCC100),OISTC100) 
REAL RCF,SDC,PNTINT(60),ACT(40),DESDOS(20) 
REAL XX(10) 

Cata for calc~lation of RDF. 

OATA AC/0.'7987/,A1/0.079621/,A2/-0.079136/,A3/0.0083201 
DATA SQC/3.636E-41 

Fer point sources of 1-125 with DESDCS(I) equal at all NINTP. 
S~ms over all sources for each point. 
First calculates value for DIST and SODST. 

DC 21GC I=1,NINTP' 
SLM(1)=0 
SUMOIS(1)=C. 
OC 22C1 J=l,NSRCE 
IK=«I-1)*NSRCE)+J 
CALL CST3V(PNTINT,NSRCE,NINTP,NDIM,XX,XC,I,J,DSTS~) 

SLMOISCII=SUMD1SCII+OSTSQCIKI 
OISTCIKI=SQRT(CSTSQ(IKI) 

Calculation of ROF using data and OIST values. 

RCF=AO+A1*CIST(IK)+A2*DSTSQ'IK)+A3*OIST(IK)**3 
DCSE=ACT(J)*SOC*ROF/DSTSQ(IK) 
SLMCI)=SUM(I)+COSE 
CCNTINUE 
CCNTINUE 

Calculaticn of FC the objective function. 

FC=O. 
DC 2000 I=1,NINTP 
FC=FC+SUMDISCIl*(OESDOS(Il-SUMCI»**2 
CCNTINUe 

RETURN 

E'O 
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SLBROuTINE FREE(IFLAG,N,Xe,FC) 
C e Tris is a user supplied routine calculating values for 
C a least squares objective function for EQ4-UAF. 
C For 1-125 seeds in 3-dim. 
C 
C ALTHCR:W.I.O.RAE 
C 
C VERSIC':11/9/8e 
C 
C Ceclaration of variablas. 
C IFLAG •••• Set to 0, if ne;. then terminates immediately. 
C XC ••••••• Contains point at which F(X) is required. 
e FC ••••••• Value of objective function at ~oint XC. 
C NTyp ••••• Fasses to section of FUNCT1 for source type. 
C OCSE ••••• Gives value of dose at point from source. 
C ECKS.etc.Variables used for calculations of OIST. 
e CIST'I,J).Distance from PNTINT(I) to sources (J). 
C SQOST •••• Square of distance OIST. 
C SUM •••••• Sum of all doses for each point. 
e OESQOS ••• Cesired dose passed from CALC. 
C M~ ••••••• Array contain in; dose distribution values. 
C CX1,CXZ •• Scallng factors for values passed to lINPOL. 
C CY1,CYZ •• Scaling factors as above in Y-axis. 
C 
C Passed co~mon block allowing control of source type. 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

201 S 

C 
201 2 
C 

C 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESOOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NQIM 
CCMMON/OOS/SUM 
CCMMCN/lINCOM/MM,CX1,CXZ,CY1,CY2 

Ceclarations 

IhTEGE~ IFLAG,N,NTYD,NSRCE,NINTP,MTYP,NOIM 
DCUBLE PRECISION FC,XC(N) 
REAL CCSE 
REAL SUMDIS(20) 
REAL SUM(20),SINPHI,OSTSQ{100) 
REAL P~TI~T(60),ACTC40),DESOOS(20) 
REAL P~(1G1,101),CX1,CX2,EX,CY1,CY2,WI 
REAL XX(10) 

FC=O.CC+O 
DC 2012 I~1,NI~TP 
SLM(1)=O. 
SLMDISCI)=C. 
DC 2015 J~1,NSRCE 
IK:(I-1)*NSRCE+~ 

CALL DST3VCPNTINT,NSRCE,NINTP,NDIM,XX,XC,I,J,CSTSC) 

SLMDIS(I)=SUMDIS(I)+DSTSQ'IK) 
Ex=1/SCRT(OSTSC(IK» 

CALL PHISIN(XC,PNTINT,NSRCE,NINTP,I,J,OSTSQ,SINPHI) 

wI=SINPHI 

CALL LINPOLCCX1ICX2,CY1,CY2,MM,EX,WI,RES) 

DCSE=ACTCJ)*RES 
SLM(I)=SUM(I)+COSE 
CCNTINUE 
FC=FC+SUMOIS(I)*(SUM(I)-OESDOS(I»**2 

CCNTINUE 

RETURN 

BOSC END 
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c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

SLS~OUTINE FSEv(IFlAG,N,T,FC) 

Tris is a user supplied routine calculating values for 
object~ve function for E04-UAF. 

This uses parameter variables for the optimisation. 
and vari~bles in 3-dim with two spericsl Coordinate 
angles describe the spatial position& o~ientation of 
I-125 seeds, thus creating 2 5-dim vector. 

ALTHOR:W.I.D.~AE 

V~RSIO~:21/10/e6 

Ceclaration of variables. 

the 

IFLAG •••• Set to 0, if ne;. then terminates immediately. 
T •••••••• Array of parameters being optimised. 
Fe ••••••• value of objective funct~on at ~oint XC.' 
NTVP ••••• Passes to section of FUNCT1 for source type. 
DCSE ••••• Gives value of dose at p01nt from source. 
ECKS.etc.Variables used for calculations of OIST. 
DIST(I,J).Distance from PNTINT(I) to sources (J). 
SCOST •••• SQuare of distance OIST. 
SUM •••••• Sum of all doses for each coint. 
OESDDS ••• Cesired dose passed from CALC. 
M~ ••••••• Array containinG dose distribution values. 
CX1,CX2 •• Scaling factors for values passed to LINPOL. 
CY1,CY2 •• Scalin~ factors as above in Y-axis. 

EX ••••••• Inverse distance used as array COunter. 
WI ••••••• Sin of relative Seed inclinaticn. 
RES •••••• The resultant function value. 
CRATE •••• The achieved dose rate at PNTI~T(1}. 

DDOS ••••• Cesired dose if uniform over all NINTP. 
ACT •••••• The activity of the seeds used. 
UVEC ••••• Unit vector in the direction of seed. 
RVEC ••••• Vector from seed to interest point. 
CUMOCS ••• Oummy dose array to hold component doses. 

Passed common block allowing control of source type. 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,DESDOS,~SRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
CCMMQN/OOS/SUM 
CCMMON/LINCOM/~M,CX',CX2,CY1,CY2 
CCMMON/PARCON/X,NELLI,MELL,LL 
CCMMON/OU~SUM/CUMDIS,DUMOOS 
CCMMON/RATE/DRATE,TDOSE,CON 

Dec1araticns 

I~T=GER IFLAG,~,NTYP,NSRCE,NINTP,MTYP,NDIM 
I~TEGER MELL,LL 
IhTEGER N=LLICS) 
DCUBLE PRECISICN FC,XW(S) 
DCUBLE PRECISION TCN),TEM 
OOUBlE PiECISION XCSO) 
REAL DeSE 
REAL CRATE,TDCSE,CONC4Q) 
REAL CUMOIS(4,20l 
REAL GuMDOS{4,20) 
REAL SUMC2C),DSTSQ 
REAL PNTINT(6G),ACT(40),OESDOS(20) 
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C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

REAL ~~(101,101),CX1,CX2,EX,CY1,CY2,WI 
REAL UVEC(3),RVEC(3) 

LDIM;S 
LT::;:LL 

FC;O.OC·O 

Calculation if all the ellipses are to be opti~ised. 

IF(LL.E'l.O) THEN 

IF(MELL.EC.-1) GOTO 112 

DO 110 I:1,NELLI(1) 
IK=9*(I-1 ) 
DC 110 J=1,9 
X(40+IK+J)=T(J+IK) 

110 CCNTINLE 
C 
112 DC 10 I=1,NINTP 

DC 10 L=1,~ELLI(1) 
C 
C Setting of du~my arrays. 
C 

c 

SLM(I):O. 
LL=L 
DLMDOSCL,I):::O. 
LJ= (L-1) *1 C 
NS::NELLICL+' ) 
OC 20 J=1,NS 
T::M=X(LJ+J) 
CALL PARA(XW,TEM,NS,LDIM) 

C4:CCS(SNGL(XW(4») 
C5:COS(SNGL(XW(S») 
S4=SIN(SNGl(X~(4») 
S5:SIN(SNGL(X_(S») 

c 
c 
c 

C~lc. of the unit vector in tre direct10n of the seeds axis. 

C 

UVEC(l ):CS*S4 
UVEC(Z)::S4*SS 
UVEC(3):C4 

C Calculation of the dot product of UVEC&RVEC. 
C 

13=1*3 
UR=O. 
DC 300 ';1,3 
RVEC(K)=XW(K)-PNTINT(I3-3+K) 
UR=UVEC(K)*RVEC(K)+UR 

300 CCNTINUE 
C 
C Calc. of the length of vector from point to source. 
C 
305 DSTSC=RVEC(1)*RVEC(1)+RVEC(Z)*RVEC(2)+RVEC(3)*RVEC(3) 
C 

IF(OSTSQ.LT.O.C001) THEN 
P'TINT(I3-2):P'TINT(I3-2)·O.02 
RVEC(1)·x_(1)-PNTINT(I3-Z) 
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C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

OSTS~:RVEC(1).RVEC(1)+RVEC(2)*RVEC(2)+RVEC(3)·RVEC(3) 
Efl.O IF 

EC<=1/CSTS, 
EX=SCRT(ECK) 
FA=UR*UR*ECK 

IF(FA.GE.l) FA=1. 

Calc of sin of relative inclination of source to Intpnt. 

WI=SQKT(1.-FA) 

Linear interpolation to obtain function value reQuired. 

CALL LINPOLCCX1,CX2,CY1,CYZ,MM,EX,WI,RES) 

OCSE=ACT(J+LJ)*RES 
SLMeI)=SUMeI)+COSE 

20 CCNTINCE 
C 

DLMOOS(L,I)=SU~(I) 
C 
10 CCNTINUE 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

111 
C 

C 

C 

c 

C 

GCTO 116 

Calc of doses delivered by one ellipse of so~rce5. 

ELSEIF(LL.GT.O) THE~ 

LI=(LT-l)*10 
DC 111 I=l,NELLI(LL+l) 
X(LITI)=T(I) 
CCNTINliE 

DC 114 I=l,NINTP 

SuM(1)=O. 

DC 100 K=l,NELL!(LT+l) 

TEM=X(LI+K) 
CALL PARA(XW,TEM,NELLICLT+l),lDIM) 

C4=COSeSNGLeXW(4))) 
c5=CQSeSNGLeXWeS))) 
S4=SINeSNGLeXW(4))) 
S5=SIN(SNGLeXw(S») 

C 
C 
C 

Calc. of the unit vector in the direction of the seeds axis. 

C 
C 
C 

UVEC(1)=C5*S4 
UVEC(2):::S4*SS 
UVEC(3)=C4 

Calculation of the dot product of UVEC&RVEC. 

1;:::1*3 
UR=O. 
DC 320 «=1,3 
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****** FSEV ****** 

RVEC(KK)~Xw(KK)-PNTINT(I3-3+KK) 
U~=UVEC(KK)*RVEC(KK)+UR 

320 CCNTINL..E 
C 
315 DSTSC~RVEC(1)*~VEC(1)+RVEC(2)*RVEC(2)+RVEC(3).RVEC(3) 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
100 

C 
C 
114 
C 

C 
116 
C 

1F(DSTSQ.LT.O.C001J THEN 
P~TINT(I3-2)~~~TINT(I3-2)+G.02 
RVEC(1)~XW(1)-PNTINT(I3-Z) 
OSTSQ~RVEC(1)*RVEC(1)+RVECC2)*RVEC(2).RVEC(3)*RVEC(3) 
Ef\O IF 

ECK =1ICSTSQ 
EX=SCRT(ECKJ 
FA~UR*LR*ECK 

IF(FA.G=.1) FA~l. 

W1=SQRT(1.-FAJ 

C~LL LINPOLCCX1,CXZ,CY1,CY2,MM,EX,WI,RES) 

DCSE~ACT(K+LI)*RES 
SLMC!)=SUMCIl+COSE 

CCNTINLE 
OLMDOS(LT,I)~SUMCI) 

CCNTINUE 

Ef\O IF 

CCNTINUE 

DC 200 1=1,NINTP 
SLM(l)=O. 
OC ZOC II=l,N=LLI(l) 
SUM(I)~DUMCOS(II,I)+SUM(I) 

2eo CCNTINUE 
C 
C Cose rate at ~ntint(l) used as a constraint and a 
C normalisation constant. 
C 

C 
C 
C 

D'ATE=SUM(lI 

Calc .. of least squares objactive function. 

DC 22C I=1,NINTP 
SUM(1J=SUM(1J/CRATE 
FC=FC+(SUMCIl-CESDOSCI»**2 

220 CCNTINL'E 
C 

C 

C 

LL=LT 

RETURN 

60SC END 

• 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

6002 

6001 
C 

C 

Tris is a user supplied routine calculating v~lues 
a least SQuares objective function for E04-UAF. 

AUTHOR:~.I.D.RAE 

VERSION:11/9/8e 

Ceclaraticn of var~ables. 

for 

IFLAG •••• 5et to 0, if ne~. then terminates immeaiately. 
XC ••••••• Contains ooint 2t which F{X) is required. 
Fe ••••••• Value of objective function at point XC. 
oOSE ••••• Gives value of dose at point from source. 
CSTSC •••• 5quare of distance from PNTINT(I) to SOURCE 
SeC •••••• SPec dose canst for 1125 in H20.(Gy.cm2/hr.~Bq) 

Reference:Oale;Med.Phys.10(Z);Mar1983. 
ReF •••••• Radial distribution function, assumed, 1. here. 
SUM •••••• Sum of all doses for each point. 
CESDOS ••• Desired dose passed from CALC. 

Fassec common block allowing control of source type. 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESDOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
COMMON/JOS/SUM 

Ceclaraticns 

I~TEGcR IFLAG,N,NTYP,NSRCE,NI~TP,MTYP,NDIM 
DCUBLE PRECISICN FC,XC(N) 
REAL CCSE 
REAL SUM(20),XX(10),OSTSQ(SOO) 
REAL RCF,SOC,PNTINT{60),ACT{4C),OESDOS{ZG) 

Cata for calculation of Dose. 

OATA ROF/1.1 
O'TA SOC/3.636E-41 

For 1 Dim case to check dose calc. 

FC=O. 
DC 6001 1=1,NINTP 
SUMIIl=Q 
DC 6002 J=1,NSRCE 
I~=({I-1)*NSRCE)+J 

CALL DST3V(PNTINT,NSRCE,NINTP,NDIM,XX,XC,1,J,CSTS~) 

OOSE=ACTIJl*SOC*ROF/OSTSQIIKl 
SUM(Il=OOSE'SUM(Il 
CCNTIN~c 
FC=(DESDOS(I)-SUM(I»**2+FC 
CCNTINUE-

RETURN 

8eSe E'O 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2101 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

2201 
21DC 

C 
C 
C 

25QC 

C 
5001 
C 

SLBRQUTINE FTwC{IFLAG,N,XC,FC) 

Tris is a user supplied routine calculating values for 
ocjective function for E04-UAF. 
Oces c~lculaticn for point source of 1-125. 

ALTHOR:W.I.D.QAE 

V~RSION:11/9/8t 

Ceclaraticn of variables. 
IFLAG •••• Set to C, if ne~. then terminates i"mediately. 
xC ••••••• Contains point at ~hich F(X) is reouired. 
FC ••••••• Value of objective function at point XC. 
NTyP ••••• Fasses to section of FUNCT1 far source type. 
DCSE ••••• Gives value of dose at point from source. 
ECK5.etc.Variables used for calculations of OIST. 
CIST(IK).C~stance from P~TINT(I) to sourceS (J). 
S'DST •••• SQuare of distance DIST. 
AO,etc ••• (onstants for ROF calculation. 
SDC •••••• Spec dose const for 1125 in H20.(Gy.cm2/hr.~Bq) 

Reference:D~le;Med.Ohys.l0(2);Mer1983. 
RCF •••••• Radial distribution function. 
SUM •••••• Sum of all doses for each point. 
CESOQS ••• Cesired dose passed from CALC. 
DCOS ••••• Cesired dose if uniform over all NINTP. 

Pcsseo co~mon block allowing control of source type. 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESOOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
CC""ON/DOS/SUM 

Ceclar~ticns 

I~TEGER IFLAG,~,NTYP,NSRCE,NI~TP,MTYP,NDIM 
DC~5LE PRECISICN FC,XC(N) 
REAL CCSE 
REAL SUM(2C),SSTSQ(100),DIST(100) 
REAL RCF,SDC,P~TINT(60),ACT(4D),OESOOS(20) 
REAL Xx(lC) 

Cata for calculation of ROF. 

OATA 'C/0.97937/"1/0.079621/,'2/-0.079133/,'3/0.0083261 
DATA ReF/l.1 
OAT' SCC/3.630E-41 

Fcr point sources of 1-125 with DESDOS(I) equ21 at all NI~TP. 
SL~S oyer all sourc~s for e~c~ point. 
First calculates value for DIST and SeaST. 

DC 21CC I=l,NI~TP 
SLM(I)=J 
DC 2201 J=1,NSRCE 
IK=«I-1)*NSRCE)+J 
CALL DST3V(PNTINT,NSRCE,NINTP,NOIM,XX,XC,r,J,DSTSC) 

DIST(IK)=SCRT(CSTSQ(IK» 

Calculation of RDF using data and OIST values. 

RCF=AO+Al*CIST(IK)+A2*OSTSQCIK)+A3*DISTCIK)**3 
OCSE=ACT(J)*SDC*RDF/DSTSQ(IK) 
ScM(I)=SUM(I)+COSE 
CCNTINUE 
CCNTINUE 
IF(NTVP.EQ.S) GOTO 5001 

Calculation of FUNC the objective function. 
DCCS=CESDOS(1) 
S~AL=SUM(1) 
BIG=SU~(1) 
DC 2500 I=l,NINTP 
IF(BIG.cT.SUM(I» BIG=SUM(!) 
IF(SMAL.GT.SUMCI» SMAL=SUM(I) 
CCNTINUE 
FwNC=(C8IG-DOOS)**2+(S~AL-DDOS)**2) 
FC=FUNC 

RETURN 

E'D 
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S~BROUTINE FUNCT1eIFLAG,N,XC,FC) 
C 
C Tris is a user supplied routine calcul~ting values for 
C objective function for E04-UAF. 
C Allows many choices of function calculation. 
C 
C AuTHOR:W.I.D.RAE 
C 
C VERSIC':11/3/!t 
C 
C Ceclaration of variables. 
C IFLAG •••• 5et to 0, if neg. then terminates i~mediately. 
C XC ••••••• Contains point at which Fex) is required. 
C FC ••••••• value of objective function at point xC. 
C NTYP ••••• Passes to section of FUNCT1 for source type. 
C ITABLE ••• lnteger array with sups used in 200e-6s units. 
C ~FLAG •••• lnteger flag to control cycling of EC4UAF. 
C MCALl •••• The dummy number of total agregate calls done. 
C F~ON ••••• Function convergence monitor. 
C F1 ••••••• Previous initial function value. 
C MITER •••• Agregate number of iterations done. 
C ~CHCK •••• The number of calls alloweo in each cycle. 
C 
C P~sseo co~mon blocks allowing control of source type. 
C 

C 
C 
C 

CCMMCN/I50/NTYF,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESOOS,~SRCE,MTYP,NOIM 
CCMMON/OPT/MC~TS,MCALL,MFLAG,MITER,MCHCK,XCO 
CCMMON/OUMSUM/CUMOIS,OUMDQS 

Ceclcrations 

I~TEGE~ IFLAG,N,NTYP,NSRCE,NINT?,MTYP,NDIM 
I~TEGER ITA5LE(7) 
DeUBlE PRECISION FC,XC(N),XCO(SO),FMON,F1 
REAL PNTINT(60),ACTC40),DESDOS(20) 
REAL DUMDIS(4,20) 
REAL CUMOOS(4,20) 

C 
C 
C 
C 

Allo~s axernal control of calls with re-starts if desired, at 
intervals of MCHCK. 

C 

IFCNTYP.GE.7) THEN 
COLL SUSP(ITABLE) 
NClf=ITABLE(2)-ITABlE(1) 
IF(NCIF.LT.12JCOOO) IFLAG=-l 
E'O IF 
If(MCHCK.NE.O) ThEN 
MFLAG=C 
MCALL=~CALL+1 
IF(MCALL.EC.1) F1=FC 
IF(MCALL.E~.MC~TS*MCHCK.ANO.MCNTS.LT.6) T~EN 
F~CN=F1-FC 
F1=FC 
MCNTS=~CNTS+1 
IF(FMON.LT.FC) THEN 
MITER=~ITER·' 
MFLAG=-1 
IFLAG=~FLAG 
IF(NTYP.lT.7) THEN 
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****** FUNCT1 ****~* 

DC 400 I=1,N 
XCOCI);XCCI) 

400 CCNTIN"E 

C 

E NO IF 
GCTQ 8COO 
EI\O IF 
EI\O IF 
EI\O IF 

C Selects type cf function to be used. 
C 
9SJ IFCNTYP.EQ.l) THEN 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C~LL FT=STCIFLAG,N,XC,FC) 

ELSEIFCNTYP.EJ.Z) THEN 

CALL FTWOCIFLAG,N,XC,FCl 

ELSEIFCNTYF.E;.3) THEN 

C~LL FKEE(IFLAG,N,XC,FC) 

ElSEIF(~TYP.E~.4) ThEN 

CALL FCURCIFLAG,N,XC,FC) 

ElSEIF(NTYP.E~.5) THEN 

CALL FIVECIFLAG,N,XC,FC) 

ELSEIFCNTYP.EC.6) THEN 

C~lL FSIXCIFLAG,N,XC,FCl 

ELSEIF(NTYP.GT.61 TrlEN 

CALL FSEVCIFLAG,N,XC,FC) 

EI\':; IF 

aooc CCNTINU: 
C 

C 
a020 FQRMATC1X,~ PQ5TFUNCT FC=~,012.4) 

RET UR N 
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SLBRO~TINE IGKATE(T,A,E2,RLEN) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

Th~s rout~ne does ~ntegr~t1on over arcs of an ellipse for CO~1. 
It uses a Maclaur1n series expansion summed to NSUM terms. 

C 
C 
C 

C 

AU r'HO R : w .. I .. 0 .. RAE 

\lERSICN:6/11/86 

Cecloration of variables, 

DCUSLE ?RECISICN T 
REAL A,EZ,RLEN 
REAL G,E2N,ST,CT,H,CTZ,CTl 

Setting u~ of variables for integration. 

N5UM=8 
G=G. 
E2N=1. 
S1=S1'(SNGL<T) ) 
CT=COS(S'GL<T» 
eT2=CT*CT 
FAC=1. 

C C~lculation of coefficients of the Maclaurin expansion of 
C fn ( Z ) = ( 1 - Z ) ** .5 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

DC 10C I=1,N5UtJ 
M=1-1 
IF(I.EC.1) M=l 
FAC=FAC*<Z.*M-l.)/CI*Z) 
EZN=EZN*E2 
JtJX=2*I 
C11=C1 
H=T 

Calc. of the integral from G to T of (C05(t»**(2*1) 

DC zoe J=2,JMX,2 
H=H*(J-l)/J+(ST/J)*CTl 
C11=C11'C12 

200 CCNTHUE 
C 
C Su~ming of terms of Maclaurin series. 
C 

G=G-H*E2N*FAC 
C 
leO CCNTINUE 
C 

C 

C 

RLEN=A"'(T+G) 

RET UR N 

E'C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
111 
C 

11 0 

lCO 

199 

C 

1 .5 1 

163 
182 

185 
C 

184 

C 

1 
1 , 
4 

1 

1 
2 

SL6ROUTINE INELLICTITLE,NKEC,X,NELLI) 

This routine .llows entry of data for p~rameterised problem. 
It only tokes the variables th~t may be chan~ed 25 this ~roble~ 

is more rig~dly defined thon previous opti~isations. 

~UTHOR:W.I.O.RAE 

VERSICN:4/11/H 

Ceclaration of common block. 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NI~TP,ACT,OESOOS,~SRCE,MTYP,NOIM 
CCMMON/~ATEIORATE,TOOSE,CON 

Declaration of variables: 

DCU8LE PRECISICN XCBO) 
REAL PNTINT(6C),ACT(4C),D::SaOS(ZO) 
REAL CRATE,TOOSE,CQN(40) 
INTEGER NELLI(5) 
rf'..TEGER NN,J,I 
C~ARACTER*20 TITLE 

Ceclaraticn of un1t number for output. 

DATA NQUT/el 

Presentation of var~able values On the screen. 

CALL PAG 

WRIT!:(NOUt,110) 
FCRMAT(1X,~ ***INELlI***~,I,~ ************~) 
WRITE(~OUT,100) TITlE,NREC 
FCRMAT(lX,I,~ Ent~~ selection nwmbe~ only;~,1 
lX,~NTYP •• (1)·,2X,'NElLI.(2)~,1 
lX,·X est.(3)~,2X,'ACT ••• (4)~,1 
1 X,· PI'\TINT (5) ~ ,2X,' EXIT •• (6)',1 
lX,' TLtle of file ;~,A20,~ Rec. no;',!2) 
WRITE(~OUT,199) NTYP,NELLI(1),(NEllI(J),J=2,NELl!(1)+1) 
FCR~AT(lX,' NTyP =',12,' The~e ~~e ',11,' ellipses with',1 
lx,4(I2,lx,','),I,· Sou~ces respectively') 

DC 18G I=l,NELLI(l) 
WRITECNOUT,lal) I 
FORMAT(lX,' Estimates of par~m~ters fo~ elli~se ',11) 
DC 182 J=l,NELLI(I~l) 
WRITE(NOUT,la3) J,X(J+(I-l)*lC),ACT(J+(I-l)*lC) 
FCRMAT(lX,' Fo~ sou~ce ',IZ,' T=',09.3,' Act= ·,Fe.Z) 
CCNTINUE 
DC 135 J=~ELL!(I~1)+1,10 
X(J+(I-l)-10)=C.O+Q 
CCNTINUE 

WRITE(NOUT,184) I,(X(40+(I-l)*9+K),K=1,9) 
FCRMAT(lX,' Ellipse ',11,' has Amplitudes ·,3(09.3,lx),1 
lX,' Prase shift',3(09.3,lX),1 
lX,' Center at ·,3(09.3,lx» 
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****** INELLI ****** 

180 
C 
C 

C 
200 
201 

C 

202 

203 
1 

C 

C 

C 
300 

310 

C 

311 

330 
C 

331 

C 
400 

410 

C 

421 
1 

420 

421 

CCNTINL:E 

~llows ju~p tc point to input/change the values desiredw 
REAOCS,*,ERR=111) NOW 
GCTOC2GO,3CO,4CO,450,500,600)~CW 

WRITECNQUT,2Q1) NTYP 
FCRMAT(lX,~ NTYP=~,I2,/,~ Do you want 'to change?Yes=l~) 
REAOC5,*,ERR=2CQ) NCH 
IFCNCH.EQ.l) T~EN 

I<jI(ITECNOUT,202) 
FCRMATC1x,~ Enter NTYP only in range 7 to 9~) 
READCS,*,ERR=2CO) NTY? 
IFCNTYP.LT.7.0R.NTYP.GT.9) THEN 
WRITECNOUT,203) 
FCRMAT{lx,~ NTYP out of range! Please EXIT tren CCPY~,1 
lx,~ to file then CHANGE MORE if you want to use this ty~e~} 
GCTO 111 
E!\O IF 

E '0 IF 

GCTO 111 

CCNTINUE 
WRITEC~OUT,310) 
FCRMAT('X,~ Enter number of ellipSes to use.l ••• 4~) 
READ(S,*) NELLI(l) 

DC 330 I=l,NELLI(l) 
WRITE(NOUT,311} I 
FCRMAT(lx,~ Enter number of scurces on ellipse ',11) 
READ{S,*) NELLI(I+1) 
CCNTINUE 

DC 331 I=NELLI(1)+1,4 
NELLI (1+1) =0 
CCNTINUE 
GCTO 111 

CCNTINUE 
W'KITECNOUT,410) 
FCR~AT(lX,~ 00 you want to chrnge all ~ Yes=l~) 
REAJCS,*> NA 
IF(NA.E,~.l) THEN 

DC 440 I=1,NELLI(1) 
DC 420 "J=l,NELLICI+l) 
WKITE(~OUT,421) I,J 
FCRMAT(lx,~ On ellipse ',Il,~ enter good est. for source ~,Il,1 

lx,~ in de~rees , It wlli be converted to radlans~) 
READ(S,*) xC(I--/)*10+J) 
XC(!-1l*10+J)=X«I-l)*10+J)*O.C17453293 
CCNTINUc 
WRITE(NOUT,422) I 
FCRMATC1x,~ On ellipse ~,I1,~ enter amplitudes in each axis~) 
READCS,*> XCCI-l)*9+41} 
READ(S,*) X(CI-l)*9+42) 
READCS,*) XCC1-1)*9+43) 
WRITECNOUT,423) I 

423 FCRMAT(1X,~ On ellipse ~,Il,~ enter centers srift in each axis~) 
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e 
424 

e 

e 
440 e 
e 
e 
460 

462 
461 

465 

466 

e 

1 

1 
2 , 
4 

READes,.) X«I-1)*9+47) 
READeS,*) X«!-1)*Y+48> 
READeS,.) X«I-1)*9+49) 

WRITECNOUT,424) I 
FCRMAT(1X,' On e11i059 ',11,' enter phase shift in each aX1s',1 

1x,' in degraes,it will be converted tc rad1ans') 
REA](S,*) X«I-1)*9+44) 
READeS,.) X«I-1)*9+45) 
READes,*) X«I-1)*9+46) 

X«I-1)*9+44)=X«I-1)*9+44)*O.C17453293 
X«I-l)*9+4S)=X«I-l)*9+4S}*O.G174S3293 
X«I-l)*9+46)~X«I-l)*9+46)*O.C174S32?3 

CCNTINUC: 

GeTO 111 

ELSE 

WFiITE(NOUT,460) 
FCRMAT(lX,~ Or. which ellipse will you make cManges?~) 
R€:A'J(S,*) f'IIE 
Nt-.=(NE-l)*9 
WFiITE(t-.OUT,401 ) 
FCRMAT(lx,~ ~hat will you change? Sources •• l ~,! 
lx,' Arr~litudes ••• 2~,! 
lx,' Center shift.3~,! 
lX,' pr.ase shift •• 4",! 
1;.:," No more •••••• 5~) 
READ(S,*,ER~=4c2) N~ 
IP(N~.EQ.5) GOTD 111 
IF(NW.EQ.1) T"1EN 
WRITE(NOUT,46S) 
FeRMAT(1x,' ~rich SOurce will you change?") 
READ(S,*) NS 
WRITE(NOuT,46C) NS,NE 
FCRMAT'lX,~ What is newest. for source',I2,~ on ellipse",I1,! 

1 lX,' in degrees, it will be converted to radi~ns.·) 
READ(S,*) X«NE-l)*10+NS) 
X«NE-l)*lC+NS)=X«NE-l)*10+NS)*O.017453293 

ElSEIF(NW.EQ.2) THEN 
WRITECNOUT,470) NE 

470 FCRMAT(1X,~ Enter est. for amplitudes of ellipse',I1,',~11 axes' 
READeS,.> X(NN+41) 

e 

471 
1 

e 

e 

REA Des,.) X(NN+42) 
READes,*) X(N~+43} 

ELSEIF(NW.EQ.4) THEN 
WKITE(NOUT,471) NE 
FCRMAT(1X,' Enter est. for phaSes of ellipse~,I,,',~ll axes',1 

1X,' in degrees, it will be converted to raoians') 
READeS,.) X(NN+44) 
READeS,*) X(NN+4S) 
READ(S,.) X(NN+4b) 

XCNN+44}=X(NN+44)*O.017453293 
X(NN+45)=X(NN+4S>*O.017453293 
X(NN+4c)=X(NN+46)*O.0174S3293 
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ElS = 
~RITE(NOUT,47Z) N= 

472 FCRMAT(lX,' Enter est. for cent2r of ellipse·,Il,',all axes·). 
READCS,*) X(NN+47) 
READ(S,*) X(NN.48) 
READ(S,*) X(NN+49) 

C 
EJ\O IF 
GCTO 462 
EJ\D IF 

45" CCNTINUE 
wRITE(NQUT,601) 

601 FCRMAT(lX,'Qn ~hich ellipse de you w~nt to change activities?·) 
READ(S,*) NE 
W;(ITE(I"lOUT,60Z) 

602 FCRMAT(lx,' Co you want to change all, yes=l?·) 
READ(S,*) I"lA 

603 

620 

C 

621 

622 

C 

500 
C 

241 
1 

1 
205 
2Gb 
270 

1 

255 
232 

C 
C 

233 

IF(NA.E(, •• l) THEN 
DC 62C J:l,NEllICNE+l) 
WRITE(~OUT,603) NE,J 
FC~MAT(lX,' Enter new act. for ~llipse',Il,' source ',12) 
READCS,*) ACT({NE-l)*10+J) 
CCNTINUE 
ELS E 

WRITE:(r-,OUT,621) 
FCRMAT(lx,' w~ich SOurce will you change?') 
READ(S,*) NS 
WRITE(J\JUT,622) NE,IJS 
FCRMATC1X,' For ellipse ',11,' enter new act for source',IZl 
READ(S,*) ACT«NE-l)*10+NS) 

EJ\O IF 
GCTO 111 
CAll PAG 

IF(NINTP.GT.20) NC=20 
NC:NINTP 
WRITE(r-;OUT,241) 
FCRMAT(lX,' Int.Pnt.',I,· Pnt.No.',4X,·X·,SX,'Y·,SX,·Z·,6X, 
lx,' CESiJCS") 

wRITECNOUT,20S)(I,PNTINT(I*3-Z),PNTINTC!*3-1),PNTINT{!*3), 
CESDCSCI},I:l,NC) 

FCKMAT(ZO(ZX,IZ,4X,4(lX,F8.4l,J» 
WRITECNQUT,270) 
FCRMAT(lX,' Co you wish to chan;e values? Ncne •• O~,1 

33X,' All ••• 1',1,33X,· Some •• 2·,1,33X,~ No.pnt.3') 
REAO(5,*,ERR~2Co) NCH 
IF(NCH.EQ.C) GeTO 111 
IFCNCH.EQ.1.Q~.NCH.E~.3) THEN 
\oj R IT: ( ~ OU T , 232 ) 
FCRMAT(1X,'cnter no. of points of interest.") 
REAO(S,*,:RR~ZSS) N!NTP 
IF(NINTP.GT.20) GOTO 255 
IF(NCH.EQ.3) GOTO 500 

OC S3S I~1,NINTP 
WRITECNOUT,233l I 
FCRMAT(lX,·Enter interest point~,I3,' in (cm); X,y,Z') 
READ(S,*) PNTINT(3*I-2) 
REAO(5,*) PNTI~T(3*I-l) 
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251 

234 

535 

e 
240 
235 

243 

245 

244 

e 
e 

****** INElLI ****** 

READ(S,*) PNTI~T(3*I) 
IF(I.EC.1} THEt\ 
WRITE(NOUT,2S1) I 
FCRMAT(lX," At PNTI"IT(l} Relative Dose R",te=l.#,/ 

1 lx,· Enter the desired TDF to be given to PNTINT(l)·) 
0<SOOS(1l:1.0 
REAL)(S,*) X(8C) 
GeTO 535 
Efl.O IF 
WRIT=(NOUT,234) I 
FCRMAT(lX,·Enter desired relative dose rate at 0NTINT(·,r2,·)') 
READ(S,*) DESDCS(I) 
CCNTINUE 
GeTO SeD 
Ef\'O IF 

IF(NCH.EC.2) T~EN 
WRITE(NOUT,235) 
FC~MAT(lX,· ~~iCh point numOer do you went to ch~nge?·) 
REAJ(S,*,ERK=240> I~ 
WRITE(NOUT,243) IK 
FCRM~T(lX,"Enter interest point-,ll,· in (em); x,y,r·) 
READ'S,*) P~Tlt\T(3*IK-2) 
READ(S,*} PNTI~T(3*IK-l) 
READ(S,*) PNTINT(3*I~) 
IF(r".EQ.l) THEN 
\olf<:IT,:(I\iOUT,24S) 
FCRMAT(lx,· Relative dOse rate at PNTINT(1)=1.0~,1 

1 1X,~ Enter aesired TOF to be given here~) 
DESOOS(1):1.0 
REA)(S,*> X <'SQ) 
GeTJ SCO 
E!\C Ir 
W~ITE(NOUT,244) IK 
rCKMAT(1X,~Enter desired relative dose rate at P~TINT~,I2, 

1 1X,~ in Gy/hr~) 
READ(S,*) CeSDCS(IK) 

GCTO SCO] 

Er..D IF 
600 CC/'.iTINI.E 
C 

e 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C , , 
C 

, , 

c 
c 

1 
SLBROUTINE INPUTCTITL,TITLE,NREC,NOW,N,IPRINT,X, 

STEPMX,ETA,I20UND,RHO,XU,XL,IFAIL) 

This subroutine reads input fer use in CALC. 

ALTHQR:W.I.D.RA:: 

VERSICfI.:1/9/86 

Cecl~raticn of variables as llsted here below •• 
ElA •••••• Specifies accur~cy of I1near minimis.ticn. 
F •••••••• Contains value cf F(X) O~ exit. 
R~O •••••• Current value of parameter rho in lsgrangian. 
STEPMX ••• Estimate of Euclidian distanc~ to min. 
Cl( > •••• Array of dim >or= MRNGE,lo~er ccnstraint bound. 
CUe ) •••• Lpper bound on constralnt~ 
C( > ••••• Array of dim >or= M, holds constraint val.we. 
RLAM( ) •• Initial es~imates of lagrang~ multipliers. 
XL{ ) •••• Array of dlm >cr= N, holds flxeo lower bounds. 
XU( ) •••• Array contains fix~d upper bounds of xC ). 
X( ) ••••• Array contains v~lue of constrained mini~u~. 
MEQ •••••• Equality constraint number. 
MINEC •••• lnequality constr~int number. 
~R~GE •••• ~umber of ran~e constraints. 
~ •••••••• ~EQ+MINE~+M~NGE. 
~ •••••••• ~umber of independent vari~bles. 
~X ••••••• lnteger =N+MINEC+MRNGE. 
NCUT ••••• Specifies unit for output of data. 
I •••••••• Integer. 
180UNC ••• Type of bounds used see notes. 
IFaIL •••• lndicator of ty~e of failure in opti~isction. 
IPRINT ••• Kegulates calling of AMO~IT by E04UAF. 
PNTINT ••• P01nts of interest to calculate uniformity. 
N1YP ••••• lype of isotone chosen to regulate functior. 
ACT •••••• Activity of sources in group. 
DESDOS ••• Cesirea dose of points of interest. 
NINTP •••• ~umber of inter~st points. 
MTYP ••••• lype of constraint function used. 
NCIM ••••• Dimension of sourCe variables. 
XM,XV •••• Cummy variables for XL,XU respectively. 

Ceclaraticn of common blocks. 

CCMMCN/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NI~TP,ACT,DESDOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NGIM 
CCMMCN/MO~/CL,CU,MEJ,~INEQ,MR~GE 
CCMMON/CONCOM/C~NTEL,AXEL 

DCUSLE PRECISICN ETA,qHO,ST~PMX 
DCUSLE PRECISICN CL(20),CU(20),XL(80),XU(SO) 
DCUSLE PRECISICN X(SO),RLAM(8C),XM(BO),XV(80) 
I~TEGEK ME;,MI~EQ,MRNGE,I,ISOL~O,IFAIL,I?RINT 
I~TEGER M,N 
I~TEGER NCLT,NSRCE,NDI~ 
I~TEGER NTYP,NINTP,~TYP 
REAL P~TINT(6a),ACT(40),OESJOS(20) 
REAL CENTEL(3),AXELC2) 
C~AKACTER*20 TITLE,TITL 

CeCI€raticn of logic~l variables.Allows rest~rt. 
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c c 
c 
c 
C 
1GS 

ze6 
1 , 
3 
4 
5 
c 
7 
E 

C 

1 
2C7 

1 
2 , 

C 
C 
C 

203 
50S 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
400 
209 

C 
11 0 
C 

210 

C 
C 
C 
C 

****** INPUT ****** 

LCGICAL l,lM$ET 

CATA decl~ration of output un1t numbers. 

OATA NCUl /6/ 

~enu cf ~llowed changes with present values below it. 

CtlLL PAG 
IF(NOw.E~.2) GelQ 400 
W~ITE(NJUT,206 ) TITL,NREC 
FCRMAT(1x,'***SELECTION MENU*.*',I,· 
1x,'Enter selection number only',11 

***~****************',II 

1X,·NTYP •• (1) NSRCE.(2) ',1 
1X,·ACT ••• (3) CONSTR(4)",/ 
1x,'IPRINT{S) STEPMX(6)',1 
1X,'ETA ••• (7) IBOWNO(8)",/ 
1X,'IFAIL.(9) RHO ••• (1!) 
1X,·NINTP.(11} LAMSET(12) 
lX,I,' Title: ',AZO,' Reccrd 

• , I 
Nomore(13)',/ 

nc.: ',13,/) 

Presentation cf range constraints. 

DC 505 I=1,MR~GE 
WRITE(~QUT,203 ) I,CU<I',CL(I) 
FCR~AT(1X,'R~n~e canst ,13,' haS CU=·,D8.2,';CL=~,CS.2) 
CCNTINl,;E 

Reaas NSEL which allows specific changes of para~eters. 

READ(S,*) N$cL 

GCTO(400,110,415,420,425,430,43S,440,445,4S0,455,400,465)~S=L 

Entry or chan£9 of data to o~timise and ragulate ~ro£ram. 

W~ITE(NOUT,209) 
FCRMAT(lX,~ wnzt type of source is this? 1 •• 7') 
REAO(5,*)t-.TYP 
IF(NO~.E~.l} GelD 105 
1F{Now.NE.l) GeTD 410 

CALL PAG 

DC 51C I=l,N$RCE 
~RITE(NOUT,21J ) I,ACTCI) 
FCRMAT(lX,'Source ',12,' with activity ·,F6.2,' h~s') 
DC 510 J=l,NDIM 
K=NDIM*(I-l)+J 

Allows re~resentaticn of bounas of each XC), 
dependant on value of r50UNC. 

IF(T3C uND.EQ.O) THEN 
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****** INPUT ****** 

XI-'(K)=XL(K) 
XV(K>=XU(O 
Etl.O IF 

IF(IBCUND.E~.l) THE~ 
X'«)=-lDOCOOOCOO 
XVlK)=10uCCOOCCO 
E NO IF 

IF(I9CUND.E~.2) THE'~ 
XHK)=C.O 
XV(K)=lDOCCOCCCO 
Ef\O IF 

IF(IBCUND.EQ.3) THE~ 
XfI(K)=XL(l ) 
XV(K)=XU(l ) 
Er-.C IF 

WRITE(NOUT,212 ) 
212 FCRM~T(lx,I,~ Do yOu w~nt to chan~e any values?Yes{l)~) 

READ(S,*) NCH 

C 
410 

213 

214 

21 5 

700 
216 
7CS 

21 7 

51 5 

C 
415 

204 

S 20 

2el 

IF(NCH.NE.l.ANC.NOW~EQ.l) GOTe 105 
IF(NCH.NE.l.ANC.NO~.NE.l) GOTe 415 

CCNTlNL, 
Wf<:ITE(t.:OUT,213) 
FCRMATClx,·Mc~ many sources are used?·) 
READ(S,*) NSRCE 
WRITE(NDUT,214) NSRCE 
FCRM~T(lX,·NS~CE=·,I3) 
WRITE(NOUT,21S) 
FCRMAT(lX,-How many variables ~er source,') 
READ(S,*) t\DI~ 
N=NOHhtNSRCE 
WRITE(NOUT,216) N 
FC~MAT(lX,'Number of variables is',13) 
DC 515 r=l,NSRCE 
DC 515 J=l,NOrM 
K=(I-l)*NCIM+J 
WRITE(NOUT,217) K,I 
FCRMAT(lX,-Enter est. (cm) for X(-,I3,-) in scurce -,13) 
REAJ(S,*) XCK) 
CCNTIJIo1..2 
GCTO 110 

IFCNSRCE.LE.l) THEN 
DC S20 I:::1,NSRCE 
WRITcC~OUT,204) I 
FCRMAT(1X,-Enter activity (M5~) of source •• -,I3) 
READCS,,,,) ACT(I) 
CCNTINl,;E 
ELSE 
WRITECI\OUT,201) 
FCRMAT(lX,- Do you ~ish to optimise activities? Yes(l)-) 
READ(S,.) NYi:$ 
IFCNYES.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITECNOUT,202) 
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202 

203 

521 

218 

522 

C 
420 
220 

C 

6G1 

oeD 
C 

6C3 

602 
C 

C 

***'it"" INPUT ****** 

FCRMAT(lX,~ Enter only max activity;') 
REAO(S,*) ACT(1) 
WRITECNOUT,203) 
FCRMAT(lx,' Enter min activity;') 
READeS,.) ACT(Z) 
DC 521 I~3,NS~CE,1 
ACt (I>=ACT (1) 
CCNTINUE 
READeS,,,) ACT(l) 
ELSE 
DC 522 1=1,NSRCE 
WKITE{~OUT,213) I 
FCRMAT(lX,'Enter activity (MB~) of source •• ',I3) 
REALJ<S,*) ACTeD 
CCNTINUE 
El\O IF 
EI\O IF 
1F(NO."~.1) GCTO 105 

WKITE(NQUT,2Z]) 
FCRMAT(lX,' Wh~t set of constr2ints ~s to be ~sed?l •• c·) 
REAO(S,.,ERR=420) MTYP 
IFCMTYF.LE.O.OK.MTYP.GE.7) GOTe 420 

IF(MTYP.E:.Z) THEN 
DC 60C' 1=1,3 
WRITE(NOUT,6Dl) I 
FCRMAT(lx,' Enter value for CENTEXC',Il,')") 
REAO(S,*,ERR=420) CENTELCI) 
CCNTINUE 

DC 6C2 1=1,2 
WKITE(l\OUT,603) I 
FC~MAT(lx,' Enter axis of ellipse, axisC',!1,')') 
Re~DC5,*,ERR=420) AX~LCI) 
CCNTINLE 

Etl.O IF 

6C6 w~ITE(~OUT,219) 
219 FCRMAT(lX,-Enter no. of equality constr~ints~) 

REAO(S,*) "'E': 
710 W~ITE(NO~T,221) 
221 FCRMAT(lX,'Enter no. cf lnequality constraints') 

R=AO(S,*) foIINEC 
715 ~RITE(tl.OUT,222) 
222 FCRMAT(lX,~Enter no. of range constraints') 

READ(S,*) foIRNGE 
OC 525 I=l,MRNGE 
wRITE(NOUT,223) I 

223 FCRMAT(lX,'Enter upper bound for range constraint C (',13,')') 
READ(S,*) CUO) 
WKITE(~OUT,224) I 

224 FCRMAT(lX,'EntEr lo~er bound for range constr2int C(',13,')') 
REAO(S,*) CL(I> 

52S CCNTINI,jE 
IF(NOW.=Q.1) GCTO 105 

C 
42S WRITE(~OUT,225) 
225 FCRMAT(lX,'Enter no. to regulate calls of AMONIT,eg.1C') 

REAO(S,*) IPRlr-.T 
1F(NOh.EQ.1) GCTO 1J5 
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C 
430 
226 

C 
435 
227 

C 
440 
22d 

C 
4 _' <-

22~ 

230 

530 
510 
C 

m 
C 
455 

241 

205 

270 

255 
232 

C 

, 
2 , 
1 

****** INPUT ****** 

Wi<:ITECt-iOlJT,Z26) 
FCRMAT(lX'-cnter est. of Euclidian dist. (em) to ~in1rrum.·) 
READes,.) ST:'PtAX 
IF(NO •• EQ.1) GCTO 105 

WRIT':(NOUT,227l 
FCRMAT(lX,"Enter required aCCuracy for linear ~in. O.e<x<l.O") 
READ(S,*) ETA 
IF(NOW.E'.1) GCTO 1Q5 

Wi<:ITE(I'.OUT,223) 
FCRMAT(lX,'Enter value for IBCLNC,O=all sucpli~a by user',1 
lX,' l=ro bounds',1 
lx,' 2=~11 of form O<or=X',/ 
1X,' 3=;11 L equzl & all U equal",1 
'X,' Enter no. O,1,2,or3.") 
REAiHS,*) I~OU/l;O 
IF(ISCUND.EQ.O) GOTQ 422 
IFCI60UND.EQ.3) GOTD 422 
IF(NO".E~.1) GCTO 105 
GCTO 450 

DC 530 1=1,N 
W~ITE(~OUT,229) I 
FCRMAT(lx,'Enter UPOer bounds for variable',r3) 
READ(S,*) Xu(!) 
~~ITE(~OUT,23C) I 
FCRMAT(lX,·Enter lo~er bounds for variabl~',r3) 
READ(S,*) XL(!} 
IF(I.CUND.E~.3) GO TO 590 
CCNTI'CE 
IF(NOW.E~.l) GelQ 105 

WRIlEO,QUT,231) 
FCRMAT(lX,'Enter value 
R::AD(5,") RHO 
IFCNC~.E~.l) GCTO 105 

CALL PIlG 
IF(NINT~.GT.2C) NC=2Q 
NC=NINTP 
wR!TE(r...OUT,241) 
FCR~~T(lx,' Points of interest ;",t,YX,'X',8X,'Y',ax,"z') 
~~ITECNQUT,205)(PNTINT(I~3-2),?NTINT(I*3-1)'P~TINT(I*3),I=l,NC) 
FC~MAT(20(3C1X,F3.4),t» 
WRITE(NJUT,27C) 
FCRM'T(lX,' Co you wish to c~ange any values? Yes=1') 
REAi)CS,*) NCr; 
IFCNCrl.NE.1) GelQ 535 
~KIlEC"'OUT,232) 
FGRMIlTC1X,'Enter no. of ~oints of interest.") 
READ(S,*,ERR=255) NINTP 
IFCNINTP.Gl.20) GOTO 255 
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234 

535 

C 
445 

FCRMAT(lX,~Enter desired dose r~te at PNTINT.(GY/~r)~,I2) 
READ(S,*) CESJCS(I) 
CCI'>Tlt\LE 
IF(NC~.E~.') GeTD 105 

~nTE(NOUT,235} 
235 

310 
FCRMAT(lX,'Set IFAIL =1 ; allc~ restart or a ; duro on err.~) 
REAQ(S,31C) IFAIL 

C 
C 
C 
4cO 
236 

237 

540 
465 

c , 
" C 

c 

1 
2 

FCR~AT(I1) 
I~(NOw.CQ.l) GelD 105 

AlloLS res~art wlth reset of LAPSET and RLA~. 

VtRITE(""'OUT,236) 
FCRMAT(lx,· If restarting set LAMSET=.TRl.JE. end",/ 
1~,' set RLA~ to suggested values.',1 
lX,' Enter 1 if LAMS:T=.TRUE.") 
REAOes,,,,) LAM 
LA~-lSET= .FALSE. 
IF(LA~.EQ.l) LAMSET=.TRUE. 
M=ME~+~INEC+MR~Gc 
IF(LAM.NE.l) GelD 435 
DC 54C I=l,M 
WRITE(J\QuT,237) I 
FCR~AT(lX,· Enter RLAMC",IZ,')') 
REAOeS,"') RLA~(I) 
CCf\oTINLJ: 
CCNT:NLc 
IF{NOw.EQ.1> GeTD 105 

Sets TITLE=TITL for rawr1tin~ to file. 

T ITLE.=TITL 

C DEBUG LNIT(b),INIT(NOIM,N} 
C AT laC 
C T~ACE eN 
C AT 10CC 
C TKACE OFF 
C 
4t5 RETURN 
C 
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SLBROUTINE INTPOL(X,Y,FF,F,A,8,VAL,NFAIL,Ml,AM,XX,~ORK,O,~1,IG1) 
e 
C Calling subroutine for NAG*Lle~E01ACE, which uses bicubic 
C splines to interpolate bet~een data points in a plane~ 
C This Routine sets up'arrays and array sizes to allow the call. 
e 
C AUTHCR:W.I.D.RAE 
e 
e VER5ION:1J/12/86 
e 
C Ceclaraticn of variables. 
e 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

REAL X(N1),Y{Ml),F(Nl,Ml),FF(150),AMCIG1),XX(IG1), 
1 WCRKCIG1),O(IG1),A,B,VAL,VALL 

I~T=GER NFAIL,IFAIL,Nl,Ml,IGl 

IFAIL=l 

Conversion of 1 di~ array to two dim array. 

OC 60 I=l,Nl 
OC 60 J=l,Ml 
K=CI-ll*M1TJ 
F(I,J)=FF(~) 

60 CONTINUE 
C E Call cf bi-cubic spline interpolation routine. 

o 
e 
o 
o 

CALL EC1ACE(~,2,X,y,F,VAL,VALL,IFAIL,XX,~ORK, 
1 A~,O,IG1,~1,Nl) 

Calc. of % difference between values calc~ed using 1st 
X direction ~nd using 1st Y direction. 

NFAIL=IFAIL 
IF(VAL.EQ.VALL) THEN 
OIF=O 
ELSE 
OIF=2CC*(VAL-VALL)/(VALTVALL) 
E'O IF 

Sets IFAIL if the routine fails in the calculation or if 
o 
o 
e 
o 

tne % difference between the axes values is greater than .5 %~ 

o 
o 

IF(OIF.GT.l) NFAIL=NF4IL+5 

RETURN 

E'O 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c c 

c c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

This routine does linear interpolation to give interpolated 
values from ~rray MM tor routine FUNCT1. 

AUTHCR: W.I.C.RAE 

VERSION: 4/9/86 

Declaration cf variables used. 
WI •••••• y-value at Which function value needed. 
EX •••••• X-value at which function value needed. 
MM •••••• 2-Di~ array of function values to be interpolated. 
CX1,CX2.5cale factors for conversion to used step size. 
CV1,CY2.5cale factors as abcve in Y-axis. 
FAA,etc.Function values at ~oints AA,AB,etc. 
NX,NY ••• 5caled input values to nearest previous integer. 
NN •••••• Passing integer value for POLINT. 
XS,YS ••• Scaled input variables to matrix sccie. 
POLINT •• Line~r interpolation functiOn for 1-dim. 
SCALE ••• Scaling function tor input Conversion. 
RES ••••• The function value at the desired pcint 

REAL M~(1C1,101),CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2,EX,WI,POLINT,SCALE 
REAL RE5,FAA,FAB,F8A,FSB,XS,Y5,O,H 
I~TEGER NX,NY 

Scaling cf input variables to matrix MM~s scale. 

XS=SCALECCX1,CX2,EX} 
Y5=SCALE(CY1,CY2,WI) 

Conversion to integer value to allow direct access to MM. 

NX=IFlx<XS) 
NY=IFIX OS) 

Setting of RES dependent on variable out of range. 

IF(NX.LT.1) THEN 
RES=~M(1,1)·EX·CX1/(1-CX2) 
GOT C 1 a 
ELSEIF(NX.GT.100) THEN 

RES=M~(101,101)·EX*CX1/(1C1-CX2) 
GCTO 1 C 

ELS2IF(NY.LT.1) THEN 
FAD.=M~ (Nx,1) 
FAS=MM(NX+1,1) 
RES=PCLINTCNX,XS,FAA,FA3) 
GOTO 10 

ELSElr(NY.GT.100) THEN 
FAA=MM(NX,101) 
FAB=MM(NX+1,101) 
RES=POLINT(NX,X5,FAA,FAB) 
GOTO 10 

ELSE 
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c 
c 
c 

c c 
c 
c 

c 
C 

****** LINPCL ****** 

Accessing MM for values to use when interpolatin~. 

FA,O=MM(NX,t>.Y) 
FB5=MM(NX+1,NY+1) 
F6A=MM(NX,,,"Y+1) 
FAE!=M~(NX+1,NY) 

Linear interpolation in 1-Dim betw~en two points, 
first in X-direction then in V-direction. 

D=POLINT(NX,XS,FAA,FA8) 
H=POLINT(NX,XS,FBA,F3B) 
RES=PCLINT(NY,YS,O,H) 

END IF 

10 RETURN 
C 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

END 
REAL FLNCTION SCALE(E,F,G) 

Real function to scale G using F and E. 

REAL E,r:,G 

SCALE=G*E"'F 

i<ETURN 

HD 
REAL F~NCTION POLINT(NN,B,F1,F2) 

Real function to do linear interpolation in 1-Ji~, 
b9t~een values F1~F2 where B (bet~een NN&NN+1) is 
the point at which a funct~on is required and NN is 
the inte~er array point at ~hich F1 occurs. 

REAL F1,FZ,9 
U.TEGER NN 

PCLINT=(F2-F1)*(B-NN)+F1 

RET URN 

END 
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SuBROUTINE OPE~FL 
C 
C Tris rcutine opens files for CALC2. 
C 
C ALTHOR:W.I.D.RAE 
C 
C VERSICN:1/9/86 
C 
C 
C Ceclaraticn of variables as listed here belo~ •• 
C NCAT ••••• ~umber of data file, DATA3. 
C MPF •••••• Number of print fi19, MYPT. 
C NCON ••••• Number of control file, CONT. 
C MCAT ••••• ~umber of data file used in UPDAT. 
C NPF •••••• ~umber of data file for tabular output. 
C NCOS ••••• Num~er of file used for interpolation tables. 
C 
C CATA decl~ration of output unit numbers. 
C 

C 

DATA MPF 1211 
DATA NCAT 1201 
DATA NCOS 1191 
DATA MOAT 1181 
DATA NCON 1221 
DATA NPF/231 

C Cpanin~ of files used in CALC2. 
C 

OPEN(NCAT,ACCESS='OIRECT',STATUS='OLD',RECL=810, 
1 FILE='DATA4',RCDS=60) 

C 
OPENCMPF,FILE='MYPT',STATUS='CLD',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL', 

1 FCRM='FOR~ATTED',8LANK='ZERO') 
C 

OFENCNCON,FILE='CONT',STATUS='CLO',RECL=11,RCCS=1, 
1 ACCESS='OIRECT') 

C 
OFEN(NCOS,FILE='DATFL',STATUS='OLO',ACCESS='OIRECT', 

1 RECL=20Q,RCDS=5) 
C 

OPEN(MCAT,FILE='MTLK',STATUS='OLD',ACCESS='DIRECT', 
1 RECL=10403,RCDS=5) 

C 
OFEN(NPF,FILE='NEWPF',STATUS='CLO',ACCESS='SE~UENTIAL', 

1 FORM='FOR~ATTEO',BLANK='ZERO') 
C 
C Rewind of sequential access file to start. 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

REWINC(MPF) 

REWINO(NPF) 

R=TURN 

E~O 
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C 
SU8ROUTINE OPTELI(XTOL) 

C This subrouti~e controls parameters used in calling E04UAF 
C . when optimisation of parameters on ellipse is being done. 
C It sets control variables and selects veriables to optimise. 
C 
C AUTHOR:~.I.D.RAE 
C 
C VERSICN:12/11/86 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESOOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NOIM 
CCMMON/PA~CON/X,NELLI,MELL,LL 
CCMMON/LINCOM/~M,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 
CCMMON/DUMSUM/CUMOIS,DUMDOS 
CCMMON/MON/CL,CU,MEQ,MINEQ,MRNGE 

Ceclaration of variables: 

OCU3LE PRECISION ETA,F,RHO,STEPMX,XTOL 
DCUBLE PRECISICN CL(20),CU(20),C(50),W(9000),XL(80),XU(80) 
DCU5LE PRECISICN X(30),RLAM(8C) 
DCU3LE PRECISION T(40) 
REAL MM(1C1,101),DUMDIS(4,20),CUMDOS(4,20) 
REAL PNTINT(oG),ACT(40),DESDOS(20) 
I~TEGER MEQ'MI~EQ,MRNGE,I,IBOU~D,IFAIL,IPRINT'LCLU'LIw'LW 
I~TEGER M,MAXCAL,N,NX,I~(100) 
INTEGER NELLI(S) 
LCGICAL LAMSET 

Program callea by E04UAF. 

EXTERNAL EC4WAY 

C Setting of parameters for call of E04UAF 
C 

N=NELLI(1)*:t 
DC 100 I=1,N 
T(I)=X(I+40) 

100 CCNTINUE 
NSRCE=NELL1(1) 
NCIM=9 
MEQ=O 
MINEC.=NELLI(1)*2 
MRNGE=1 
CL(1)=C.20+0 
CLd 1) =C. 80+0 
M=MEQ+MIN='+M~NGE 
IFRINT=O 
NX=N+MINE:+MRNGE 
MAXCAL=100*(N~5)*NX 
ETA=.OC10+C 
STEPMX=50 
DC 20C 1=1,NELLI(1) 
DO 300 11=1,3 
XL«1-1)*9+I1)=10.D+0 
XL«I-1)*9+II)=0.D+Q 

300 CCNTINUE 
DC 305 JJ=1,3 
XL«I-1)*9+JJ+3)=-3.141592653589D+O 
XL«1-1)*9+JJ+3)=+3.141592653S89D+0 

3CS CCNT1NUE 
DC 310 KK=1,3 
XL«I-1)*9+KK+6)=5.D+0 
XL«I-1)*9+KK+6)=-5.0+cr 

310 CCNTINUE 
200 CCNTINUE 

C 

C 

LCLU=4C 
MTYP=8 
1FAIL=1 
l~OUND=O 
LAMSET=.FALSE. 
RHO=1.C+0 
Llw=16C 
LI-I=900C 

RETURN 

END 
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SL8ROUTINE OPTIM(N,X,C,F) 
C 
C Tris routine does the calculations and optimisation for TEST. 
C It makes use of NAG*LIB. E04UAF 
C It uses FUNCT1which calculates objective fn value. 
C It uses CON1 to calculate constraint function values. 
C Allows for various types of sources. 
C 
C ALTHOR:W.I.Q.RAE 
C 
C VERSICN:1/9/86 
C 
C 
C Cec12ration of variables as listed here belo~ •• 
C ETA •••••• Specifies accur~cy of linear minimisaticn. 
C F~ ••••••• Contains value of F(X) on exit. e R~O •••••• Current value of parameter rho in Lagrangian. 
C STEP~X ••• Estimate of Euclidian distance to min. 
C CL( ) •••• Array of dim >or= MRNGE,lower bound on constraint. 
C CL( ) •••• Lpper bound on constraint. 
C C( ) ••••• Array of dim >or= M, contains constraint value. 
C RLAM( > •• Initial estimates of Lagrange multipliers. 
C W( ) ••••• Array of dim >or= p ,for worksp2ce. 
C XL( ) •••• Array of dim >or= N, conta~ns fixed lower bounds. 
C XL( ) •••• Array contains fixed upper bounds of X( ). 
C XC ) ••••• Array contains value of constrained minimum. 
C XTOL ••••• Accuracy required for solution. 
C ME~ •••••• Equality constraint number. 
C MINE~ •••• Inequality constraint number. 
C MRNGE •••• ~umber of range constraints. 
C M •••••••• ~EQ+MINEC+MRNGE.· 
C MAXCAL ••• Limits calls of FUNCT1&CON1 by E04UAF. 
C N •••••••• ~umber of independent variables. 
C NX ••••••• Integer =N+MINEC+MRNGE. 
C I •••••••• Integer. 
C IEOUNC ••• Type of bounds used see notes. 
C IFAIL •••• Indicator of type of failure in optimiS2tion. 
C IPRINT ••• Regulates calling of AMONIT by E04UAF. 
C LCLU ••••• Actual length of CL,CU declared in CON1. 
C Llw •••••• Actual length of IW. 
C LW ••••••• Actual length of W. 
C Iw( ) •••• Integer array dim >or= N+MINEQ+~RNGE+M+12. 
C P~TINT ••• Points of interest to calculate uniformity. 
C NTYP ••••• Type of isotope chosen to regulate function. 
C ACT •••••• Activity of sources in group. 
C CESDCS ••• Cesired dose of points of interest. 
C NINTP •••• Number of interest points. 
C MTYP ••••• Type of constraint function used. 
C NCIM ••••• Cimension of source variables. 
C SUM •••••• Cose at interest points from all sources. 
C 
C Ceciaration of common blocks. 
C 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESOOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
CCMMON/MON/CL,CU,MEQ,MINEQ,MR~GE 
CCMMON/DOS/SUM,TITLE 
CCMMON/VARCON/STEPMX,ETA,IBOUNC,RHO,RLAM,MAXCAL,XTOL,~,XU,XL 
CCMMON/wORKS/IPRINT,IFAIL,LAMSET,LCLU,IW,LIW,W,LW 
CCMMON/OPT/MCNTS,MCALL,MFLAG,MITER,MCHCK,XCD 
CCMMON/LINCOM/~M,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 
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C 

c 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

****** OPTI~ ****** 

DcuaLE PRECISICN ET~,F,RHO,STEPMX,XTOL,FC 
OCUBLE PRECISION CL(20),CU(20),C(SO),W(9000),XL(8C),XU(80) 
DCU8LE PR=CISION X(80),XCO{80),RLAM(80) 
OCUSLE PRECISICN T(40) 
OCUBLE PRECISION X02AAF,DSQRT 
DCUBLE PRECISION GLNORM,CONO,CNORM 
I~TEGER MEQ,MINEQ,MRNGE,I,IBOUND,IFAIL,IPRINT,LCLU,LI~,LW 
I~TEGcR M,~AXCAL,N,NX,IW(160) 
I~TEGER NSRCE,~DIM 
I~TEGER NTY?,NINTP,MTYP 
REAL PNTINT(oO),ACT(40),DESOOS(20),SUM(20) 
REAL M~(101,101),CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 
LCGICAL POSOEF 
C~ARACTER*20 TITLE 

Progr~m called by E04UAF. 

EXTERt-.AL EC4WAY 

Ceclaration of logical variables. Allows rest2rt. 

LCGICAL LAMSET 

CATA declzration of output unit numbers. 

DATA NOUT/61 
DATA MCAT/131 
DATA MFF 1211 

IF(NTYF.EC.3) REAO(MDAT,REC=4) MM,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2,SPECOC 

100 CCNTINUe 

C 
C 
C 
400 

1 
r .... 

C 

1 
2 

C 
C 
115 
C 
C 

C 

MCALL=C 
MCNTS=1 
MITER=C 
M=MEQ+~INEC+MRNGE 
NX=N+~rNEG:+MRNGE 
MAXCAL=100*(N+S)*NX 
LCLU=4C 
LI\~=16C 
Li<I=9GGC 
XTOL=1CO.OD+O*CSQRT(X02AAF(XTCL» 

Call of subroutine to write present data tc MPF. 

IF(IFAIL.LT.O) IFAIL=1 
CALL ~RITE(TITLE,STEPMX,ETA,IeCUNO,IFAIL,RHO,IPRINT, 

. XU,XL,N,X) 

KFLAG=C 

CALL TASLE(IFAIL,NITER,MCALL,~INTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
STEP~X,PCSCEF,X,FC,C,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM, 
CNORM,COND,RLAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,TITLE,KFLAG,SU~,DESOOS,SPECOC,T) 

KFLAG=1 
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C 

242 

243 

244 

565 
C 
C 
C 
C 
125 

C 
C 

570 

250 

C 

C 

****** OPTI~ ****** 

1 
2 

1 

1 
2 

1 

C~LL TAgLE(IFAIL,NITE~,MCALL,~INTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
STEP~X,PCSDEF,X,FC,C,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM, 
CNOR~,COND,RLAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,TITLE,KFLAG,SU~,OESCOS,SPECDC,T) 

wR1TE(~PF,242) 
FCRMAT(1x,I,' *** FUNCT1 CALL ***',1,' *******************') 
WRITE(~PF,243) FC 
FCRMAT(1X,I,' Initial value of FC=',D12.6,/) 
DC 505 1=1,NINTP 
W~ITE(~PF,244) I,DESDOS(I),SU~(1) 
FCRMAT(1X,' At interest point',I3,' Desired dcse=',F9.3, 
1X,' Initial calculated dose=',F9.3,/) 
CCNTINUE 

Calling from CPTIM of E04UAF ,the optimisation routine used. 

CALL EC4UAFCN,~EQ,MINEC,MRNGE,~,E04WAY,IPRINT, 
M~XC~L,ETA,XTOL,STEPMX,CL,CU,LCLU,ISOUND, 
XL,XU,LAMSET,X,RHO,RLAM,F,C,I~,LIW,W,LW,IFAIL) 

IF(1FA1L.LT.O) THEN 
DC 57C 1=1,N 
X(I)=XCOCI) 
CCNT1NUE 
WRITE(hOUT,250) IFAIL,MCNTS,MITER,MCALL 
WRITE(~PF,250) 1FAIL,~CNTS,M1TEK,MCALL 
FCRMAT(1X,'Ifail=',I1,' After ',12,' checks and ',12,1 
1x, , restarts and a total of ',13,' calls of FU~CT1') 
GCTO 4CO 
E~D IF 

RETURN 

E~D 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

100 

C 
125 

C 

C 

SUBRCUTINE OPTFAR(F,XTOL) 

This subroutir.e controls paro~eters used in calling E04UAF 
when opti~isation of para~eters on ellipse is being dene. 

It sets central variables ana selecis variables to optimise. 

AUTHCR:W.I.D.RAE 

VERSICN:12/11/86 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESDOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NOIM 
CCMMON/PARCON/X,NELLI,MELL,LL 
CCMMCN/LINCOM/MM,CX1,CX2,CY1,CYZ 
CCMMON/DUMSUM/CUMOIS,DUMOOS 
CCMMON/MON/CL,CU,MEQ,MINEQ,MR~GE 

Ceclaratien of variabl~s: 

DCUBLE PRECISION ETA,F,RHO,STEPMX,XTOL 
DCU8LE PRECISION CL(ZJ),CU(ZO),C(SO),W(9000),XL(8C),XUC8G) 
DCUBLE PRECISICN X(dO),RL~M(8C) 
DCUBLE PRECISICN T(40) 
REAL M~(1C1,101),OUMDIS(4,ZO),CUMDOS(4,2C) 
REAL CESDOS(ZG),ACT(40),PNTINT(60) 
I~TEGER MEC,MI~EQ,MRNGE,I,IBOUNO,IFAIL,IPRINT,LCLU,LIW,LW 
I~TEGER M,~AXCAL,N,NX,IW(160) 
I~TEGER NELLI(5),MELL,LL 
LCGICAL LAMSET 

Frogram called by E04UAF. 

EXTERr-..AL E04WAY 
Setting of control parameters for call of E04UAF. 

DC 1GC I=1,NELLI(LL+1) 
T(I)=XCI+(LL-1)*10) 
CCNTINLE 
N=NELLI(LL+1) 
NSRCE=N 
MEG:=O 
MINEQ=NELLI(LL~1) 
MI\NGE=1 
CL(1)=C.2C+O 
CL(1)=C.8D+O 
M=MEC+~INE~+MR~GE 
IPRINT=O 
NX=N+MINE~+MR~GE 
MAXCAL=100*(N+5)*NX 
ETA=.GC1D+C 
STEPMX=50 
XL(1)=-12.6D+C 
XL(1)=+12.6D+O 
LCLU=4C 
MTYP=7 
IFAIL=1 
I80UNC=3 
LAMSET=.FALSE. 
Rr-O=1.C+O 
LIW=16C 
L\o;=90CC 

CALL EC4UAF(N,MEQ,MINE~,MRNGE,~,E04WAY,IPRINT, 
1 MAXCAL,ETA,XTOL,STEPMX,CL,CU,LCLU,I80UND, 
2 XL,XU,LAMSET,T,RHO,RLAM,F,C,Iw,LIW,W,LW,IFAIL) 

RETURt\: 

EI\O 
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SLBROUTINE OUTFUT(IFAIL,TITLE,F,M,N,X,C,NOUT,~PF,RHO,RlAM) 
e 
e Tris routine writes the final output for test when NTYP<7. 
e 
C ALTHOR:W.I.D.RAE 
e e VERSION:1/9/86 
e 
C 
C Cecl~ration of variables as listed here below •• 
C F •••••••• Contains value of F(X) on exit. 
C R~O •••••• Current value of parameter rho in L~grangian. 
C STEFMX ••• Estimate of Euclidian distance to min. 
e CL( ) •••• Array of dim >or= MRNGE,lower bound on constraint. 
C e~( ) •... ~pper bound on constraint. 
C C( ) ••••• Array of dim >or= M, contains constraint value. 
C RLAM( ) •• Initial estimates of Lagrange multipliers. 
C XL( ) •••• Array of dim >or= N, contains fixed lower bounds. 
C X( ) ••••• Array contains value of constrained minimum. 
C XTOL ••••• Accuracy required for solution. 
e MEQ •••••• Equality constraint number. 
C ~INEQ •••• lnequality constraint number. 
C MRNGE •••• Number of range constraints. 
C M •••••••• ~EQ+MINECTMRNGE. 
e N •••••••• ~umber of independent variables. 
C NX ••••••• Integer =N+MINECTMRNGE. 
C NCUT ••••• Spec~fies unit for output of data. 
C I •••••••• Integer. 
C IFAIL •••• lndicator of type of failure in optimisation. 
C PNTINT ••• Foi~ts of interest to calculate unifor~ity. 
C NTYP ••••• Type of isotope chosen to regulate function. 
C ACT •••••• Activity of sources in group. 
C OESDOS ••• Oesired dose of points of interest. 
C NINTP •••• ~umber of interest points. 
C MTYP ••••• Type of constraint function used. 
C NCIM ••••• Cimension of scurce variables. 
C SUM •••••• Cose at intarest points from all sources. 
C 
C Ceclaraticn of common blocks. 
C 

C 

C 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYF,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESDOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
CCMMON/MON/CL,CU,MEQ,MINEQ,MRNGE 

DCU8LE P~ECISICN F,RHO 
DCU8LE PRECISICN CL(20),CU(20),C(SO) 
OCU8LE PRECISICN RLAM(SO),X(80) 
DCU8LE PRECISICN CNORM,GLNCRM,COND,ETA,STEPMX 
OCU8LE PRECISICN T(40) 
I~TEGER MEC,MI~EQ,MRNGE,I,I~AIL 
I~TEGER M,N 
I~TEGER NCUT,NSRCE,NDIM 
I~TEGER NTYP,NINTP,MTYP 
REAL ACT(40),SUM(20),~ESDOS(2C),PNTINT(6G) 
LCGICAL POSOEr 
C~ARACTER*20 TITLE 

C Final ~~qsent2tion of results. 
C Since IFAIL set=1 before entry ,check if non-zero. 
C 
720 IFCIFAIL.NE.O) THEN 
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****** OUTPUT ****** 

KFlAG=5 
WRITE(NOUT,245) IFAIl 

C WRITE(~PF,245) IFAIl 
245 FCRMAT(///," IFAIl= ",13," ERROR EXIT") 

Et\O IF 
IF(IFAIL.EC.1) GOTO 1000 

130 CALL PAG 
WRITE(NOUT,246 ) 

C WRITE(MPF,246 ) 
246 FCKMAT(1X,//,1X," ***RESULTS***",/," *************") 

WRITE(NOUT,247 ) TITlE,F 
WRITE(MPF,247 ) TITlE,F 

247 FCRMAT(/," TITLE: ",A20,//," FUNCT VAlUE= ",C12.4} 
C 
C Presentation of optimal results. 
C 

248 
570 

C 

IF(IFAIl.NE.2) THEN 
KFlAG=4 
NSC=O 
DC 570 1=1,N,NC1M 
NSC=NSC+1 
DC 570 J=1,NOIM 
WR1TE(NOUT,248 ) NSC,J,X(I+J-1) 
WRITE(MPF,248 ) NSC,J,X(~+J-1) 
FCRMAT(1X," Source ",13, has XC",I3,") =",1PC12.4) 
CCNTINUE 
END IF 

C ~on optimal results, suggest restart. 
C 

IF(IFAIL.EQ.2) THEN 
WK1TE(NOUT,254 ) 

C WRITEC~PF,254 ) 
254 FORMAT(1X,/," IFAIL=2") 

NSC=O 

255 
575 

C 
C 
C 

C 
249 

C 
250 
580 
C 

C 

DC 575 I=1,N,NCIM 
NSC=NSC+1 
DC 575 J=1,N01M 
WKITE(NOUT,255 ) NSC,j,X(I+j-1) 
WRITECMPF,255 ) NSC,j,X(I+J-1) 
FCRMAT(1X,/," Srce(",I3, ) has X(",I3,")=",F14.5) 
CCNT1NUE 
END IF 

Fresentation of constraint values on exit. 

WRITE(NOUT,249 ) 
WR1TE(t-\PF,249 ) 
FCRMAT(/," Constraints are") 
DC 580 I=1,M 
WKITE(NOUT,250 ) I,CCI) 
WRITE(MPF,250 ) I,C(I) 
FCRMAT(3H C(, 11, 4H)= , 012.5) 
CCNTINUE 

IFCIFAIl.NE.2) GOTO 1000 
WRITE(NOUT,251 ) RHO 
WKITE(MPF,251 ) RHO 

251 FCRMAT(/,1X," If restarting set RHO= 
WRITE(NOUT,252 ) (RlAM(I),I=1,M) 
WRITE(MPF,252 ) (RLAM(I),I=1,M) 

",012.4,"and RLAM = ") 
C 
252 
C 
C 
C 
1000 

1 
2 

C 

C 

FCRMAT(1H , 012.4) 

Call of TA8LE to give tabulated resul~s. 

CALL TA6lE(IFAIl,NITER,MCALL,~INTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
STEPMX,POSOEF,X,F,C,PNTINT,ACT,GlNORM,CNORM, 
CONO,RlAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,TITLE,KFLAG,SUM,OESDOS,SPECOC,T) 

RETURN 

Et\C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

This subroutine sets variables XC from parameterised 
variable T. 

It gives spatial positions and orientations. 

AUTHOR: W.I.D.RAE 

VERSICN:16/10/86 

Common block passed 

Declcration of variables; 

I~TEGER NELLI(S),MELL,LL 
DOUBLE PRECISICN XW(S),T 
DCUBLE PRECISION X(80) 
REAL XA,Y,Z,TANG 
REAL XE(9) 

Calc. of the spatial coordinates at a ooint T. 

l=40+(LL-1)*9 

DO 10 J=1,9 
XE(J)=SNGL(X(L+J» 

10 CCNTINUE 
C 

c 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

c 
C 
C 

c 
C 
30 
C 

C 

c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

140 
C 

C 

Xw(1)=CBlE(XE(1)*SIN(XE(4)+T)+XE(7» 
X~(2)=08lE(XE{2)*SIN(XE(S)+T)+XE(8» 
Xw(3)=CSLE(XE(3)*SIN(XE(6)+T)+XE(9» . 

Tangent vector, first partial derivative XW(i),i=1,3 

XA=XE(1)*COS(T+XE(4» 
Y=XE(2)*COSCT+XE(S» 
Z=XE(3)*COS(T+XE(6» 
TANG=SCRT(XA*XA+Y*Y+Z*Z) 

IF(TANG.EQ.O.) TANG=0.0001 

Calc of angle of depression from Z-axis. 

Xw(4)=CBlE(ACDS(Z/TANG» 
SS=SIN(SNGl(XW(4») 
YTS=Y/{TANG*SS) 

IF(SS.EQ.O.) SS=0.0001 
IF(YTS.GT.1.0) YTS=1.0 
IF(YTS.lT.-1.0) YTS=-1.0 

Calc. of angle of rotation from x-axis of prcjection 
of tr.e vector onto X-V plane. 

IF(Y.E(;;.O.) THEN 
XI..cS)=O. 
GeTD 3C 
END IF 

Xw(S)=OBLE(ASIN(YTS}) 

IF(XA.lT.O.) Xw(S)=3.141S926S3S-XW(S) 

RETURN 

END 

'S~BROUTINE PAG 

This rcutine moves cursor to top of screen and clears it. 
It is for ICL terminals (catalogue serial number 6402/00) 
It contains only CHAR functions. 

AUTHOR:W.I.D.RAE 

VERSION:13/12186 

WRITE(6,140)CHAR(30),CHAR(27)IICHAR(89) 
FCRMAT(1X,A1,A2) 

RETURN 
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C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE PARCPT(N,C,F) 

Tris routine uses parametric equations for optimisation. 
Tris routine dces the calculations and optimisation for TEST. 
It makes use of NAG*lIB. E04UAF 
EC4UAF uses FUNCT1 which calculates objective fn value. 
EC4UAF uses CON1 to calculate constraint function values. 
Mey allow for various types of sources. 

ALTHOR:W.I.D.RAE 

VERSION:5/11/8e 

Ceclaraticn of variablas as listed here~elow •• 
ETA •••••• Specifies accuracy of linear minimisation. 
F •••••••• Contains value of F(X) on exit. 
R~O •••••• Current value of parameter rho in lagiangian. 
STEPMX ••• Estimate of Euclidian distance to min. 
CL( ) •••• Array of dim >or= MRNGE,lower bound on constraint. 
Cu( ) •••• Upper bound on constraint. 
C( ) ••••• Array of dim >or= M, contains constraint value. 
RlAM( ) •• Init~al estimates of lagrange multipliers. 
~( ) ••••• Array of dim >or= p ,for workspace. 
Xl( ) •••• Array of dim >or= N, contains fixed lower bcunds. 
XU( ) •••• Array contains fixed upper bounds of X( ). 
X( ) ••••• Array contains value of constrained minimum. 
XTOl ••••• Accuracy required for solution. 
MEQ ••••• ~Equality constraint number. . 
MINEC •••• Inequality constraint number. 
MRNGE •••• ~umber of range constraints. 
M •••••••• ~EQ+MINEQ+MRNGE. 
MAXCAl ••• limits calls of FUNCT1&CON1 by E04UAF. 
N •••••••• Number of independent variables. 
I •••••••• Integer. 
I80UND ••• Type of bounds used see notes. 
IFAIL •••• lndicator of ty~e of failure in optimisation. 
IPRINT ••• Regulates calling of AMON IT by E04UAF. 
LClU ••••• Actual length of CL,CU declared in CON1. 
LIW •••••• Actual length of IW. 
lW ••••••• Actual length of W. 
IW( ) •••• Integer array di~ >or= N+MINEQ+MRNGE+M+12. 
PNTINT ••• Points of interest to calculate uniformity. 
NTYP ••••• Type of isotooe chosen to regulate function. 
ACT •••••• Activity of sources in group. 
DESDOS ••• Cesired dose of points of interest. 
NINTP •••• ~umber of interest points. 
MTYP ••••• Type of constraint function used. 
NCIM ••••• Cimension of source variables. 
SUM •••••• Cose at interest points from all sources. 

Ceclaration of common blocks. 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP,PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,DESDOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NDIM 
CCMMON/MON/CL,CU,MEQ,MINEQ,MRNGE 
CCMMON/DOS/SUM,TITLE 
CCMMON/VARCON/STEPMX,:TA,IBOUND,RHO,RlAM,MAXCAl,XTOL,M,XU,Xl 
CCMMON/WORKS/IPRINT,IFAIL,LAMSET,LClU,IW,lIW,W,lW 
CCMMCN/OPT/MCNTS,MCALL,MFLAG,MITER,MCHCK,XCD 
CCMMON/LINCOM/MM,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

****** PARCPT ****** 

CCMMON/PARCON/X,NELLI,MELL,LL 

Declaration of variables: 

DCUBLE PRECISION ETA,F,RHO,STEPMX,XTOL 
DCUBLE PRECISION CL(20),CU(20),C(SO),W(9000),XL(80),XU(80) 
DCUBLE PRECISION XX(SO),X(80),XCDC80),RLAMC80) 
DCUBLE PRECISION T(40) 
DOUBLE PRECISICN X02AAF,DSQRT 
DOUBLE PRECISICN GLNORM,COND,CNORM 
I~TEGeR MEC,MI~EQ,MRNGE,I,IBOUND,'IFAIL,IPRINT,LCLU,LIW,LW 
INTEGER M,MAXCAL,N,IW(160) 
INTEGER NELLICS) 
INTEGER MELL,Ll 
INTEGER NSRCE,NDIM 
INTEGER NTYP,NINTP,MTYP 
REAL PNTINT(60),ACT(40),DESDOS(20),SUM(20) 
REAL MM(101,101),CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 
LCGICAL POSDEF,LAMSET 
CHARACTER*20 TITLE 

DATA declcration of output unit numbers. 

DATA NOUT/6/ 
DATA MeAT/18/ 
DATA MPF 1211 

Read of file ~TLK to get lookup table for calculation of 
dose by FSEV. 

READCMOAT,REC=4) MM,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2,SPECDC 

C Setting of values required in both OPT ELI and OPTPAR. 
C 

DC 101 1=1,80 
XX(I>=XCI) 

101 CCNTINUE 
C 

N=NELLI(1)*9 
DC 102 I=1,N 
TCI)=X(I+40) 

102 CCNTINLE 
C 
100 CCNTINUE 

C 

MCALL=C 
MCNTS=1 
MITER=C 
LCLU=4C 
LIW=160 
Lw=90CG 
XTOL=1COOO.OD+C*DSQRT(X02AAF(XTOL» 

C Call of subroutine to write present data to NPF. 
C 
400 IF(IFAIL.LT.O) THEN 

IFAIL=1 
ELSE 
IFAIL=C 
Et\DIF 

C 
KFLAG=C 

C 
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C 
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C 

300 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

2'00 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

****** PAROFT ****** 

C~LL TAaLE(IFAIL,NITEK,MCALL,~INTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
1 STEPMX,PCSDEF,XX,F,C,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM, 
2 CNORM,CONC,RLAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,TITLE,KFLAG,SUM,DESDOS,SPECCC,T) 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

LT=LL 
LL=O 
MELL=-1 
CALL FUNCT1(IFLAG,N,T,F) 
MELL=O 

KFLAG=1 

CALL TABLE(IFAIL,NITER,MCALL,~INTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
STEPMX,PCSDEF,XX,F,C,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM, 

CNORM,CONC,RLAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,TITLE,KFLAG,SUM,DESCOS,SPECOC,T) 

LL=LT 
NCUM=NTYP 

Calling from CALC of E04UAF ,the optimisation routine used. 

ITS=O 
CCNTINUE 
1F(NTYP.EQ.7) THEN 

MELL=1 
LL=1 

This section cyclically calls routines to optimise 
positions and ellipse variables alternately. 

DC 200 I=1,NELLI(1) 
KFLAG=1 
CALL TABLE(IFAIL,NITER,MCALL,~INTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 

STEFMX,PCSDEF,XX,F,C,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM, 
CNORM,COND,RLAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,T1TLE,KFLAG,SUM,OESDOS,SPECCC,T) 

CALL OPTPAR(F,XTOL) 
MELL=MELL+10 
Ll=LL+1 
KFLAG=4 

1F(1FAIL.:C.O) KFLAG=5 

CALL TABLE(IFAIL,NITER,MCAlL,~1NTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
STEPMX,POSDEF,X,F,C,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM, 

CNORM,CONC,RLAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,TITLE,KFLAG,SUM,DESOOS,SPECOC,T) 
CCNT1NUE 

LL=O 
IF(1TS.EQ.1) GO TO 301 

CALL OPTELI(XTOL) 

11S=1TS+1 
GCTO 300 

ELSEIF(NTYP.E~.8) THEN 

This calls a routine to do optimisation of parameters of sourCE 

CALL CPTPAR(F,XTOL) 
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c 
C 
301 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

250 

C 

C 

1 , 

1 

****** PAROPT ****** 

ELSEIF(NTYP.EQ.9) THEN 

This calls a routine to do optimisation of ellipse variables 

LL=O 

CALL OPTELI(XTCL) 

ITS =1 
NCUM=NTYP 
NT Y P=7 
GCTO 3CO 

Et-.D IF 

CCNTINUE 
NTYP=NCUM 

Final call of TABLE to write results. 

KFLAG=4 

IF(1FA1L.EQ.O) KFLAG=5 

CALL TABLE(1FAIL,NITER,MCALL,N1NTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
STEPMX,POSDEF,X,F,C,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM, 

CNORM,CONC,RLAM,RHO,NF,NSRCE,T1TLE,KFLAG,SUM,DESOOS,SPECCC,T) 

IF(1FAIL.LT.O) THEN 
WRITE(NOUT,250) IFA1L,MCNTS,M1TER,MCALL 
WRITE(MPF,250) 1FA1L,MCNTS,MITER,MCALL 
FCRMATS1X,'1fail=',11,' After ',12,' che~ks ard ',12,1 
1X, restarts and a total of ',13, calls of FUNCT1') 
GCTO 400 
Et-.;O IF 

RETURN 

END 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

SLBROUTINE PHISIN(XC,PNTINT,NSRCE,NINTP,I,J,OSTSQ,SINPHI) 

This subroutine calculates the value of sine phi, the 
angle between the Jth seeds axis and the perpendicular 
bisector of that axis from the Ith point of interest. 

AUTHCR:W.I.O.RAE 

~ERSICN:24/8/86 

Ceclaration of variables as below, 
XC •••••• Current value of X. 
PNTINT •• Point of current interest. 
I,J ••••• Control variables used in calculation. 
OSTSQ ••• Distance between source and interest point. 
SINPHI •• Sine- of relative angle of seeds axis. 
UR •••••• Oot product of UVEC and RVEC. 
UVEC •••• Unit vector in direction of seed axis. 
RvEC •••• Vector between source and interest p01nt. 
JS,J4,JO.Dummy counters. 
C4,CS,CO.Cummy cos variables. 
S4,SS,SO.Dummy sin variables. 

REAL SINPHI,DSTSC(NINTP*NSRCE),PNTINT(NINTP*3) 
REAL UR,UVEC(3),RVEC(3) 
1~TEGER I,J 
DCUBLE PRECISION XC(NSRCE*S) 

J5=J*5 
J4=JS-1 
1C=I*3-3 
JC=JS-S 

C4=COS(SNGl(XC(J4») 
C5=COS(SNGl(XC(JS») 
S4=SIN(SNGL(XC(J4») 
S5=SIN(SNGl(XC(JS») 

C 
C 
C 

Calc. of the unit vector in the direction of the seeds axis. 

UVEC(1)=CS*S4 
UVEC(2)=S4*SS 
UVEC(3)=C4 

C 
C Calculation of the dot product of UVEC&RVEC. 
C 

UR=O. 
DC 20 K=1,3 
RVEC(K)=XC(JO+K)-PNTINT(10+K) 
UR=UVEC(K)*RVEC(K)+UR 

20 CCNTINUE 
C 

C 

FA=UR*UR/OSTSQ«I-1)*NSRCE+J) 
IF(FA.GE.1) FA=1. 

C Calculation of the SIN of PhI by a cross product property. 
C 

C 

C 

SINPHI=SQRT(1.-FA) 

RETURN 

E~D 
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C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
20 
C 

30 
1 

C 
C 

C 

40 

C 

50 

C 

55 

C 
i C 

C 
C 

. I 

C 
C 
C 

60 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
10 

SUBRCUTINE sueLIN 

This subroutine accepts new data for UPDAT and allows 
linear interpolation at a point around a source 
defined by X in cm and Y in degrees, 

by LINPOL • 

AUTHOR :W.I.D.RAE 

VERSION :13/12/86 

Ceclaraticn of variables. 
RES •••••• Result of linear interpolation by LINPCL. 
EX ••••••• lnput variable in X axis, 1/r2. 
WI ••••••• lnput variable in Y axis, radians. 
CX1,etc •• Scale factors passed to LINPOL. 
MAlFIL ••• File for interpolated matrix from E01ACE. 
ORCF ••••• Conversion factor from degrees to radizns. 
MM ••••••• File for array of cubic spline fitted valu~s. 
NOREC •••• Number of file to use. 
NYES ••••• Control variable allowing interpoletion. 
NOUT ••••• Number of output unit. 
MDAT ••••• Number of interpolated data file for output. 

I~TEGER NYES,NOREC,NOUT,MDAT 
REAL DRCF,~M(1C1,101),CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2,RES,EX,wI 

Cata for I/O units. 

DATA MCAT/18/ 
DATA NOUT/61 

Cata for CEGREES to RADIANS conversion. 

DATA ORCF/O.01745329252/ 

Asks for and receives data from the keyboard. 

CALL PAG 

WRITE(NOUT,30 ) 
FCRMAT{1X,/,' Do you wish to interpolate linearly from',/ 

1X,' an already created table? Yes(1)') 
READ'S,*) NYES 

Allows exit. 
IF(NYES.NE.1) GOTO 10 

WRITEO;OUT,40 ) 
FCRMAT(1X,/,' Which record made the table for use now?') 
READ(S,"') NOREC 
REAO(MCAT,REC=~OREC) MM,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2,SPECOC 

WRITE(NOUT,SO ) 
FCRMAT(1x,/,' Enter value in cm. for interpolation in X.') 
READ(S,"') EX 
EX=1/EX 

WRITE(NOUT,55 ) 
FCRMAT(1X,/,' Enter value in deQ. for interpol. in Y.') 
READ(S,*) WI 
WI=SIN(WI*CRCF) 

Call of LINPOL to do the linear interpolation off table 
for values of 1/(d) and SIN(PHI). . 

CALL LINPOL(CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2,MM,EX,WI,RES} 

writes output to the screen 

WRITE(NOUT,60 ) EX,WI,RES 
FCRMAT(1X,/,' At EX=',F6.2,'/c~ & WI=',F6.2,'rad ,F=',E10.4) 

PAUSE 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE' 

Allows restart. 

GeTO 2C 

RETURN 
EI'tD 
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SL6ROUTINE TABLE(IFAIL,NITEK,~CALL,NINTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,ETA, 
1 STEPMX,POSDEF,XC,FC,CC,PNTINT,ACT,GLNORM,CNQRM, 
2 CONO,RLA~,RHQ,NF,NSRCE,TITLE,KFLAG,SUM,DESDCS,SPECDC,T) 

C 
C This routine prints a table of current vQlues to file NEwPF. 
C 
C AUTHCR:W.I.O.RAE 
C 
C VERSICN:22/9/86 
C 
C Declaration of variables used in tabulation columns. 
C VARC •••• Variable column title. 
C DRATE ••• Dose rate achieved at PNTINT(1) 
C TIME •••• Time to achieve the desired TOF 
C DRFIN ••• Final dose rate achieved in GyEquiv. 
C ••• COL ••• Suffix denoting column of prefixed variable. 
C TDOSE ••• Desired TDF at PNTINT(1) 
C TOFIN ••• Total dose equivalent achieved. 
C TOTO •••• Total dose equivalent at PNTINT(1) 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

CCMMON/CONCOM/CENTEL,AXEL 
CCMMON/PARCON/X,NELLI,MELL,LL 
CCMMON/RATE/DRATE,TDOSE,CON 

CHARACTER*20 TITLE 
CHARACTER*10 CCMMNT(SO) 
CrARACTER*5 VARC 
CHARACTER*1 POSCOL(SO) 
REAL XCOL(SJ),FCOL(SO),CCOL(SO),CONCOL(SO),PNTCOL(SO) 
REAL TCOSE,DRATE,TIME,DRFIN 
REAL_RHOCOL(SO),SUMCOL(SO),GLCCL(SO) 
DCUBLE PRECISION RLACCL(SO) 
REAL SPECOC 
I~T=GER ITCOL(SO),NFCOL(SO) 
I~TEGER IFAIL,~CALL,NINTP,N,M,NTYP,MTYP,NITER,NF 
I~TEGER NELLI(S),ITABLE(7) 
I~TEGER MELL,LL 
REAL PNTINT(60),DESDOS(20),SU~(20),ACT(40) 
REAL CENTEL(3),AXEL(2) 
DCUBLE PRECISICN COND,CNORM,GLNORM 
DCUBLE PRECISION ETA,STEPMX,XC(N),FC,CC(M),RHC,RLAM(M) 
R:AL ELLI(9,4),CON(40) 
DCUBLE PRECISION T(40),TCOL(SC),X(80) 
DCUBLE PRECISICN TEM,XW(S) 
LOGICAL POSOEF 

DATA NPF/231 

Initi~lisation of variable column heading. 

IF(NTYP.GE.7) THEN 
VARC='PARAM' 
LT=LL 
ELSE 
VARC='CNORM' 
E~O IF 

Initialisation of all data cclumns. 
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10 
C 
C 
C 
C 

100 
1 

105 

1 C 1 

102 

103 

104 

C 
C 
C 

****** TABLE ****** 

CCMMNT(I)=' • 
PCSCOLCI)=' , 
XCOL(I)=O.O 
FCOL(I)=O. 
CCOLCI)=O. 
CCNCOLCI)=O. 
Pr-iTCOL(I)=G. 
ITCOL(I)=O 
NFCOL(I)=O 
Sl..MCOL(I)=C. 
GLCOL(I>=O. 
RLACOL(I)=O. 
RI'"OCOL(I)=O. 
TCCLCI)=O. 
CCNTINUE 

~riting of heeding and all control variables used. 
Only done on first call. 

IF(KFLAG.E~.O) THEN 
WRITECNPF,100) TITLE,NTYP,MTYP,ETA,STEPMX, 
FCRMAT(1X,'TITLE:',A20,'NTYP=',I1,' MTYP=',I1,' ETA=',F10.4, 
1X,' STEPMX=·,E10.3) 
IFCIFAIL.NE.O) WRITE~NPF,10S) IFAIL 
FCRMAT(1X,' IFAIL=',I2) 
WRITE(NPF,101) COESDOS(I),I=1,NINTP) 
FCRMATC1x,' DESOOS=',10(1X,F8.4» 
IFCNTYP.LT.7) ~RITE(NPF,102) (ACT(I),I=1,NSRCE) 
FCRMAT(1X,' ACT=·,10(1X,F3.3» 
IFCMTYP.EQ.2) THEN 
wRITE(NPF,103) AXEL,CENTEL 
FCRMAT(1X,' Axes of ellipse are ·,2F8.3,· cent. at·,3F8.2) 
END IF 
IF(NTYP.EQ.3) THEN 
WRITE(NPF,104) SPECDC 
FCRMAT(1X,' The specific dose constant used was=·,F8.3) 
Ef'..D IF 

writing of input values of the ellipse and sources. 

IF(NTYP.GE.7) THEN 
DC 119 K=1,NELLI(1) 
00 119 L=1,9 
ELLI(L,K)=SNGL(X(40+L+(K-1)*9» 

119 CCNTINUE 
DC 120 I=1,NELLI(1) 
WRITE(NPF,109) I,ELLI(1,I),ELLI(2,I),ELLI(3,I),ELLI(4,I), 

1 ELLI(S,I),ELLI(6,I),ELLI(7,I),ELLI(S,I),ELLI(9,I) 
109 FCRMAT(12X,' ELLIPSE ',I1,!,1X,' AMPLITUDE',3X,3(1X,010.3),1 _ 

1 1X,' P~ASES',6X,3(1X,D10.3),!,1X,' CENTER',6X,3(1X,01C.3» 
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204 
203 
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C 

110 
2 
"':I 

4 

C 
C 
C 

30-J 
C 

C 

****** TABLE ****** 

LL=I 

DC 204 J=1,NELLICI~1) 
TEM=XCJ+CI-1)*10) 
CALL PARACXW,TEM,NSRCE,NDIM) 
WRITECNPF,312) J,ACTC(CI-1)*10)+J),XW 
CCNTINUE 
CCNTINUE 

END IF 

WRITE(NPF,110) VARC 
FCRMAT(1X,II,'COMMENT',9X,' XC',3X,'PNTINT',1X, 
1X,' Function',4X,'Dose',4X,'Constnt',2X,' RLAM ',2X, 
1X,' Rho',sX,'GLNORM',3X,As,2X,'Conditn',1X, 
3X,'Calls',1X,'Itar',2X,'PD') 
GCTO 500 
END IF 

Setting of co~ment column. 

IFCNTYP.GE.7.A~D.KFLAG.EQ.1.A~O.LL.EQ.0) THEN 
DC 3CC 11=1,40 
CCNCII>=O. 
CCNTINUE 

EI\D IF 

IF(NTYP.GE.7.A~D.LL.NE.0) COMMNT(2)='ELLIPSE '1ICHAR(LL+4~) 
IF{NTYP.GE.7.A~D.LL.EQ.0) COMMNT(2)='VARY ELLI' 
IF(KFLAG.EQ.1) THEN 
CCMMNT(1)='Initial' 
ELSEIF(KFLAG.EQ.2) THEN 
CCMMNT(1)='End cycle' 
ELSEIF(KFLAG.EQ.3) ThEN 
CCMMNT(1)='Intermit' 
ELSEIF(KFLAG.EQ.4) THEN 
CCMMNT(1)='Results' 

C WRITE(e,*) MTYP,NTYP 
ELSE 

C 

C 
C 
C 

CCMMNT(1)='I fcil' 
ITCOL(2)=IFAIL 
ENDIF 

MAXNO=N 
IF(NINTP*3.GT.N.AND.NTYP.LT.7) MAXNO=NINTP*3 
IFCM.GT.MAXNO) MAXNO=M 
IFCMAXNO.LT.NINTP) MAXNO=NINTP 

Setting of all column variables used. 

DO 20 I=1,~ 
CCOL(I)=SNGL(CC(I» 
RLACOLCI)=RLAMCI) 

20 CCNTINUE 
C 

DC 30 I=1,N 
XCOL(I)=SNGLeXC(I» 

30 CCNTINUE 
C 

DC 40 I=1,NINTP 
SUMCOLCI)=SUMCI) 
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****** TABLE ****** 

40 CCNTINUE 
C 

IF(NTYF.LT.7) THEN 
DC 50 I=1,~INTF*3 
P~TCOL(I)=PNTI~T(I) 

50 CONTINUE 

C 

C 

E~D IF 

IF(NTYP.GE.7.A~D.LL.NE.O) THEN 

LK=(LL-1)*10 
DC 55 I=1,NELLI(LL+1) 
TCOL(I)=XC(LK+I) 

55 CCNTINUE 
C 

C 
ELSEIF(NTYP.GE.7.AND.LL.EQ.0) THEN 

DC 56 J=1,NELLI(1)*9 
TCOL(J)=XC(40+J) 

56 CCNTINUE 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

200 

60 
C 

C 

321 

C 

310 

311 

1 
2 

1 

1 

1 

ELSE 

TCOL<1 )=CNORM 

E~D IF 

IF(POSOEF) POSCOL(1)='T' 
IF(.NOT.POSDEF) POSCOL(1)='F' 

FCOL(1)=SNGLCFC) 
CCNCOL(1)=SNGL(CONO) 
ITCOL(1)=NITER 
NFCOL(1)=NF 
GLCOL(1)=SNGL(GLNORM) 

IF(NTYP.GE.7) GLCOL(2)=SNGL(C~ORM) 

RHOCOL(1)=SNGL(RHO) 

DC 60 I=1,~AXNO 
WRITE(NPF,200) COMMNT(I),XCCL(I),PNTCOL(I),FCCL(I),SUMCOL(I), 

CCOl(I),RLACOL(I),RHOCOL(I),GLCOL(I),TCOL(I),CONCOL(I), 
NFCCL(I),ITCOL(I),POSCOL(I) 

FCRMAT(1X,A10,1X,F8.4,1X,F8.4,1X,E10.4,1X,E8.2,1X,E8.2,1X,D8.2, 
1X,E8.2,1X,E8.2,1X,09.3,1X,E8.2,1X,I6,1X,I3,1X,A1) 

CCNTINuE 

IF(NTYP.GE.7) THEN 

IF(KFLAG.GE.4) THEN 
CALL SU$P(ITABLE) 
WRITE(NPF,321) ITABLE(1),ITA8LE(2),ITABLE(4) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Time used total =',I12,'sups Run 
1X,I12,'sups CPU Time=',I12,'sups') 

card Time -' - , 
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304 
303 
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C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

****** TABLE ****** 

LL=I 

DC 304 J=1,NELLI{I+1) 
TEM=XC{J+(I-1)*10) 
C~LL PARA(XW,TEM,NSRCE,NDIM) 
WRITE(NPF,312) J,ACT«(I-1)*10)+J),XW,CON(J+(I-1)*10) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Source(',I2,')',1x,F8.2,3X,6(1X,F8.4» 
CCNTINUE 
CCNTINUE 

E~O IF 

IF(KFLAG.EQ.1.CR.KFLAG.GE.4) THEN 

Calc. of the time required to achieve desired TOF. 
Calc. of total dose equivalent to PNTINT(1) 

HLAM=O.000480551 
TCOSE=SNGL(X(8G» 
TIME=TOOSE/«4.76E-3)*«150*ORATE)**1.35» 
IF(TIME.GT.150C) TIME=1500 
TIME=-CALOG(1-1.35*TIME*HLAM»/(1.35*HLAM) 
TCTO=TIME*ORATE*1.5 

WRITE(NPF,313) TIME,TDOSE,TOTD 
313 FCRMAT(1X,' Interest Point Oata • Time for Rx=',F8.2,'hrs', 

1 1X,'to TDF =',F9.3,' & dose =',F9.3,'Gy equiv. at PNTINT(1)',/ 
1 1X,' No. TOT Gy Equiv. GyEquiv./hr X~,8x,'Y',8X,'Z') 

C 
C Convertion to dose equivalent for I-125 photons. 
C 

DC 330 K=1,NINTP 
DRFIN=ORATE*SUM(K)*1.s 
TCFIN=DRFIN*TIME 
WRITE(NPF,329) K,TDFIN,DRFIN,PNTINT«K-1)*3+1), 

1 PNTINT«K-1)*3+2),PNTINT({K-1)*3+3) 
329 FCRMAT(1X,I2,2X,F10.2,2x,F10.2,3(1X,F8.3» 
330 CONTINUE 
C 

C 

C 
500 
C 

C 

END IF 

END IF 

LL=LT 

RETURN 

END 
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c 
C This routine calculates the long and short h21f axes of the 
C parameterised ellipse No.LL and the angle of transformation 
C of T to a coordinate system with axis A in X direction, 
C and axis 8 in the Y direction. 
C 
C AUTHOR: W •• I.e.RAE 
C 
C VERSICN: 6/11/86 
C 
C Declar2tion of variables; 
C 

DCUBLE PRECISICN X(SO) 
REAL A,B,PIB2,TTR,TEMP 
INTEGER NELLI(S),MELL,LL 
REAL AD,AE 
REAL A1,A2,A3 

C 
C 
C 
C 

Common block used in CALC2,PAROPT,OPTPAR,OPTELI,TABLE,TFCRM, 
PARA,CON1,FSEV. 

CCMMON/PARCON/X,NELLI,MELL,LL 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

Calculation of the parameter giving a vector in the direction 
of maxi~um change of the tangent vector to the ellipse. 
This is in the direction of the half axis. 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

NV=40+(LL-1)*9 

X1=SNGL(X(NV+1» 
X2=SNGL(X(NV+2» 
X3=SNGL(X(NV+3» 
X4=SNGL ex (NV+4» 
X5=SNGL(X(NV+S» 
Xc=SNGL(XCNV+6» 
A1=X1*X1 
A2=X2*X2 
A3=X3*X3 

AC=A1*SIN(2.*X4)+ 
1 A2*SINC2.*XS)+ 
2 A3*SIN(2.*Xc) 

AE=A1*COS(2.*X4)+ 
1 A2*COS(Z.*XS)+ 
2 A3*COS(2.*Xc) 

IF(AD.LT.O.0001) THEN 

T~AX=C.O 

ELSE 
C 

C 

C 

IF(AE.EQ.O) AE=O.0001 

T~AX=.S*ATAN(AD/AE) 

Et\D IF 
C Calc. of half axes of new ellipse using above result. 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

A=(SQRT(CX1*SIN(TMAX+X4»**2+ 
1 (x2*SIN(T~AX+XS»**2+ 
1 (X3*SINCTMAX+X6»**2» 

TP= (TMAX+PIB2) 

B=(SQRT«X1*SIN(TP+X4»**2+ 
1 (X2*SIN(TP+XS»**2+ 
1 (X3*SIN(TP+X6»**2» 

Set long axis to be A and in the direction of TTR. 

TEMP=A 
IF(B.GT.A) THEN 
A=B 
B=TEMP 
TTR=(TP) 
ELSE 

Setting cf angle transformation. 

TTR=(T,.,AX) 

EI\O IF 
RETURN 
ENO 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

SLBROUTINE UPOAT 

This subroutine accepts new raw data for 
interpolation by E01ACE to creat~ the table MM(101,101) 
using bicubic splines. 

It also allows intarpolation on these tables and updating 
of the values presently in the data file. 

AUTHCR :W.I.O.RAE 

VERSICN :28/7/86 

Ceclaratien of variables. 
OATITL ••• Title of data array for dose data.2-dim. 
MTFL ••• File for interpolated matrix from E01ACE. 
OATFL ••• File for original data input. 
A •••••••• Value for interpolation by E01ACE in X-axis. 
B •••••••• Value for interpolation as above in Y-axis. 
X •••••• Array for distance,(CIS) values stored for INTPOL. 
XINT •••• Intermediate array for use when calculations use X. 
y •••••••• Array for PSI values stored for interpolation. 
VAL •••••• Value returned as interpolated by E01ACE. 
F •••••••• 2-Dim Array for input function values. 
M1 •••••••• Number of PSI values. 
N1 •••••••• Nu~ber of DIS values input. 
IG1 •••••• Size of working arrays. 
FF ••••••• 1-0im array to pass to INTPOL 
SPECCC ••• Specific dose constant to use in calc. 
ORCF ••••• Conversion factor from de9rees to radians. 
STPX ••••• Step size between success~ve points for matrix MM. 
NOREC •••• Number of file to use. 
NFAIL •••• Converted NAG error indicator. 
NOOS ••••• Number of data file input.(OATFL.) 
MOAT ••••• Number of interpolated data file fer output.(MTFL.) 
AM,XX,O,WORK •• Working arrays used by E01ACE. 
MM ••••••• Arr~y for storage and lookup of interpolated values. 
XMX,XMN •• Max and min values on X axis. 
STPX ••••• Step size on X axis. 

INTEGER M1,NOREC,NFAIL,NOOS,MGAT,IG1,N1 
REAL A,B,X(10),XINT(10),Y(15),F(10,1S),AM(2S),XX(2S), 

0(2S),WCRK(2S),VAL,FF(150),MM(101,101) 
REAL X~X,X~N,Y~X,YMN,STPX,STPY,SPECOC,ORCF,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 
ChARACTER*20 OATITL 

Ceclcration of common block. 

CCMMON/LINCOM/~M,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2 

Oecleration of file unit numbers. 

DATA MOAT/181 
DATA NCOS/191 
OAT A' NO UTI 6 I 
DATA ORCF/O.017453292S21 

C Presentaion of options allowed and title. 
C 
10 CALL PAG 
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****** UPDAT ****** 

WRITE(NOUT,71) 
C 

71 
12 
80 

FCRMAT(1X,' ***BRACHY.UPOAT***',I,' ******************',//) 
WRITE(I\OUT,80) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Do you wish to 

1 1 x, , 
1 1 x, 
1 1 x, 
1 1 x, 

use new records, ••••••••••• (1)?',1 
update old records ••••••••• (2)?',/ 
interpolate on data •••••••• (3)?',/ 
interpolate for table •••••• (4)?',/ 
interpol. linearly off table(S)?',/ 

1 1 x, e x it. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • ( a ) ? ' ) 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

89 
88 

87 
C 
C 
C 

C 

REAO(S,*,ERR=1C) NOLO 

Allows exit. 

IF(NOLO.EQ.O) GOTO 400 

Lists data already present. 

CALL PAG 

DC 88 1=1,10 
REAO(NCOS,REC=1) DATITl 
IF(DAT1Tl.EQ.' ') GOTO 88 
WRITE(NOUT,89) I,DATITL 
FCRMAT(1X,' Record ',IZ,' Title ',AZO) 
CCNTINL.E 
WRITEO .. OUT,37> 
FCRMAT(1X,/) 

Allows input cf new data records. 

IF(NOLC.EQ.1) THEN 

99 W~ITECNOUT,100) 
100 FCRMAT(1x,/,1X,' Enter title for new Data Array') 

REAO(S,101,ERR=99) OATITl 
101 FCRMAT(A20) 
C 
106 WRITE(NOUT,107) 
107 FCRMAT(1X,' Enter record no to be used.') 

REAO(S,*,ERR=1C6) NOREC 
C 
119 WRITE(NOUT,12C) 
120 FCRMAT(1X,' No. of DIS valse to enter, strictly increcsin~.') 

REAO(S,*,ERR=119) N1 
C 
121 WRITE(NOUT,122) 
122 FCRMAT(1X,' No. of PSI valse to enter, strictly increasin~.') 

READ(S,*,ERR=121) M1 
C 

DC 200 I=1,N1 
127 WRITE(NOUT,123) I 
123 FCRMAT(1X,' Enter 015(',13,')') 

READ(S,*) X(I> 
IF(I.GE.Z)THEN 
IF(X(I).lE.X(I-1» GOTO 1Z7 
END IF 
WRITECNOUT,126) 
READ(S,*,ERR=127) NCON 
IF(NCON.NE.1) GOTO 127 

200 CCNTINUE 
C 
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****** UPDAT ****** 

DC 221 J=1,M1 
128 WR1TE(NOUT,124} J 
124 FCRMAT(1X,' Enter PSI(',I3,'}'} 

READ(S,*) Y(J) 

221 
C 

129 
125 

126 

220 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

149 
150 

C 

C 
161 

370 

371 

162 

163 

152 
1 
1 
1 
1 

C 

C 

IF(J.GE.2) THEN 
1F(Y(J).LE.Y(J-1» GOTO 128 
END IF 
WRITE(NOUT,126) 
REAo(S,*,ERR=128) NCON 
IF(NCCN.NE.1) GOTO 128 
CCNTINU!: 

DC 220 I=1,N1 
DC 220 J=1,M1 
WR1TE(NOUT,12S) X(I),Y(J),I,J 
FCRMATC1X,' oIS=',1PE9.3,' &PSI=',1PE9.3,' enter FC',I2,I2,')') 
READCS,*) FCI,J) 
WRITECNOUT,126) 
FCRMAT(1X,' To confirm press 1 if correct') 
READ(S,*,ERR=129) NCON 
IF(NCON.NE.1) GOTO 129 
CCNTINUE 

WRITECNDOS,REC=NOREC) oATITL,X,Y,F,M1,N1 

GCTO 1C 
END IF 

Allows update of old records and allows copy to any record. 

IFCNOLC.EQ.2) THEN 
WRITE(t\OUT,150) 
FCRMAT(1X,I,' Which record do you wish to change?') 
REAo(S,*,ERR=149) NREC 

READ(NOOS,REC=NREC,ERR=149) DAT1TL,X,Y,F,M1,N1 

CALL PAG 
WRITE(NOUT,370) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Co you want to write to the same record,Yes=1') 
READCS,*) NSAM 
IFCNSA~.EC.1) GOTO 162 
WRITE(NOUT,371) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Enter new record number') 
REAO(S,*) NREC 
WRITE(~OUT,311) DATITL,(X(I),I=1,N1) 
DC 103 1=1,1"1 
WRITECNOUT,313) YCI),(F(J,I),J=1,N1) 
CCNTINUE 
WRITECNDOS,REC=NREC) oAT1TL,X,Y,F,M1,N1 
WRITE(NOUT,152) 
FCRMAT(1X,I,' Enter number of change only. Exit=O',1 
21X,' If N1 or M1 are chan~ed then update DIS & PSI',I 
21x,' Title •• 1 015 •••• 2,1 
21x,' P5I •••• 3 F •••••• 4',1 
21X,' N1 ••••• 5 M1 ••••• 6',II) 
READ(S,*) NCH 

IF(NCH.LT.1.0R.NCH.GT.6) GOTO 10 

IF(NCH.EQ.1) T~EN 
WRITECNOUT,309) 
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****** UPDAT ****** 

309 FCRMAT{1X,' Enter new Title. l
) 

READ(S,151) OATITL 
151 FCRMAT{A20) 

GCTO 161 
Et\D IF 

IF(NCH.EQ.2)THEN 
WRITE{NOUT,327> 

C 

230 
327 FCRMAT(1X,' Enter number of DIS value to chan£e. l

) 

READ(S,*,ERR=1e1) II 

305 
WRITE(NOUT,305> II 
FCRMAT(1x,1 Enter value for 015(1,12,1).1) 
REAO(5,*) X(II) 
IF(II.GE.2) THEN 
IF(X(II).LE.X(II-1» GOTO 230 
EI\O IF 
GCTO 161 
El\o IF 

IF(NCH.EQ.3)THEN 
wRITE:(t\OUT,307> 

C 

235 
307 FCRMAT(1X,1 Enter number of PSI value to chan£e.') 

REAO(S,*,ERR=161) II 
WRITE(~OUT,308) II 

308 FCRMAT(1X,' Enter value for PSI(',I2,1).I) 
REAOCS,*) Y<II) 
IF(II.GE.2) THEN 
IF(Y(II).LE.Y(II-1» GOTO 23S 
Ef\D IF 
GCTO 161 
1:1\0 IF 

C 
IF(NCH.EQ.4)THEN 
WRITE(NOUT,320) 

320 FCRMAT{1X,' Enter number of DIS value of F REAo{S,*,ERR=161> JJ 

323 
WRITE(NOUT,323) 
FCRMAT(1X, , Enter number of PSI value of F 
READ(S,*,ERR=161) II 
WRITE(NOUT,322) JJ,II 

322 FCRMAT(1x, . Enter value for FC' ,12,12,·) .1) 
READ(S,"') F(JJ,II) 
GCTO 161 
E(\;O IF 

C 
IF(NCH.E~.S) T~EN 
WRITE(f\lOUT,340) 

340 FCRMAT(1x,' Enter new value for N1') 
READ(5,*,ERR=161) N1 
GCTQ 161 
EI\O IF 

C 
IFCNCH.EQ.6) THEN 
WRITE(NOUT,341) 

341 FCRMAT(1X,' Enter new value fer M1·) 
REAo(S,*,ERR=1t1) M1 
GCTO 161 
Ef\D IF 
GeTQ 161 
Ef\O IF 

to change.') 

to change. l
) 

C 
C Allows interpolation using bicubic splines on raw data. 
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****** UPOAT **-*** 

C 
IF(NOLC.EQ.3) THEN 

299 WRITE(NOUT,300) 
300 FCRMAT(1X,' Do you want to interpolate? YES=1') 

READ(S,*) INT 

C 
IF(INT.NE.1) GCTO 10 

WRITE(NOUT,3S1) 
3S1 FCRMAT(1X,' with which record will you calc?') 

READ(S,*) NOREe 

C 

312 

321 
C 

303 

304 

C 

READ(NCOS,REC=NOREC) DATITL,X,Y,F,M1,N1 
IG1=M1+N1 . 

WRITE(NOUT,311) DATITl,(X(I),I=1,N1) 
DC 312 I=1,M1 
WRITE(NOUT,313) Y(I),(F(J,I),J=1,N1) 
CCNTINUE 
DC 321 I=1,N1 
DC 321 J=1,M1 
K=(I-1)*M1+J 
FF(K)=F(I,J) 
F(I,J)=O 
CCNTINUE 

WRITE(NOUT,303) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Enter point in DIS for calculation') 
R=AD(S,*) A 
WRITE(NOUT,304) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Enter point in PSI for calc.') 
READCS,*) e 

C 
CALL INTPOl(X,Y,FF,F,A,3,VAL,NFAIL,M1,AM,XX,WC~K,C,N1,IG1) 

C 

IF(NFAIL.NE.O) THEN 
WRITE(NOUT,310) NFAIL 
END IF 

WRITE(NOUT,302) A,B,VAL 
302 FCRMAT(1X,' At point ·,1PE12.4,·,·,1PE12.4,' Value=',1PE12.4) 
C 

PAUSE 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE' 

CALL PAG 

GeTO 299 

END IF 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

Allo~s calculation of full array in real time.(7-10minutes). 

C 
IF(NOLC.EQ.4) THEN 

WRITE(NOUT,301) 
301 FCRMAT(1X,' With which record ~ill you calc?') 

READ(S,*) NOR=C 

C 
READ(NCOS,REC=NOREC) OATITL,X,Y,F,M1,N1 
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352 
e 
363 

C 

****** UPDAT ****** 

eCNTINUE 

IH I T E (N OU T , 363) 
FCRMAT(1X,I,· What value for spec. dose. canst. in·,1 

1 1X,· Gy.cm2/hr.MSq will you use?') 
READ(5,*) SPEecc 

DC 353 I=1,N1 
DC 353 j=1,M1 
K=(N1-I)*M1+J 
FF(K)=F(I,j) 
F<I,j)=O 

353 CCNTINUE 
C 
e Setting up of values on the ~xes used for interpolation .• e 

DO 713 I=1,N1 
XINT(I)=1/(X(N1+1-I» 

713 CCNTINU= 
DC 721 I=1,N1 
X(I)=XINT(I) 

721 CCNTINL:E 
C 

DC 714 I=1,M1 
Y(I)=SIN(Y(I)*CRCF) 

714 CCNTINLE 
C 

IG1=N1Hl1 
C 
C Set up of step sizes and scal~ng factors. 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

Xt'N=X(n 
XI"X=X(t\1) 
H'N=y(1) 
Y,,",X=Y(t-'1) 
STPX=(XMX-XMN)/100 
STPY=(YMX-YMN)/100 
Cx1=1/STPX 
C X 2 = 1 - X r~ N 1ST P X 
CY1=1/STPY 
CY2=1-yr~N/STPY 

DC 333 1=1,101 
DC 334 j=1,101 
A=(XMN+(I-1)*STPX) 
B=YMN+(J-1)*STPY 

Interpolation routine that calls E01ACE to interpolate 
using cubic spline fitting. 

CALL INTPOL(X,Y,FF,F,A,8,VAL,NFAIL,M1,AM,XX,WCRK,O,N1,IG1) 

IF(NFAIL.NE.O) THEN 
WRITE(NOUT,310) NFAIL 

310 FCRMAT(1X,' NFAIl=',I3) 
END IF 

C 
C 
C 

334 
C 
C 
C 

401 
333 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
400 

Calc. of dose rate in Gy/hr.t-'Sq for storage in Array MM. 

Mt'(I,J)=VAl*SPECDC*A*A 
CCNTINLiE 

Indication of every 101 calls of E01ACE. 

WRITE(NOUT,401) I 
FCRMAT(1X,' Ccunter =',13) 
CCNTINUE 

WRITEC,..DAT,REC=NOREC) MM,CX1,CX2,CY1,CY2,SPECOC 

GeTO 1C 

EI\O IF 

IF(NOlC.EQ.S) THEN 
CALL SL3lIr-. 
GCTO 1C 
Et\D IF 

PAUSE 'EXIT FRCM TEST.UPDAT' 
RETURN 
Ef'.iD 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

1 
SUBROUTINE WRITECTITLE,STEPMX,ETA,IBOUND,IFAIL,RHO,IPRINT, 

XU,XL,N,X) 

Tbis routine writes initial values for OPTIM in TEST. 

AUTHOR:W.I.D.RAE 

VERSION:1/9/86 

Ceclaration of variables as listed here below •• 
ETA •••••• Specifies accuracy of linear minimisation. 
F •••••••• Contains value of F(X) on exit. 
RHO •••••• Current value of parameter rho in Lagrangiar. 
STEPMX ••• Estimate of Euclidian distance to min. 
CL( ) •••• Array of dim >or= MRNGE,lower bound on constraint. 
CUC ) •••• Upper bound on constraint. 
XLC ) •••• Array of dim >or= N, contains fixed lower bcunds. 
XU( ) •••• Array contains fixed upper bounds of X( ). 
XC ) ••••• Array.contains v~lue of constrained minimum. 
MEQ •••••• Equa11ty constr21nt number. . 
MINEQ •••• Inequality constraint number. 
MRNGE •••• Numbar of range constraints. 
M •••••••• ~EQ+MINEC+MRNGE. 
N •••••••• Number of independent variables. 
NX ••••••• lnteger =N+MINE'+MRNGE. 
I •••••••• Integer. 
IaOUNC ••• Type of bounds used see notes. 
IFAIL •••• Indicator of type of failure in optimisation. 
IPRINT ••• Regulates calling of AMONIT by E04UAF. 
LCLU ••••• Actual length of CL,CU declared in CON1. 
PNTINT ••• Points of interest to calculate uniformity. 
NTYP ••••• Type of isotope chosen to regulate functio~. 
ACT •••••• Activity of sources in group. 
CESOOS ••• Cesired dose of points of interest. 
NINTP •••• Number of interest points. 
MTyP ••••• Type of constraint function used. 
NDIM ••••• Oimension of source variables. 
XM,XV •••• Cummy variables for XL,XU respectively. 

Ceclaration of common blocks. 

CCMMON/ISO/NTYP~PNTINT,NINTP,ACT,OESOOS,NSRCE,MTYP,NOIM 
CCMMON/MON/CL,CU,MEQ,MINEQ,MRNGE 

Ceclaration of variables. 

DOUBLE PRECISION ETA,RHO,STEPMX 
OCUBLE PRECISION CL(20),CUC20),XL(80),XU(80) 
OCUBLE PRECISION X(80),XM(80),XV(SO) 
DCUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
INTEGER MEC,MINEQ,MRNGE,I,IBOUND,IFAIL,IPRINT 
INTEGER N 
I~TEGER NSRCE,NDIM 
INTEGER NTYP,NINTP,MTYP 
REAL PNTINT(60),ACT(40),OESDOS(20) 
CHARACTER*20 TITLE 

CATA declaration of output unit numbers. 
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C 
C 
C 
472 
240 

2C7 

C 

210 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

211 
545 

208 
550 

241 

555 
C 

C 

1 

1 
2 
~ 

****** WRITE ****** 

DATA MPF /21/ 

hriting of all the initial input used in call of E04UAF 

WRITE(MPF,240 ) TITLE 
FCRMAT(1X,//,' **INPUT**',/,' *********',//,' TITLE :',A2C) 
WRITEC~PF,207 ) NTYP,NSRCE,N,MEQ,MINEQ,MRNGE,IPRINT, 

STEPMX,ETA,IBOUNO,RHO,NINTP,IFAIL,MTYP,NDIM 
FCRMAT(1X/,' NTYP=',I3,'; NSRCE=',I3,'; N=',I3,'; MEQ=',I3,/ 
1X,'MI~EQ=',I3,'; MRNGE=',I3,'; IPRINT=',I3,'; STEPMX=',Dc.2,/ 
1X,'ETA=',C8.2,';IBOUND=',I1,'; RHO=',D8.2,';~1NTP=',I3,/ 
1X,' IFA1L=',I1,'iMTYP=',12,'i NDIM='~I2) 

OC 545 I=1,NSRCE 
WRITE(~PF,210 ) I,ACTCI) 
FCRMAT{1X,' Source ',12,' with activity ',F6.2,' has') 
DC 545 J=1,NDIM 
K=tIIDIM* (I-1) +J 

IF(IBOUND.EQ.O) THEN 
Xf'I(K)=XL(K) 
XV(K)=XUCK) 
END IF 

IF(IBO~ND.EQ.1) THEN 
Xf'I(K)=-10GCOOOCOO 
XVCK)=10000000CO 
END IF 

IF(IBOUND.EQ.2) THEN 
Xt-'{K)=C.O 
XVCK)=10000000GO 
END IF 

1F{IBOUND.EQ.3) THEN 
X/>,(K)=XL(1) 
XVCK)=XU{1) 
END IF 

WRITE{MPF,211 ) XMCK),X(K),XV(K) 
FCRMAT(1X,1PD10.3,'(',1PD10.3,'<',1PD10.3) 
CCNTINUE 
DC 550 I=1,MRNGE 
WRITECMPF,208 ) I,CU(1),CL(1) 
FCRMATC1X,' Range constr. ',13,' has CU=',08.2,'; CL=',D8.2) 
CCNT1NUE 
DC 555 I=1,N1NTP 
K=1 +(1-1) *3 
WR1TE(~PF,241 ) I,PNTINT(K),P~T1NT(K+1),PNT1NTCK+2) 
FCRMAT(1X,' Nintp.',12,' X=',F10.4,/,11X,' Y=',F10.4,/ 

1 1X,10X,' Z=',F10.4,/) 
CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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